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ABSTRACT

This

dissertation

investigates

second

language

learners'

knowledge of reconstruction in English and Chinese. To tap Chinese
learners'

knowledge

included sentences
sentences
phrase

of

reconstruction

in

that are underdetermined

English,

experiments

in Chinese, namely,

with a reflexive {himself/herself) inside a moved noun

or predicate

learners'

knowledge

included

sentences

that

contains

a w/i-element.

of reconstruction

To tap English

in Chinese, an experiment

that are underdetermined

in English, namely,

sentences with ambiguity of antecedence of ziji 'self inside a moved
predicate

and

in non-movement

sentences.

Results

of

a timed

judgment task indicate that in judging the grammaticality of English
sentences with singular reflexives inside a moved NP or predicate,
Chinese learners' error rates were below the chance level. Results of
a multiple-choice task, a task with a preceding context and a truthvalue judgment task involving pictures indicate that Chinese learners
distinguished between ambiguity of antecedence of a reflexive inside
a moved NP and no ambiguity of antecedence of a reflexive inside a
moved predicate. Results of a truth-value judgment task with English
learners of Chinese indicate that they had knowledge of ambiguity of
antecedence of ziji inside a moved predicate. These results point to
second language

learners'

access to Universal

Grammar,

although

I3

evidence

of LI effects was found with both Chinese learners

English and English learners of Chinese.

of

I4

Chapter 1

Introduction

This
knowledge

dissertation

investigates

of reconstruction.

In

second

this

brief

language
introduction,

illustrate the nature of the problems this dissertation

learners'
I

will

investigated,

and lay out a brief outline of the subsequent chapters.

1.1 Anaphoric relations and

Binding Theory

Anaphoric relations refer to referential properties of anaphors.
Anaphors refer to two referentially-dependent

NP types: reflexives

(e.g., himself) and reciprocals (e.g., each other).

(1) Johni hates himselfi(2) Theyi hate each otheri-

Just as himself in (1) is referentially dependent on John, each other
in (2) is on they. The convention to show that two expressions corefer is to assign them the same 'index' in the subscript. The fact thai
John and himself \n (1) and they and each other in (2) refer to the
same person(s) is shown by giving them both the index i.
A reflexive is a type of noun phrase (NP). It differs from two
other

types

of noun

phrase:

pronouns

and

referring/referential

15

expressions (R-expressions). Reflexives need a local antecedent, i.e., a
local NP on which a reflexive is dependent
pronouns may have an antecedent,

for its interpretation;

but cannot have a local one; R-

expressions cannot refer to some other element in the sentence. The
following are examples illustrating the differences among three types
of NPs:

(3)

Maryi thinks Janej likes herself*i/j.

(4)

Maryi thinks that Janej likes heri/*j.

(5)

Nancyi likes her*i.

The

reflexive

antecedent.

herself in (3) must

The

pronoun

her in

have
(4)

the

local

NP Jane as

cannot

have

Jane as

antecedent; it has to refer to either Mary or someone

its

else. The R-

expression Jane in (5) cannot refer to her. The use of * in the front of
an index means that two expressions cannot co-refer. The fact that
herself and Mary in (2), her and Jane in (3), and her and Nancy in (4)
do not co-refer is shown by using the * before an index i or j.
The principles that govern the interpretations of these NPs are
referred to as Binding Theory (Chomsky. 1981):

(6)

Binding Theory (BT)
Principle A
An anaphor must be bound in a local domain.
Principle B

16

A pronoun must be free in a local domain.
Principle C
An R-expression is free.

"Bound" means

coindexed

with a c-commanding

command" means A c-commands

antecedent.

"C-

B if and only if the first branching

node dominating A also dominates 3 (and A does not dominate B). To
illustrate, let us look at (7)

(7a)

(7b)

C

C

A

D

B

B

A

E

In (7a) A c-commands

D

B because the first branching

E

node which

dominates A, i.e., C, also dominates B (and A does not dominate B). I n
(7b), however, A does not c-command B, because the first branching
node which dominates A, i.e., D, does not dominate B (Ouhalla, 1994).
"Free", on
commanding

the

other

hand,

antecedent.

means

not

co-indexed

with

a

c-

17

Binding theory

is thus

chiefly

concerned

with

"connections

among noun phrases that have to do with such semantic properties
as dependence

of reference,

including

the connections

between

a

pronoun and its antecedent." (Chomsky, 1988, p. 52)
But binding

theory

cannot

account

fully

for the

syntactic

phenomenon known as reconstruction.

1.2 Reconstruction in English

Reconstruction refers to a syntactic phenomenon
anaphoric element is moved out of the c-command

in which a n
domain of its

antecedent (Barss, 1994).

(8) [Which pictures of himself]i does Bill like t{l

In (8), an anaphor is contained inside a moved NP which leaves a
trace (symbolized

by t) in its original

site. What

is relevant

to

Binding Theory is that such fronting "places the anaphor out of the ccommand

domain

grammaticality"

of its understood

antecedent,

(Barss, 1986, p. 17). What

with

makes

no loss of

reconstruction

particularly interesting is that reconstruction gives rise to ambiguity
of

antecedence

which

is

not

present

in

sentences

reconstruction. Compare (9) with (10):

(9)

Johni wonders which pictures of himselfj/j Billj likes.

without

18

(10)

Johrii wants to know whether Billj likes those pictures of
himself«i/j.

In (9) himself can be bound by either the higher subject John or the
lower subject Bill. But himself in (10) can only have the local subject
Bill, but not the matrix subject John as antecedent.
On the other

hand, when

a reflexive

is contained

inside

a

moved predicate, it does not change the possibilities for antecedence;
binding obtains exactly as if the predicate had not moved (Cinque,
1982; Barss, 1986):

(11)

a. How proud of herselfi does Maryj think that Janej is ti/*j?
b. Maryj thinks that Janei is proud of herselfi/*j.

In both (11a) and (lib), the reflexive herself can only have the local
subject Jane, but not the matrix subject Mary as antecedent.
To sum up, there are two distinctions. One distinction concerns
potential ambiguity of antecedence of a reflexive inside a moved NP
versus

lack of ambiguity

movement

sentences.

of antecedence
This

distinction

of a reflexive
has

been

in nonillustrated

respectively in (9) and (10). The other distinction concerns a contrast
between potential ambiguity of antecedence for "a reflexive inside a
moved NP" (abbreviated in later chapters as "NP fronting"), as in (9).
versus no ambiguity of antecedence for "a reflexive inside a moved

I9

predicate" (abbreviated

in later chapters as "predicate fronting"), as

in (II).

1.3 Reconstruction

in

Chinese

Chinese has two reflexive types, the bare reflexive ziji 'self and
compound

reflexives

such

as

taziji 'himself/herself.

The

bare

reflexive ziji cannot reconstruct (Huang & Tang, 1991, p. 279):

(12) a. [Zhangsanj
Zhangsan

shuo [Lisij zui
said Lisi

xihuan [zijij/j de

most like

self

's

shu]]]
book

'Zhangsanj said that Lisij liked self's j/j book the best.'
b. [Zhangsanj shuo [zijij/^j de
Zhangsan said

self

's

shu, [Lisij zui
book, Lisi

xihuan]]]

most like

'Zhangsanj said that, self's j/*j book, Lisij likes the best.'

As shown by the indices, ziji in the non-movement

sentence (12a)

can have either the lower subject Lisi or the higher subject Zhangsan
as antecedent, but ziji inside a moved NP in (12b) can only have the
higher subject Zhangsan as antecedent.
But when ziji is contained inside a moved predicate, it behaves
as if it had not moved (Huang, 1993):

(13)

[piping

zijii/j de

pengyou,

[Zhangsani

zidao

criticize

self

friend

Zhangsan

know

's

20

[Lisij juedui

bu

hui]]].

Lisi

not

will

definitely

'Criticize hisj/j own friend, Zhangsaii knows Lisij definitely will
not.'
(14)

[Zhangsani zidao

[Lisij

juedui

bu

hui

Zhangsan

know

Lisi

definitely

not

will

piping

zijii/j de

pengyou]].

criticize

self

friend

's

'Zhangsaii knows Lisij definitely will not criticize hisi/j own
friend.'

Ziji inside a moved predicate in (13) and ziji in the non-movement
sentence in (14) behave exactly the same: it can either

have the

lower subject Lisi or the higher subject Zhangsan as antecedent.
On

the

'himself/herself

other

hand,

exhibits

the

compound

"reconstruction

effects"

reflexive
(Huang

taziji
& Tang,

1991).

(15)

[Zhangsanj shuo [Lisij zui

xihuan tazijij/^j de

shu]].

Zhangsan

like

book

said

Lisi most

himself

's

'Zhangsanj said that Lisij likes hisi/*j own books most.'
(16) [Zhangsanj shuo [tazijij /j
Zhangsan

said himself

de

shu,

[Lisij zui xihuan]]].

's

book, Lisi most like

'Zhangsanj said that himselfsj /j book. Lisij likes most."

21

While taziji in the non-movement

sentence (15) can only have the

lower subject

higher

antecedent,

Lisi, but

taziji

not the

inside

a

moved

NP

subject
in

Zhangsan, as its

(16)

exhibits

the

"reconstruction effect": it can have either the lower subject Lisi or the
higher subject Zhangsan as its antecedent.
However, when taziji is contained inside a moved predicate, it
behaves as if it had not moved:

(17) [piping

taziji*i/j,

[Zhangsanj

zhidao

[Lisij

criticize

himself

Zhangsan

know

Lisi

juedui

bu

hui]]].

definitely

not

will

taziji inside a moved predicate in (17) can only be bound by the
lower subject Lisi.
But like other structures in Chinese, sentences with taziji inside
a moved

NP or predicate

cannot involve wh-movement,

because

Chinese lacks overt wh-movement (Huang, 1982).

(18) *Najizhang
Which

tazijii/j de
himself 's

zhaopian
pictures

Zhangsanj shuo Lisij xihuan?
Zhangsan

said

Lisi

like

"Which pictures of himselfi/j did Zhangsani say that Lisij liked'.''
(19) * Zeyang
how

wei tazijii/j

gandao

for

felt

himself

zihao

Zhangsani xiang Lisij shi

proud Zhangsan think Lisi

'How proud of himself*i/j does Zhangsani think that Lisij is?'

is

22

(19) and (20) are ungrammatical because of the overt movement of
wh-elements, najizhang 'which' in (19), and zeyang 'how' in (20).
To sum up, ziji differs from a reflexive in English. Unlike a
reflexive in English, zzyi inside amoved NP cannot reconstruct (12b),
but ziji inside a moved predicate can have either the lower or the
higher subject as antecedent (13). On the other hand, taziji behaves
essentially

the same as a reflexive in English. Like a reflexive

in

English, taziji inside a moved NP can have either the lower or higher
subject as antecedent, and taziji inside a moved predicate can only
take the lower subject as antecedent.
wh-movement,
predicate

in

sentences
Chinese

Because Chinese lacks overt

with a reflexive inside a moved

cannot

have

wh-movement.

In

NP or

contrast,

sentences with a reflexive inside a moved NP or predicate in English
can have wh-movement.

1.4 The morphology

mapping

problem

As discussed in sections 1.2 and 1.3,

Chinese and English differ

in their morphosyntax for reflexives. Chinese has two reflexive types,
the bare

reflexive

English, on the
himself. The

ziji

other

question

and
hand,
is

compound
has

how

only

does

reflexives
compound

the

L2

such as tazijireflexives

learner

like

make

the

c o n n e c t i o n ? T h e r e is a n a s s u m p t i o n

that the Chinese equivalent

English reflexives

reflexive

is z i j i . t h e

bare

1991). But Chinese has the compound

(e.g., Thomas.

rcHexive

type

of

1989,

(e.g.. taziji).

23

which is similar to English reflexives (e.g., himself). Assuming

that

this is the proper parallel case (e.g.. Yuan, 1994), is there empirical
evidence to support this assumption?
learners

The same applies to English

of Chinese. Do they just match

English reflexives

up to

compound reflexives in Chinese or is there evidence that they also
know the properties of zty/?

1.5

The construction

generalization

problem

Another problem that poses for L2 learners is the construction
generalization problem. Chinese has the properties of reconstruction.
But, as discussed

in section 1.3, ziji does not behave

the same as

taziji. Whereas z(// inside a moved NP does not reconstruct, and ziji
inside a moved predicate can have either a lower or higher subject as
antecedent, taziji behaves similarly like a reflexive in English. Taziji
inside a moved NP can have either the lower or higher subject as
antecedent, but taziji inside a moved

predicate can only have the

lower subject as antecedent. A further complication is that like other
constructions, reconstruction
But reconstruction
question

is

how

in Chinese lacks overt

in English frequently
does

the

Chinese

wh-movement.

has wh-movement.

learner

incorporate

a

The
new

construction into the Chinese reflexive system? English learners have
a similar problem. Since ziji in reconstruction differs from an English
r e f l e x i v e in r e c o n s t r u c t i o n , h o w d o e s t h e E n g l i s h l e a r n e r i n c o r p o r a t e
a new construction into the English reflexive system?

1.6 The logical problem of language acquisition

The logical problem

of language

acquisition

Lightfoot, 1981) or the projection problem
the problem of accounting for adults'

(Hornstein

&

(Baker, 1979) refers

to

knowledge

of properties

of

language not available directly from input. This problem exists for
adult

second

language

learners

(e.g., Benette,

1994; Juffs, 1996;

Thomas, 1989, 1993, 1995; White, 1989). While most researchers

in

second language acquisition studies subscribe to the above view (e.g..
Cook, 1993; Juffs, 1996; Thomas, 1993; White, 1989), Bley-Vroman
(1989) views the logical problem of second language acquisition as
that of explaining fundamental differences between L2 learning and
LI learning. He noted that while LI learning
uniform success, L2 learning is characterized
lack of success, by the near non-existence

is characterized
by a nearly

of learners

by

uniform

who attain

native-like proficiency, by "fossilization" (barrier to further success),
and by wide variation in the styles and strategies of adults learning
and using the L2. Bley-Vroman's claim is not based on a mismatch
between the kind of input available to acquirers and their ultimate
attainment.

Instead,

it intends

to seek

a theoretical

account

of

explaining why L2 learners lack uniform success. Thus his claim does
not appear

to be the logical problem

of accounting

for linguistic

competence of children and adults which includes properties that are
not immediately obvious and which are not explicitly taught (For a
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similar argument, see White, 1990). The question of whether adults
have access to UG is discussed in more detail in section 3.1.
Few studies in SLA (second language acquisition) research have
investigated

L2

learners'

knowledge

of

reconstruction.

This

dissertation addresses the logical problem using reconstruction as an
empirical investigative tool.
English sentences
predicate

with

that involves

a reflexive

overt

inside

wh-movement

a moved

presents

the

NP or
logical

problem for Chinese learners

because structures of these types are

not

from

input

phrase

that

available

permits

directly

a topicalized

ambiguity

of

antecedence

for

in Chinese,
contains

Chinese

sentences and inside a moved VP presents
English learners

because a reflexive

although

a reflexive.
ziji

in

Chinese
Similarly,

non-movement

the logical problem

in the corresponding

for

English

sentences do not involve ambiguity of antecedence at all. Thus, to tap
Chinese

learners'

experiments

knowledge

included

input

that

of

reconstruction

in

is underdetermined

English,

in Chinese,

namely, sentences with a reflexive inside a moved

NP or VP that

contains

knowledge

of

input

that

is

with ambiguity

of

a wh-element.

reconstruction

To tap

English

in Chinese, an experiment

underdetermined

included

in English, namely, sentences

antecedence of ziji 'self inside a moved
sentences.

1.7

learners'

Layout of this dissertation

VP and in non-movement
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This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses
linguistic theories of reconstruction. Chapter 3 reviews L2 research
findings on second language learners' knowledge of reflexives with
respect to hypotheses of L2 learners' access to Universal Grammar.
Chapter

4 reports

reconstruction

the

results

of

with Chinese learners

a

timed

judgment

task

on

of English (the experimental

group) and native speakers of English (the control group). Chapter 5
reports three experiments on how Chinese learners of English in a
foreign setting

(the experimental

group)

English (the control group) interpret

and

native

speakers

of

reconstruction at the sentence

and the discourse level, the latter involving the use of contextual
cues and pictures. Chapter 6 reports the results of experiments

on

the interpretation of reconstruction in Chinese with English learners
of Chinese (two experimental
advanced)

and

native

Chapter 7 provides
findings.

groups,

speakers

a summary

one intermediate

of Chinese

(the

and conclusions

control
of the

and one
group).
research
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Chapter 2

Linguistic Theories of Reconstruction

2.1

Introduction

Over the past decade there has been a substantial body of work
dealing with reconstruction. Reconstruction or connectivity generally
involves a syntactic phenomenon
pied-piped

in which an anaphoric element is

out of its c-commanding

domain.

A familiar

case of

reconstruction involves reflexives:

(1) Johni thinks that [pictures of himselfi/j] Joshuaj likes.

Barss (1994, p. 5) notes that cases like (1) have two properties which
make

them

especially

interesting.

First, the standard

condition on anaphor binding, encoded in all standard
of the binding theory, is at least superficially
anaphor

inside

a fronted

Secondly, such pied-piping

NP is

not

absence

formulations

violated in (1): The

c-commanded

gives rise to ambiguity

which does not exist in the

c-command

by

Joshua.

of antecedence

of movement.

That

is, the

anaphor himself in (1) can have either Joshua or John as antecedent,
but without movement or pied-piping, antecedence is confined to the
lowest subject c-commanding the anaphor:
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(2) Johni thinks that Joshua] likes pictures of himself*i/j.

In the absence of movement, himself in (2) can only be bound by the
local subject Joshua, but not the matrix subject John.

2.2. Linguistic

theories

of

reconstruction

2.2.1 The minimalist program and GB Theory

Several

approaches

reconstruction

literature

have

figured

with

respect

prominently
to

in

reconstruction.

the
One

approach argues that binding theory applies at LF (Chomsky 1993).
Since LF (Logical Form) is a central
theory,

a

brief

discussion

of

the

notion

in current

minimalist

program

linguistic
and

its

predecessor—GB Theory appears to be in order.
The minimalist program continues the trend in syntactic theory
away

from

syntactic

specific

structures

grammatical
towards

rules

general

that

describe

principles

that

particular
interact

to

explain syntactic phenomena. "From the early 1960s its [generative
grammar] central object was to abstract general principles from the
complex rule systems devised for particular languages, leaving rules
that

are

simple,

constrained

in

their

operation

by

these

UG

principles" (Chomsky, 1995b, p. 388). In particular, the minimalist
program

invokes the "Economy Principle" (Chomsky, 1991, p. 69),

which refers to a more general requirement

that all representations
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and derivations
certain

form

[processes

of "least

used to derive

effort"

condition

them]
and

be

be subject

to a

as minimal

or

economical as possible. For example, the standard GB theory has four
levels of representation:

D-structure, S-structure, Logical Form (LF)

and Phonological Form (PF). These combine to form the well-known
(upside down) T-model (Cook and Newson, 1996), as illustrated

by

Figure 2-1.
In

Figure

applications

2-1,

D-structure

of movement

structure to S-structure

is

related

operations.

The

to

S-structure

derivation

from

the

D-

is "overt syntax". It is "overt" in the sense

that movement operations result in traces at the movement
S-structure,

by

derivation

splits

into

a

track

leading

site. At
to

PF

(Phonological Form) where phonological and phonetic information are
represented,

and into a path

leading

to LF (Logical Form) where

semantic information is represented. The path from S-structure to LF
is the domain

of "covert" syntax. The syntax

is "covert" because

movement operations do not have phonological consequences.
The minimalist program questions whether all these levels of
representation

are necessary. Chomsky (1993, 1995a) argues that,

since language is a mapping between sound and meaning, the only
absolutely necessary representations

are the interfaces of meaning

and sound components of the linguistic system. So, in the minimalist
framework, only LF and PF are necessary and there are no specific
levels of D-structure and S-structure. In other words, instead of the
four

levels

of representation

in

the

GB model,

the

minimalist
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program has two interface levels, LF and PF, LF interfacing between
syntax

and semantics

and

PF between

syntax

and

articulatory-

perceptual system, in addition to a point, called "Spell-out", which
determines

which

movement

will affect

the

pronunciation

of a

sentence ~ those that occur before Spell-Out —and which won't - those that occur after Spell-Out, on the way to LF (Marantz, 1995).
This is illustrated in Figure 2-2.

2.2.2 Two options at LF

Several theoretical accounts have been proposed to account for
reconstruction.

The first account is known

as two options at LF.

Chomsky (1993) argues that binding theory applies at LF. He makes
the following assumptions. First, movement is taken to be a copying
operation. Thus, a full copy of a moved constituent

is left at the

launching site. Second, at LF all copies but one must

be deleted.

Under the copying theory, the movement leaves a copy of the moved
element rather than a trace. In other words, overt movement leaves
exactly the same element as the moved element.

Thus, the actual

form of (3) is (4) under the copy theory:

(3)

John wondered [which picture of himself] [Bill saw t].

(4)

John wondered [wh which picture of himself] Bill saw
[wh which picture of himself]].
copy
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Then deletion is required to arrive at a well-formed LF.
In accounting for ambiguity of antecedence of a reflexive inside
a moved
assumes

NP, Chomsky (1993)

proposes

that at LF only w/i-material

two options. One option

is in w/i-positions.

In other

words, only which adjoins to wh. As a consequence, non-w/i-material
which is overtly moved along with a w/z-element, as in (4), is placed
back into its original position and only w/i-elements

undergo covert

movement

(5a),

to

w/i-positions

at

LF. This

yields

which

is

interpreted in (5b):

(5a) John wondered [wh whichi] Bill saw [wh U pictures of himself]
(5b) John wondered [which x [Bill saw [x picture of himself]].

Under this option, himself takes Bill as antecedent by Principle A at
LF.
The other

option

assumes

that

which

pictures

of himself

adjoins to wh, as in (4), repeated here as (6a). Then complementary
portions are deleted from the fronted phrase and its copy. Namely,
wh is deleted from the fronted phrase, whereas the phrase adjoined
to wh is deleted from the copy. This yields (6b), and it is interpreted
in (6c):

(6a) John wondered [wh which picture of himself] Bill saw [wh which
picture of himself]].

Copy

(6b) John wondered [ which pictures of himselfli Bill saw [wh Ull-

(6c) John wondered [which x, x a picture of himself] [Bill saw x].

Under

the

second

option, himself takes

Principle A at LF. The available

John as antecedent

by

two options at LF explains

why

himself can seek either John or Bill as its antecedent.

2.2.3 The cyclic approach to anaphora

A second approach is known as the cyclic approach to anaphora
(Barss 1986, 1988, 1993, 1994; Belletti and Rizzi 1988; Huang and
Tang 1991; Jacobson and
1986).

Barss

(1986)

accessibility sequence'

Neubauer

proposes
and posits

a

1976, Jackendoff
formal

construct

1972;

Kuno

of

'chain

that B is chain accessible

to A

through an accessibility sequence S =(ai, ...ai, ...an) such that: B is a
sister to some aj in S (p. 96-97). To illustrate, let us look at Barss"
Example (2), quoted here as (7 ):

(7 ) [CP[NP which [N' pictures [pp of himself]]] does [ip John [l' [vP
think [CP e[ip* Joshua [r» [VP* likes e']]]]]]]

Barss explains that
himself, e, & e'

the chain here consists of "which pictures

of

and that there are two accessibility sequences. The

relevant accessibility sequence Si through which John is accessible is
{himself. PP. N', NP, e, CP, VP, P, IP}. John is a sister to V and is thus
accessible

to the anaphor. The accessibility

sequence

S2 through
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which Joshua is accessible is {himself, PP, N', NP, e', VP*, I'*, IP*}.
Joshua is a sister to I'*, and so is accessible to the anaphor. Barss
stipulates that the two NPs are each minimally chain accessible to the
anaphor, since neither of these sequences is a proper subsequence of
the other. In other words, the two NPs are 'local binders' through
these sequences, Joshua through one, John through the other. Thus
Barss (1986) concludes that BT applies at S-structure.
A similar analysis has been
who

posits

that S-structure

proposed

is relevant

by Haegeman (1994),

for reconstruction,

since

reconstruction is a process by which a moved phrase is 'placed back'
to a previous movement site, which can be the base position of the
moved element or an intermediate

trace of movement. Thus (8) is

ambiguous since it has two possible reconstruction sites (p. 529):

(8)

[CPl [Which pictures of himself]j does [ipi John think [CP2 tj
that

[iP2 Joshua likes

tj]]]]?

In (8) himself can be bound either

by John or by Joshua because

reconstruction can freely place the relevant section of the vv/?-phrase
either in the position of the immediate trace (t'j) or in the position of
the lower trace (tj).
Another reason why Binding Theory is supposed to apply at Sstruciure and not, for example, at LF, is that typical LF movements
(i.e.. covert movements) are not able to 'mend' binding violations. For
example, consider the following sentences:

(9)

John asked which pictures of himselfj Mary liked tj.

Here the

main

subject

John is allowed

to bind

himself which

originates in the lower clause because the wh-phrase
the reflexive

overtly

that contains

moves out of the clause. If there

were

no

movement, an ungrammaticality would follow:

(10)

*John said that Mary liked that picture of himself.

2.2.4 The Optimality Condition on Dependencies (OCD)

But this line of S-structure analysis, as pointed out by Barss
(1994,

p.12),

is

incompatible

with

Chomsky's

(1993,

1995)

minimalist thesis on levels of presentation. As discussed earlier, the
minimalist theory proposes two interface levels, LF and PF, LF (i.e..
Logic Form) interfacing between syntax and semantics and PF (i.e..
Phonological Form) between

syntactic

and

articulatory-perceptual

system. In the general spirit of minimalist theory. Barss (1994, p. 56)
proposes the following Optimality Condition on Dependencies (OCD);

(11)

A derivation converging on an LF encoding a dependency Di =
D <a, b >, a anaphoric, is optimal only if Di was formed at the
earliest derivational stage at which any such dependency <a, b'>
could have been formed and filtered by the relevant principle
of binding.
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What the OCD says is that anaphors need to form a dependency

as

early as possible. Barss states that it has technical implications for
the analysis of reconstructed

anaphors. To illustrate, let us look at

the following example (Brass's (149), quoted here as (12)):

(12)

Maryi wonders [which pictures of herselfi]3 Sam2 gave e3 to
whom.

The derivation of the sentence goes as follows (Barss, 1994, p. 57):

a.

[which pictures of herself]3; Sam gave e3 to whom

b.

[CP [which pictures of herself ]3 Sam gave e3 to whom

c.

wonders [which pictures of herself ]3 Sam gave e3 to whom

d.

Mary wonders [which pictures of herself]3 Sam gave e3 to
whom

In this

derivation,

the earliest

point

at which

any

dependency

involving the anaphor could be formed and filtered is (d), since only
at this point does the anaphor have a c-commanding antecedent. 1 n
other words, the OCD forces no dependency formation until (d). since
prior to (d) the anaphor

has no complete

binding domain.

Barss

(1994, p. 58) states that this proposal, put forward in the spirit of
Chomsky's minimalist program as a timing principle constraining the
formation

and

filtering

of anaphoric

dependencies,

captures

the

reconstruction effects without reference to S-structure, and is thus
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superior

to his previous

perspective
Conditions

of the
on

cyclic theory

minimalist

Dependencies

formation of a dependency
accounts

thesis

without

on levels. Barss' Optimality

emphasizing

between

the OCD from the

the

earliest

possible

an anaphor and its antecedent

nicely for Example (12) above

without

recourse

to the

'overt' S-structure computation of placing the fronted NP back to its
movement site, thus ruling out the problem of ungrammaticality.

2.2.5 The Internal Subject Hypothesis

Cinque (1982) and Barss (1986) noted that an anaphor inside a
moved VP does not alter its potential antecedent.

In other words,

binding obtains exactly as if the predicate had not moved:

(13) How proud of herself*i/j does Nancyi believe Maryj is?
(14) *How proud of herselfi/*j does Nancyi believe Maryj is?

Herself in (13) has to seek the lower subject Mary as antecedent.
When

it refers

becomes

to the

higher subject

Nancy, the

sentence

(14)

ungrammatical.

Barss (1986), Huang (1993) and Takano (1995) hold that the
lower

subject

fronting derives

binding

of a reflexive

from the Internal

inside

a moved

Subject Hypothesis

predicate
(e.g., Fukui

1986; Fukui and Speas 1986; Kitagawa 1986: Koopman and Sportiche
1991; Kuroda 1988). The Internal Subject Hypothesis (ISH) says that

the subject is base-generated

in the Spec of VP position, but not i n

the Spec of IP (Figure 2-3).
Figure 2-3 shows that the subject has been raised to the Spec
of IP, binding its trace in VP at S-structure. The ISH assumes

that

each sentence contains a trace of the subject in the VP position.
When a VP is fronted, the trace of the subject is fronted

with it.

Kuroda (1988, p. 5) assumes that the ISH is a universal hypothesis,
and Huang (1993:114)

argues that the ISH "appears to provide

straightforward explanation for the systematic asymmetry
predicate

fronting

and

argument

a

between

[NP] fronting." That is, himself

inside a moved predicate can only be bound by a local antecedent,
since the fronted predicate carries a trace of the lower subject.
To sum up, predicate fronting differs from NP fronting. While a
reflexive inside a moved NP becomes ambiguous: the reflexive can
either seek a lower antecedent or a higher antecedent as antecedent
(7), a reflexive inside a moved predicate is not ambiguous

at all,

because the reflexive can only seek the lower subject as antecedent
(13). This syntactic puzzle, known as "asymmetries of reconstruction"
(e.g.,

Heycock,

1995),

is

unraveled

Hypothesis, which says that a moved
trace

with

predicate

it. This explains
seeks

antecedent.

2.3

Summary

the

subject

by

the

predicate

Internal

Subject

carries the subject

why

the

reflexive

inside

of

its

pre-movement

a moved
clause

as
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To summarize, the main points of this chapter are: (i) whereas
a reflexive inside a moved NP can have a lower or higher subject as
antecedent, a reflexive inside a moved predicate must have a lower
subject as antecedent;
inside a moved

(ii) ambiguity of antecedence

NP (NP fronting)

is accounted

of a reflexive

for by Chomsky's

(1993) two options at LF and Barss' (1994) Optimality Condition on
Dependencies; (iii) no ambiguity of antecedence of a reflexive inside
a

moved

predicate

is accounted

for

by

the

Internal

Subject

Hypothesis.
If binding applies at LF, and "at the level of LF, all grammars
are alike" (Hornstein,

1995, p. 7), reconstruction

will serve

as a

testing ground for investigating the universality of linguistic theories
across

languages,

and

second

language

learners'

knowledge

binding at LF and hence their access to Universal Grammar.

of

Figure 2-1: The T- Model in GB

[Lexicon]

D-structure

S-structure

PF

[phonetic
component]

LF

[semantic
component]
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Figure 2-2: Two interface levels in the Minimalist program
[Lexicon]

spell-out

PF

LF

4I

Figure 2.3:

An example illustrating the Internal Subject
Hypothesis

IP

NP

r

VP

I

v

NP

V

Johrii

ti

loved

NP

himself
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Chapter 3

Research on L2 learners' knowledge of reflexives

This chapter

discusses

previous

experimental

studies on L2

learners' knowledge of reflexives. Since most of these studies address
L2 learners' access to UG chiefly from the perspectives of parameter
settings, the Subset Principle and the movement of anaphors at LF, I
will first discuss L2 learners'

access to UG. Then

I will discuss

experiments conducted under these theoretical rubrics. Finally I will
address

some of the drawbacks

of these

studies

and

how

my

experiments attempt to overcome them.

3.1 Access to UG in second language acquisition

One of the central areas in SLA research concerns investigating
the role of UG in L2 acquisition. A central question is, to what extent,
if any, is adult L2 acquisition constrained by the linguistic principles
that

determine

LI

acquisition?

One

proposal,

the

full

access

hypothesis, states that UG is fully accessible to the L2 learner. The
language faculty involved in LI acquisition may also be involved in
adult L2 acquisition (Flynn, 1996). This hypothesis derives from the
logical problem of language acquisition, namely, UG must be available
to adult L2 learners

since the complex linguistic knowledge

they

come to have cannot be accounted for by the limited L2 input they
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receive (i.e., underdetermination) or by native language information.
Evidence

in

knowledge

support

of

this

hypothesis

of (un)grammaticality

includes

(Birdsong,

L2

1992;

learners'

Felix,

1988;

Martohardjono, 1991; White, 1989, 1996), and structure dependency
(Esptein, Flynn and Martohardjono
O'Neil, 1988;

1996;

Felix, 1988;

Jenkins, 1988; Martohardjono,

Flynn

1993; Thomas,

and
1991;

ZobI, 1990). For example, Jenkins (1988) observes that L2 learners
do not utter strings such as

(1) *Is the dog which

in the corner is hungry?

The absence of such errors strongly suggests that 12 learners

have

knowledge of structure dependency, namely, verb movement

needs

to involve moving the head verb of the main clause, but not the verb
in a relative clause, as in (1).
Another proposal, the no-access hypothesis, claims that UG is
inaccessible to adult L2 learners.
adult

L2 acquisition

Bley-Vroman

is fundamentally

(1989) argues that

different

from

child

L1

acquisition. While child LI acquisition is constrained

by UG and is

domain-specific,

adult

(nonlinguistic)

problem-solving

process and is governed by cognitive faculties that

L2 acquisition

is a general

are separate from the distinct language faculty. Bley-Vroman claims
that his general
acquisition
periphery.

problem

involving

solving strategies

structures

This general

problem

are necessary

in the

core

as

solving

process

well

as

is known

for L2
in

the

as the
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Fundamental

Difference

learning is characterized

Hypothesis

(FDH), which

by using "distributional

says

that

L2

analysis, analogy,

hypothesis formation and testing" (p. 54). Focusing on analogy, BleyVroman argues that L2 learners' core linguistic knowledge derives
from their ability to analogize from the LI to the L2. Appealing to
analogy is problematic, because "it fails to distinguish between w h a t
the L2 learner knows (content of grammar) and how s/he attains this
grammar (process)" (Flynn, 1996, p. 132). Furthermore, "it entails a
fundamental
acquisition,
similarities
explained

differentiation
and

thereby

between

between
fails

to

the

nature

account

two types of acquisition,

of LI

for

the

neither

and

L2

significant
of which

by analogy." (Epstein, Flynn, and Martohardjono,

is

1994,

cited in Flynn, 1996, p. 132)
The claim for the no-access hypothesis is also based on critical
period effects. Johnson and Newport (1991) tested

L2 learners

of

English for their knowledge of Subjacency. They divided the subjects
into two groups: those arriving before 15 years of age and
arriving after the age of 17. Using a grammaticality

those

judgment, they

found that the learners' success declined consistently with their age
of arrival in the USA: "the changes that occur between childhood and
adulthood in language learning seem to affect all aspects of grammar
acquisition, including access to UG" (p. 44). But several
their results raise questions.

First, the tendency

aspects of

for proficiency

to

decline with age projects well into adulthood (older than 20 years of
age) and does not mark some defined change in learning potential ai
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around

puberty

Newport

(15-17

(Bialystok

years of age), as claimed by Johnson and

and

Hakutta,

1994). Secondly, the length

of

residence in an English-speaking country and the time spent learning
the language were more crucial for L2 acquisition than age of arrival
(Bialystok, 1997).

Thirdly,

there

is a methodological

problem

in

Johnson and Newport's study, that of analyzing only those sentences
containing grammatical errors (Cook, 1993; Cook and Newson, 1996;
Kellerman, 1995). In fact, there exists empirical evidence that older
learners

are

able

to achieve

native-like

competence

in an

L2.

Bongaerts, et al. (1995) studied Dutch learners of English and found
that

late learners

achieved

pronunciation

levels

indistinguishable

form those of native speakers. Similarly, loup, et al. (1994) reported
case-studies

of completely

successful

L2 learning

that

began

in

adulthood.
Other proposals for the L2 acquisition process argue that UG is
only partially available to the L2 learner. For example, the partial
access

hypothesis

particular

claims

way in which

that
the LI

UG knowledge

is limited

instantiates

it (Schachter,

to

the

1989;

1996). This means that while child LI learners may have access to
the entire range of options provided by UG, adult L2 learners will not
have access to UG in its entirety; they will have access to only those
settings characterizing

the LI grammar. Thus, in partial access, L2

knowledge is tied into LI knowledge (Cook and Newson. 1996) and
L2 learners have access to UG via their L2. Arguments in support of
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this hypothesis

include

the "Window

of Opportunity

Hypothesis"

(Schachter, 1989, p. 13):

(2) All that remains as part of the knowledge state of an adult native
speaker of a language is a language-specific instantiation of UG, that
of the first language. UG in its entirety

will not be available as a

knowledge source for the acquisition of a second language. Only a
language specific instantiation of it will be.

But this hypothesis fails to account for the fact that L2 learners are
able to construct
instantiated

grammars

incorporating

parameter

settings

not

investigated

the

L2 acquisition

and

in the LI. For example, Flynn (1987)

role of the head-direction
the

that,

learners

of English were able to acquire the English value of the
parameter,

earliest

in adult

showed

head-direction

from

parameter

stages

namely,

of

acquisition,

the right-branching

Japanese

parameter

(e.g., that Mary wrote in (3)):

(3) John read [ N P the book [cp that Mary wrote]

although Japanese has the left-branching

parameter

(e.g., Mary-ga

kaita hon-o in (4));

(4)

John-wa
John-topic

[ N P [CP Mary-ga

kaita]

Mary-nom wrote

hon-o]

yonda

book-ace

wrote
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'John read the book that Mary wrote.'

To recap, this section discusses three hypotheses regarding the
role of UG in adult
hypothesis

states

second

acquisition.

that adult L2 acquisition

principles and parameters
The no access

language

hypothesis

The full access

is constrained

by

UG

in the same way as child LI acquisition.
claims that

adult

L2 learning

is non

domain-specific and is a general problem-solving process. The partial
access hypothesis claims that adult L2 learners

have access to UG

principles and parameters only if those parts of UG are made use of
in their LI.

3.2

L2 Research on Parameter Settings and the Subset
Principle

A central

area of research

learners'

access to Universal

language

learners

that

Grammar

addresses

second

concerns

are able to reset parameters

whether

language
second

and whether

they

obey the Subset Principle (Manzini & Wexler, 1987).

3.2.1 Parameter Settings and the Subset Principle

With respect to cross-linguistic variations not fully accounted
for by Binding Theory, Manzini and Wexler (1987)
modular

theory of parameter

setting: "modular

developed

in the sense

a

that
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markedness

hierarchies

are not built into Universal Grammar

but

rather are derived from the interaction of Universal Grammar and an
autonomous

learning

414). This modular

component"

(Manzini and

theory of parameter

setting

Wexler, 1987,

p.

has five settings,

outlined by Wexler and Manzini (1987) as follows:

(5) A is a governing category for B iff A is the minimal category
which contains B and
a. has a subject, or
b. has an INFL, or
c. has a TNS, or
d. has an indicative TNS, or
e. has a root TNS

What is pertinent to most studies in L2 acquisition is Settings A and
E. To illustrate, English follows Setting A:

(6)

a. Johnj criticized himselfj
b. *Johni heard Peter's criticism of himselfj.

(6a) is grammatical because himself is bound by its subject John. (6b)
is ungrammatical because himself is not locally bound by Peter: it is
long-distance bound by John. Thus, (6b) is in breach
Setting A.

of Parameter
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In contrast, Japanese zibun(J), Korean caki (8) and Chinese ziji
(9) follow Setting E:

(7)

Johnj wa

Billj ga

John TOP Bill

zibunj/j

NOM self

o

nikunde

iru to

Acc

hates

that

omotte iru.
thinks
'Johni thinks that Billj hates selfj/j.'
(8)

Johni i

Billj ka

John NOM Bill

NOM

cakif/j

lul

cohahanta ko

self

Acc

like

COMP

sayngkakha-i-nta.
think-Pres-Dec
'Johni thinks that Billj likes selfi/j'
(9)

Johni renwei

Billj

xihuan

zijii/j

John think

Bill

like

self

'Johnj thinks that Billj likes self^/j.'

Like zibun in Japanese and caki in Korean, ziji in Chinese can have
the

matrix

subject

John or

the

embedded

subject

Bill as

its

antecedent. This shows that the root clause is a governing category
for ziji in Chinese and other similar long-distance reflexives such as
zibun in Japanese and caki in Korean.
With respect to the antecedent of governing category, Manzini
and

Wexler

(1987)

proposed

the

Proper

(PAP). The PAP has two values regarding

Antecedent

Parameter

what is allowed as the
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antecedent of the reflexive in a language (Wexler and Manzini, 1987,
p. 64):

(10) Proper Antecedent Parameter: A proper antecedent for A is
a. a subject NP
b. any NP whatsoever

Chinese, for example,

is a type

(a)

language

since

the

Chinese

ref l e x i v e z i j i t a k e s a s u b j e c t N P a s a n t e c e d e n t . E n g l i s h , o n t h e o t h e r
h a n d , i s a t y p e ( b ) l a n g u a g e , s i n c e h i m s e l f in. E n g l i s h c a n t a k e e i t h e r
the subject NP or the object NP as antecedent:

(11) Johni talked to Billj about himselfi/j.

Himself in {W) can seek either the Subject

John or the object NP

Bill as antecedent.
Given

the

five

category parameter

different

settings

or

values

of governing

(GCP), a learning problem arises if the evidence

available to the learner at a certain stage of development
unambiguously

determine

the correct

attempt to solve this learning problem,

parameter

does not

settings.

In

an

Wexler and Manzini (1987)

proposed the Subset Principle' (Wexler & Manzini. 1987. p. 61):
' The Subset Principle was originally applied lo parameter-setting by Berwick
(1985), and became known chiefly through the work of Wexler and Manzini
(1987). Berwich's (1985) conceptualization of the Subset Principle, however, is
different from Wexler and Manzini's in two respects. First, it has an explicit
noninstantaneous domain. Second, under his approach the principle emerges
as a general learning principle, applicable in linguistic and non-linguistic

5I

(12)

The learning function maps the input data to that value of a
parameter that generates a language:

a.

compatible with the input data; and

b.

smallest among the languages compatible with the input data.

The Subset

Principle

says

param e t e r ,

the learner

that

given

two or more

values

of a

will initially start with the setting for t h e

parameter that yields the smallest language. The relationship of each
setting to the next discussed in (5) can now be put in terms of the
Subset

Principle.

Parameter

Setting

A is a subset

of Parameter

Setting B, Parameter Setting B a subset of Parameter Setting C, and so
on (Cook, 1990). This learning

principle ensures

that the learner

chooses a minimal local domain, and hence successful learning (For
empirical evidence in support

of this principle, see, e.g., Chien &

Wexler, 1987; for a critique of this principle, see, e.g., McLaughlin,
1995).
To sum up, the GCP (Governing Category Principle) attributes
dif f e r e n c e s i n b i n d i n g d o m a i n s t o d i f f e r e n t p a r a m e t e r

settings that

languages have. To overcome the learnability problem with respect
to different

parameter

settings, the Subset Principle says that the

learner selects the smallest setting or value (i.e.. parameter

setting

A) of the language.
The GCP has been

criticized for not recognizing

the role of

mor p h o l o g y i n r e f l e x i v e b i n d i n g d o m a i n s . H e r m o n ( 1 9 9 2 , 1 9 9 4 ) , f o r
(e.g..

conceptual

system)

domains

alike.

example, pointed out that because it does not predict any correlation
among distinct parameters,
Subject

Orientation

reflexives,

such as Governing Category (GC) and

(SO), the

GCP wrongly

which are characteristically

subject-oriented,

and

that

characteristically

monomorphemic,

Hermon (1994) further

predicts

that

polymorphemic,

long-distance

reflexives,

could have

local

could
which

be
are

object antecedents.

pointed out that the GCP fails to recognize

that variation is due to varying lexical properties rather than in the
principles determining the binding domain.

3.2.2 L2 Studies on parameter settings and the Subset Principle

A number of studies have examined whether adult L2 learners
can reset the governing category when reflexives and constraints on
coreference in their LI differ from those in L2. Finer and Broselow
(1986) investigated
adult

native

addresses

the interpretation

speakers

whether

of English reflexives

of Korean. Their central

the subjects

governing category parameter

apply

the

research

largest

question

value

of the

of Korean (i.e., value (5e) discussed

above) to English reflexives. Using a picture-identification
found that 92% of their

by six

subjects

identified

the great

task, they
majority

of

reflexives inside tensed subordinate clauses with local antecedents in
sentences such as

(13) Mr. Fat thinks that Mr. Thinj will paint himselfj.
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but with the reflexive inside an infinitival subordinate clause like

(14) Mr. Fat asks Mr. Thin to paint himself,

58% of their subjects bound the reflexive to a local subject. Finer's
(1991) study with Japanese

learners

of English yielded

a similar

result: 91% of his Japanese subjects bound the reflexive locally in
tensed subordinate clauses, but with infinitival subordinate clauses
local binding

was 76%. The results

are

not compatible

with

the

predictions of the Subset Principle, because the learners set the value
wider

than

it

should

infinitival subordinate

be,

allowing

non-local

antecedents

clauses. But "the developing

with

grammars

of

these language learners were consistent with the subset of logically
possible

systems

found

in actual

human

languages"

(Finer

Broselow, 1986, p. 163). Finer and Broselow concluded that
subjects were constrained

and

"these

by the range of possibilities offered b y

universal grammar in their construction of the grammar of a second
language" {ibid).
Hirakawa

(1990)

tapped

Japanese

speakers'

knowledge

of

English reflexives using a multiple choice task. Her subjects included
four levels of Japanese learners: grade 10, grade
grade

13. They

were

asked

to indicate

II. grade 12 and

who himself or herself

referred to in each sentence by circling one of a set of given choices;

(15) John said that Bill hit himself
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a. John
b. Bill
c. either John or Bill
d. someone else
e. don't know

The experimental sentences used in her study are

(16) Type A: two-clause sentence (finite):
John said that Bill hit himself.
Type B: Three-clause sentence (finite)
Mary remembers that June said that Alice blamed
herself.
Type C: two-clause sentence (non-finite)
Mary asked Ann to introduce herself.
Type D: Three-clause sentence (non-finite)
Ann knows that Mary told June not to hate herself.
Type E: One-clause sentence
Bob talked to Paul about himself.

The results show that 77% of her subjects identify reflexives with the
local antecedents in finite (tensed subordinate) clauses (Types A and
B), although local binding drops to 55%, when it is infinitival (Types C
and D). For single clause sentences (Type E), the subject binding

is

74%. Hirakawa's findings are similar to those of Finer and Broselow

in that

local binding drops in the case of infinitival

subordinate

clauses (a drop of 34% for Finer and Broselow's (1986) subjects vs. a
drop of 22% for Hirakawa's (1990) subjects, and a drop of 15% for
Finer's

(1991)

Japanese

Broselow's subjects were

subjects).

Assuming

more advanced

that

and

showed a higher percentage of local binding,

that

Finer

their

and

subjects

Hirakawa concluded

that "parameter resetting is possible" (p. 60), although she suggested
that L2 learners transferred their LI parameters, leading to transfer
errors [as in the case of the decrease of local binding with infinitival
subordinate clauses] {ibid).
The two studies

discussed

above

point

to the

contrast

in

interpretation of tensed and infinitival subordinate clauses. Why the
tensed/infinitival
between
appear

tensed

contrast?

In

Korean,

there

is

and infinitival clauses, because

to have either an agreement

marker

no

distinction

Korean does

or infinitival

not

verbs

(Finer and Broselow, 1986). Thus the contrast that emerges cannot be
attributed to the native language. Nor can the contrast be attributed
to

the

target

distinction

language

grammar,

since

the

tensed/infinitival

in English does not play a role in the distribution

of

reflexives. Finer and Broselow interpreted the contrast as "consistent
with the parameters

of universal

grammar,

but inconsistent

with

either the first or the second language" (p. 160). But the authors did
not give a clear account of the parameters
although

they argued

of universal grammar,

that the contrast suggested

that the Subset

Principle did not operate in second language acquisition, because the
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Principle predicts that subjects will only choose local antecedents for
the reflexive.
The same can be said of the Japanese data. Japanese allows
zibun to be bound by a long-distance subject in both tensed

and

infinitival clauses, although Japanese lacks overt infinitival markers
(Hirakawa, 1990). But Japanese students only bound the reflexive in
infinitival clauses to a long-distance subject. The contrast is evidence
for the non-operation

of the Subset

Principle, although

the long

distance binding of the reflexive in infinitival clauses shows effects
of language transfer from Japanese.
Thomas (1989) focused on how 24 native speakers of Chinese
and 29 native speakers of Spanish understood English reflexives. She
used a sentence

interpretation

task

that

makes

use of multiple

choices:

(17)

David could see that Bill was looking at himself in the mirror.
Who did Bill see in the mirror?
a. Bill
b. David
c. Either Bill or David

She used five stimulus types:

(18)
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Type A: Bi-clausal structures. The reflexive is in non-subject
position in a finite object complement clause.
Sue knew [cP that [ip Mary found herself a new
apartment]].

Type B: Bi-clausal structures where the subject NP is the head of a
relative clause. One candidate antecedent is the subject of the
sentence; the other is the subject of the relative clause. A
reflexive appears in the matrix clause.
The man [CP who [IP John met [IP wrote a story about
himself]]].

Type C: Single clause structures, where one candidate is a clausal
subject, and the other a non-subject NP:
Mary [VP showed Sue [NP a beautiful picture of herself]]

Type D: Single-clause structures where the reflexive appears inside
a "picture NP" with a lexical subject:
David liked [NP Michael's picture of himself with the dogj

Type E: In Type V sentences, the reflexive appears inside a
prepositional phrase which is a complement of a direct object
NP. One candidate antecedent is an indirect object; the other is
the object of an additional PP complement of the direct object.
I read Mary [NP a letter [pp to Sue [PP about herself]]]
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Her hypothesis was that if learners can only instantiate
parameter
subjects,

settings
would

of LI, her

be expected

Spanish

subjects,

to require

in L2 the

but not Chinese

local binding

of English

reflexives, since Spanish (like English, but unlike Chinese) requires
that a reflexive

be

bound

in

its

minimal

clause.

However,

no

statistical significance between the two groups emerged: the Chinese
speakers bound reflexives to a lower subject 68% of the time and the
Spanish speakers 60% of the time. Thomas eirgued that transfer of L1
parameter

values cannot account for all learners' errors in L2, since

some Spanish speakers also bind English reflexives long distance. She
concluded that "L2 learners observe constraints defined by universal
grammar,

constraints

which could not have

derived

solely

from

inspection of the input data" (p.211). Her subsequent studies (1991,
1993) supported this conclusion.
The assumption

that English differs

from Chinese in that

a

reflexive in Chinese is not bound in its minimal clause is not true. As
discussed

in Chapter

monomorphemic

(bare)

1, Chinese
reflexive

has

two

ziji 'self

reflexive
and

types,

the

polymorphemic

(compound) reflexives such as taziji 'himself/herself. Like a reflexive
in English, taziji in Chinese must be bound in its minimal clause. Thus
it is not true

to say

that

in contrast

to a reflexive

in English,

reflexives in Chinese need to be long-distance bound. However, since
Chinese has two reflexive types, it would be interesting to find out
whether Chinese students match the compound reflexive (e.g.. taziji)
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or the bare reflexive ziji up to a reflexive in English. The experiments
reported in Chapters 4 and 5 will address this point.
Cook (1990a)
advanced

used

L2 learners

a timed

of English

backgrounds—-Japanese,

Romance

comprehension
from

three

(Spanish,

task

different
Italian,

with
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language

French,

and

Portuguese), and Norwegian, with 14 native speakers as the control
group. His research concerns whether and in what ways the learner's
LI affects the results

of reflexive

binding,

and

how

the Subset

Principle is involved in L2 learning. The experimental sentences with
English reflexives are of five types:

(19) Type A: simple sentence
Peter shot himself.
Type B: tensed sentence
Peter said John voted for himself.
Type C; infinitival sentence
Peter asked John to include himself.
Type D: noun phrase
John reported Peter's criticisms of himself.
Type E: bare infinitive sentence
Peter saw John save himself.

Each sentence was programmed

to stay on the screen for up to 2 0

seconds. The subjects were presented

with a sentence and asked to

say as quickly as possible which out of the two possible people (John
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or Peter) is referred to by the reflexive, and the reaction time was
measured. The results in terms of error rates and reaction

times

(time to read each sentence included) are shown in Table 3-1 and
Table 3-2 respectively:
Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 indicate that error rates correlate with
reaction times across three groups (native, Japanese, Romance): the
higher the error rates, the longer the reaction times. The Norwegians,
however,

showed

a somewhat

different

pattern

with

respect

to

tensed sentences (6.56 seconds for a 2.9% error rate) and infinitival
sentences (6.32 seconds for a 19.1% error rate).
The results showed that there was a slight transfer effect with
the Romance and Norwegian groups, but the Japanese group showed
a clear effect of Setting E (the parameter

setting

that has a root

tense) transfer (particularly with Type D sentences). With respect to
the Subset Principle, the results indicate that there were no direct
effects of the Subset Principle in L2 learning.
Lee
multiple

(1992)

administered

choice comprehension

grammaticality
tasks

to adult

judgment

and

Korean learners

of

English who varied in their age of arrival to the US: early bilinguals
who arrived before the age of 6, late bilinguals who arrived between
13 and 15, and adults who arrived after age 20. The tasks aimed at
testing

Korean

parameter

learners'

ability

to reset

the

governing

to the English value. Korean learners

category

of English

were

chosen because unlike the English reflexive which can only refer to
the subject within its own clause, the reflexive caki in Korean can
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seek a local or remote subject as its antecedent. Lee found out that
the

early

bilinguals

were

able

to set

the

governing

category

parameter for English, some late bilinguals were not, and the adult
group was totally unable to; they responded

randomly. Thus Lee's

results

experimental

appear

to diverge

from

previous

results

reported by Finer and Broselow, Hirakawa and Thomas.
Eckman (1994), following Finer and Broselow (1986), also used
a picture identification

task in which the subjects

were asked

to

match a picture with a sentence containing a reflexive. The subjects
for this study consisted of 24 native speakers

of English learning

Japanese as a foreign language, and 25 ESL learners of English from
four native-language backgrounds: Arabic (13),
(4)

(20)

Chinese (5),

Spanish

and Japanese (3). The test sentence types were:

Type A: Simple sentences
Mr. Small hit himself.
Type B: Bi-clausal sentences
Mr. Small said that Mr. Big looked at himself.
Type C: Infinitival sentences
Mr. Big asked Mr. Small to hit himself.
Type D: Simple sentences with double objects
Mr. Big gave Mr. Small a portrait of himself.

The subjects were given three possibilities
sentence

describes

only

one

of the

to choose from; (a) the

pictures,

(b)

the

sentence

describes both of the pictures, or (c) the sentence describes neither
of the pictures. The purpose of this study was to find out whether
the subjects' interlanguage
parameters

(IL) grammars

are in conformity

with

of Universal Grammar (UG). The results indicated

that

the L2 learners' interpretation of English reflexives did not differ for
sentences containing a tensed clause versus an infinitival clause. I n
both domains, all the L2 learners of English, except for one Arabic
subject

and

one

Eckman's results

Spanish

subject,

thus differed

from

bound

the

the

results

reflexive

locally.

reported

in the

earlier studies by Finer and Broselow (1986) and Hirakawa (1990).
Eckman also reported on the effect of native language (NL) transfer
with his L2 Japanese subjects (i.e., 24 native speakers

of English

learning Japanese as an L2). They allowed both subject and object
orientation with Japanese zibun. But he argued that "the existence of
such violations is not, in itself, a threat
[interlanguages]

are governed

to the position that

by UG, because

it may

in fact

ILs
be

possible to predict such violations" (p. 208).
Some of Eckman's
Eckman did not explain

arguments
why

are

in need

of clarification.

the existence of Japanese students'

subject and object orientation

with

zibun is not a threat

to the

position that ILs are governed

by UG. Nor did he provide a clear

account of how it may be possible to predict such existence.
Lakshmanan
and

and Teranish (1994) tested the Subset Principle

the GCP with 34 Japanese

speakers

of English (8 beginning

learners, 15 intermediate learners, and 11 advanced learners). Their
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study

addresses

(a)

whether

the

Japanese

reflexive

associated with the widest value of the GCP, (b) whether
Principle is operative
(i.e., whether

zibun

is

the Subset

in adult L2 acquisition of English reflexives

native speakers

of Japanese

acquiring

English as a

second language initially select the value consistent with the most
restrictive grammar

or whether

they

transfer

the superset

value

associated with zibun to their English interlanguage), and (c) whether
Japanese

L2 learners

will, despite

the

predictions

of the Subset

Principle, be able to reset the GCP to the value that is appropriate to
English

if they

associated

with

initially

apply

zibun to the

the

superset

English reflexive.

value

of

the

GCP

The experimental

sentences are 10 biclausal sentences, each containing a reflexive in
the embedded clause. For example:

(21) Mark thinks that Eric is ruining himself.

There were two tests: an English test that was taken by the native
speakers of English and the Japanese L2 learners of English, and a
Japanese

version

of the same

test

for the Japanese

learners

of

English. The task used in their study was a variant of a truth-value
judgment either in English (22) or in Japanese (23):

(22) John said that Bill saw himself in the mirror.
1. 'Himself cannot be John

agree

disagree

2. 'Himself cannot be Bill

agree

disagree
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(23) Taroo-wa Jiroo-ga kagami-no naka-de zibun-o mita to itta.
1. zibun cannot be Taroo

agree

disagree

2. zibun cannot be Jiroo

agree

disagree

The subjects were asked to consider each statement

and indicate

whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement by circling the
relevant option. The results provide a positive answer

to the first

research question, namely, the native speakers of Japanese in their
study allowed zibun to be bound

by either

a local or a nonlocal

antecedent (58%). The results also provide, perhaps only partially, a
positive answer

to the third

research

question.

Fourteen

of the

thirty-four Japanese subjects appeared to be able to reset the GCP to
the value that is appropriate for English: They bound zibun to either
a local or non-local

subject

(71%), but

reflexive to the local subject (100%).

they

bound

the

English

However, the results did not

provide a positive answer to the second research question. That is,
the Subset Principle was not operative

in adult L2 acquisition

of

English reflexives, because 14 of the 34 Japanese learners had reset
the GCP value correctly to a smaller grammar (the English reflexive)
from a larger grammar

(the

predicted

Principle. They attributed

parameter
complex

by the Subset
resetting
reflexive

to the
forms

himself/herself in English.

Japanese

reflexive),

"interlingual

such

as

which

in

not

the successful

identification"

zibun-zisin

was

between

Japanese

with
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A potential weakness of the study is that the authors appeared
to focus their discussion of "interlingual identification" on the results
of 14 subjects, which is only 41% of the subjects who participated in
the study. It is unclear whether the result can be generalized to the
majority of the subjects, who also appeared to favor the local binding
of the

English

reflexive

(64%

for

beginning

learners,

83% for

intermediate learners, and 81% for advanced learners) as compared
to non-local

binding

intermediate

learners,

local or non-local

(about

18% for beginning

and 0% for advanced

binding

learners,

7% for

learners) or to either

(16% for beginning

learners,

10% for

intermediate learners, and 18% for advanced learners).
Wakabayashi (1996) investigated how 41 Japanese learners of
English who had started

learning English around 12 years of age

interpret reflexive sentences in English. The types of sentences used
in the experiments are:

(24) Type A: one antecedent sentence
Tom dislikes himself.
Type B: a sentence with a TNS clause
Tom said that [Sam liked himself].
Type C: a sentence with an INFL clause
Sam told Tom [PRO to support himself].
Type D: a sentence with an NP that has an NP subject
Tom read [Sam's criticism about himself].
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Type E: a subject NP and nonsubject NP in one governing
category
Jane showed Mary a photograph of herself.

Instead of asking the subjects to choose one answer as the correct
interpretation

from

the

multiple

choice options, as in

Hirakawa

(1990) and Thomas (1989), Wakabayashi "listed all NPs below each
question

for subjects

to indicate

whether

each

NP can

be

an

antecedent" (p. 272):

(25)
Sentence; Tom told Sam that the police would arrest him.
Question: Who is himl

Tom

Sam

In this sentence,

Someone not mentioned

him can mean

I don't know

Tom or Sam or Someone

not

mentioned. If you prefer Sam to Tom to Someone not mentioned,
your answer will be:

Tom
2

Sam
1

Someone not mentioned
3

I don't know
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Ef you prefer Sam to Tom and Someone not mentioned, your
answer will be:

Tom
2

Sam

I don't know

Someone not mentioned

1

2

If you don't prefer

any of them, and

think

that

it totally

depends on the context, your answer will be:

Tom
1

Sam
1

Someone not mentioned

I don't know

1

If you think the order of preference is very difficult, please
use the last pattern in order to indicate all possible answers.

The results of his study indicate that, "of subjects' behavior,
95% perfectly matches the sanctions of parameter

values suggested

in Wexler and Manzini's (1987) Governing Category Parameter

and

Proper Antecedent Parameter" (p. 266).

The author concludes that

(1) SLA is systematic;

interpretations

reflexives are attributed

(2) L2 learners'

of English

to their linguistic knowledge; and (3) UG is
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available to second language learners, and SLA of the referential
properties

of

parameter

English

reflexives

is

carried

out

by

(re)setting

values.

There are several problems with Wakabayashi's

study. First,

the author did not specify when his subjects were first exposed to
English. 95% of his subjects'
parameter

values discussed

responses
in Wexler

matches
and

the sanctions

of

Manzini (1987). This

result suggests that they might not be truly adult L2 learners due to
lack of variations in their interlanguage. Secondly, since Type 1 of his
experimental sentences (e.g., Tom dislikes himself) involved only one
antecedent, it is not clear how the method used in the experiment
could solicit subjects' ordering of preference'. Even more troubling is
the author's

inclusion of someone not mentioned

in his soliciting

format with respect to subjects' ordering of preference,

since this

inclusion wrongly assumes that a reflexive (e.g., himself/herself) in
English can be bound by someone not mentioned.

3.2.3 Summary and critique

To summarize, this section has discussed previous

L2 studies

on the GCP and the Subset Principle. While the general consensus is
that

the

Subset

Principle

is not operative

in

second

language

'
Cook's (1990a) simple experimental sentences had a similar problem. When
presented with a simple sentence(e.g., Peter b l a m e d himself), the subjects
were asked to "say as quickly as possible which o f the two possible people
[John or Peter] is referred to in it" (p. 577), although only one of them is
referred to in the sentence.
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acquisition (Cook, 1990a; Finer and Broselow, 1986; Hirakawa, 1990;
Lakshmanan

and

Teranishi,

1994;

Thomas,

1989,

1991,

1993),

studies on UG access in L2 have produced inconclusive results. Most
studies

suggest

acquisition

that

(Finer and

UG is operative

in adult

Broselow, 1986;

second

Hirakawa,

language

1990; Thomas,

1989, 1991, 1993; Eckman, 1994; Wakabayashi, 1996), and that L2
learners appear

to be able to reset parameters

(Hirakawa, 1990;

Laksmanan and Teranishi, 1994), but other studies (e.g., Lee, 1992)
suggest that UG is not operative in adult second language acquisition,
and that adult L2 learners are unable to reset parameters

of UG in

adult second language acquisition. The reason for the inconclusive
results might be that not all L2 learners achieve the same level of
success. Some successful L2 learners might have access to UG, while
other less successful learners
advanced

Japanese learners

might not. That explains
were able to reset

why some

UG parameters

in

Laksmanan and Teranishi's (1994) study, but less successful learners
were not able to reset UG parameters

in Lee's (1992) study. The

problem for the different results is that "they [successful resetting of
UG parameters

and unsuccessful resetting of UG parameters]

might

be true for different learners, or for different aspects of language for
the

same

satisfactory
about

learner"
answer

through

(Cook and

Newson,

1996,

p. 295).

Thus,

"a

to the question [of UG access] will only come

further

investigation"

of different

aspects

of

UG

principles and parameters with different L2 learners (Eubank, 1991,
p. 42).
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The same is true of inconclusive evidence of LI effects. While
some studies produced evidence of native language (NL) transfer in
the construction
Laksmanan

of L2 grammar

(Cook, 1990a;

Hirakawa,

1990;

and Teranishi, 1994), other studies (or the same study

with different

learners)

produced

evidence

of little NL transfer

(Cook, 1990a; Finer and Broselow, 1986; Thomas, 1989, 1991, 1993).
The conflicting

results

can

be attributed

to

interpretations

by

different learners. For example. Cook (1990a) produced evidence of
language transfer from Japanese learners, but he did not find much
evidence

of language

transfer

possible

reason

the

interpretations

for

from

Norwegian

inconclusive

results

learners.

Another

may

due

be

to

by learners of different levels of English proficiency.

For examples, Hirakawa (1990) found evidence of language transfer
with less proficient Japanese learners, but Finer and Broselow did not
find evidence of language transfer because their subjects were more
advanced than Hirakawa's (Hirakawa, 1990). Apart from conflicting
results, these studies did not address what aspects of language are
more easily influenced

by native language information. Thus it is

unclear how such phenomenon gets de-learnt.

3.3 L2 research on the movement of reflexives at LF

Another area of research that addresses L2 learners' access to
UG concerns their knowledge of the movement of reflexives at LF.
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3.3.1 The movement of reflexives at LF

In

contrast

to

Manzini

and

Wexler's

(1987)

theory

of

parameter setting, the approach of "the movement of anaphors at LF"
claims that governing

categories

are

not parameterized.

Instead,

differences in binding domains are a consequence of properties
polymorphemic

reflexives

versus

monomorphemic

reflexives.

of
Pica

(1987) and Yang (1983) note that in many languages a relationship
holds between
proforms.
typically

binding domains and the morphological structure of

A polymorphemic
requires

reflexive

a local antecedent.

(e.g., himself

in

It is a maximal

English)
projection

(Xmax) analyzed as [ np [Spec him [ n ' self]]]. On the other hand, a
simplex reflexive (e.g., ziji in Chinese) allows remote binding. It is not
a maximal projection

(X^) analyzed

as [^p [jsj' ziji]]. Pica (1987)

observes that long-distance reflexives are monomorphemic

heads

in all languages. These heads are subject to LF head movement to the
INFL of their own clause and can move the INFL of the next clause
up. On the other hand, polymorphemic

reflexives (such as himself)

cannot adjoin to an X^ head and hence are local.
The significance of the claim that X® reflexives
whereas
reflexive

raise to INFL

reflexives adjoin to VP lies in the fact that after an X^
is raised

out of VP into

INFL, the subject

NP will c-

command the reflexive at LF, but nonsubject NPs will not do so. This
means that only subjects should be the possible antecedents

for X^

reflexives, a claim followed by Battistella (1989), Battistella and Xu
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(1990), Cole, Hermon and Sung (1990), Cole and Sung (1994), and
Hermon

(1994)

in accounting

for the

long-distance

binding

of

monomorphemic ziji utilizing head movement from INFL to INFL:

(26) [ Zhangsanj ziji-Infl renwei [Lisij t"-Infl zhidao [Wangwuj^
xihuan t].

In (26) ziji has moved from the object position in the embedded
clause to the Infl of its own clause, from there to the Infl of the
intermediate

clause, and finally to the Infl of the root clause, thus

explaining the possibility of ziji having the matrix subject Zhangsan
or the intermediate subject Lisi as a potential long-distance binder.
In contrast,
within

the

reflexives adjoin to VP, where they are still

c-command

domain

of nonsubject

NPs. Thus,

reflexives allow binding to subject and non-subject:

(27)

a. Maryi likes herselfi.
b. John told Billj to take care of himselfj.

While herself \n (27a) is bound by the subject NP Mary, himself in
(27b) is bound by the object NP Bill.
To sum

up,

the

movement

at

LF approach

governing categories are not parameterized;

differences

argues

that

in binding

domains derive from the morphological properties of polymorphemic
reflexives (e.g., himself in English) versus monomorphemic reflexives
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(e.g., ziji in Chinese). Rather than falling out from two independent
parameters

(the

Governing

Category

Parameter

and

Antecedent Parameter), as claimed by the parameter

the

Proper

setting model

(Wexler and Manzini, 1987), the movement at LF approach explains
that

a monomorphemic

(X^) reflexive

may

take

a long-distance

antecedent because it can raise out of VP into INFL by head-to-head
movement

and

polymorphemic

is

interpreted

(XP)

reflexive

there
may

at
not

INFL,
take

a

and

that

a

long-distance

antecedent, because it adjoins to its immediate verb phrase (VP), and
is interpreted

at that adjunction site (Pica, 1987; Battistella, 1989;

Cole, Hermon, and Sung, 1990; Hermon, 1994). This approach
predicts

a close

link

between

long-distance

anaphora

also

and

the

requirement of subject antecedence (e.g.. Cole and Sung, 1994).

3.3.2 L2 studies on the Movement of anaphors at LF

As discussed

in the previous

section,

approach explains why monomorphemic
long-distance

antecedent

and

the movement

at LF

(X®) reflexive may take a

polymorphemic

(XP) reflexives

may

not. It also predicts a connection of a cluster of properties such as a
link between

monomorphemic

reflexives

and

subject

orientation,

namely, monomorphemic reflexives cannot be bound by objects.
Bennett
reflexives
different

(1994)

by native

investigated
speakers

the

interpretation

of Serbo-Croatian

with

of

English

a focus on

properties of reflexives in English and Serbo-Croatian.

In
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Serbo-Croatian, monomorphemic

reflexive sebe ('self) may corefer

with a long-distance clausal subject:

(28)

Ivan je cuo Vesnin opis sebe
Ivani is heard [Vesna'sj description of selfi/j.
Ivan heard Vesna's description of himself/herself.

This is contrasted

with English reflexives, which must take a local

antecedent:

(29) Johni heard Maryj's description of *himselfi/herselfj

As the index shows, herself
antecedent

Mary. A further

in (29)
distinction

must

be bound

by a local

is that Serbo-Croatian

(the

Mostar dialect in particular) does not have English constructions with
object control verbs:

(30) Alex forced Johni [PRO to listen to himselfi].

Himself in (30) can only have John as its antecedent. Her hypotheses
were

(31)
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A.

Serbo-Croatian speakers learning L2 English initially transfer
the LI reflexive anaphor type to the interlanguage grammar
(as evidenced in sentences like (28))

B.

Serbo-Croatian speakers learning L2 English are not limited to
the binding pattern present in the LI. The correct
interpretation of constructions such as (30) above will serve as
evidence that learners have access to Universal Grammar.

Her subjects were 40 native speakers of Serbo-Croatian consisting of
20 intermediate and 20 advanced learners of English. The methods
used

for investigation

multiple-choice

were

a picture

comprehension

identification

task. The results

task

and

supported

a

both

hypotheses, namely, the learners showed effects of LI transfer, but
they

also resort

to a UG-constrained

system

to define

binding

domains in the L2. In other words, the results show that "binding
domains

are

not

simply

transferred

constructions but are computed

from

the

LI

as

surface

by a UG-constrained system

when

required in the target language" (1994, p. 153).
White (1995a)

investigated

whether

positive evidence

from

one aspect of a cluster of properties can trigger knowledge of some
other part of the cluster with 30 ESL learners (19 francophones and
11 Japanese). Her hypotheses were

(32)
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a.

Japanese-speaking learners of English will initially assume that
English has a morphologically simplex XO anaphor and hence
that long-distance binding is permitted, but binding to objects
is not.

b.

Providing positive evidence that English in fact allows binding
to objects (either explicitly or implicitly) should lead to
knowledge not just that binding to objects is possible but also
that long-distance binding is impossible.

To test her hypotheses, she divided the subjects into three groups.
The first group (n=ll: 4 Japanese
explicit grammar

instruction

and 7 francophones)

on English reflexive

received

pronouns.

The

second group (n=ll: 6 Japanese and 5 francophones) was a reading
group, who, instead

of receiving explicit grammar

instruction

on

reflexives, read passages into which had been inserted examples of
sentences

with

reflexives,

including

some

reflexives

bound

to

subjects, and others to objects. The third group (n=8: I Japanese and
7 francophones)

was neither taught

materials

involving

treatment.

Testing involved

grammaticality

reflexives,

judgment

i.e.,

about reflexives
they

two different

did

(33) Mary looked at herself in the mirror.

receive

tasks. The first

task, which consisted

sentences such as

not

nor read any
any
was

a

of 32 monoclausal
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The second task was a truth-value

judgment task (Grain and McKee,

1986) consisting of 40 stories such as

(34)

A man was looking for someone to work in his restaurant, so
he put an advertisement in the newspaper. Bill sent the man a
letter about his experience and qualifications.
Bill sent the man a letter about himself.

The results
supported.

indicate

that

There were

neither

of the

initial

(True)

(False)

hypotheses

was

no LI effects, nor did the grammar

and

reading groups perform any better or any worse than the group who
received no treatment. White concluded that the results may be due
to the teaching intervention being very short (four hours spread over
four weeks), or to the fact that
assumed

the cluster of properties

to be linked may not be in fact linked

of UG

in the learner's

interlanguage.
There arises a question of why White would hypothesize that
Japanese-speaking

learners

of English

English has a monomorphemic
distance is permitted,

will initially

anaphor

assume

and hence

given the fact that Japanese

that

that
long

has kare-zisin

'himself, which is equivalent to the polymorphemic reflexive himself
in English. A possible reason for her hypothesis might be that zibun
is more widely used than karen-zisin: "the antecedent of zibun can
be any person, number, and gender as long as it is [+human]" (Katada,
1991, p. 291), but "the antecedent

of kare-zisin is limited to [3rd
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person, singular, masculine, +human]" {ibid). In other words, since
zibun can often replace kare-zisin in sentences

with a masculine,

third-person singular antecedent, as in (35) below, Japanese learners
of English may very well identify

himself in English with

zibun

rather than kare-zibun.

(35)

zibuHi

Johni-ga

-no

kodomo-o

sikatta.

's

child-acc

scold

_ kare-zisitti
John-nom

self

'John scolded selfs child'
(Katata, 1991, p. 291)

White, et al. (1996) conducted a similar study with 13 subjects
learning Japanese

as a foreign

language

(4 French,

2 English, 2

Korean and 5 Chinese). In four weeks, the subjects were given about
3 hours' explicit instruction on the properties of zibun. The test was a
truth-value

judgment

task

based

on pictures.

The experimental

sentences were monoclausal and biclausal Japanese sentences:

(36) Monoclausal sentence
White-san-ga

Grey-san-ni

zibun-no-pen-o

White-Mr.-nom

Grey-Mr-top

self-gen-pen-acc

'Mr. White passed Mr. Grey selfs pen'
(37) Biclausal sentence
Grey-san-ga

Black-san-ni

White-san-ga

watashi-ta.
pass-past
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Grey-Mr.-nom

Black-Mr.-dat

White-Mr.-nom

zibun-no-miruku-o

nonda-to

iimashita

self-gen-milk-acc

drink-that said

'Mr. Grey said to Mr. Black that Mr. White drank selfs milk.'

In (36), in which zibun refers to the subject, the picture shows Mr.
White passing a white pen to Mr. Grey. Learners are expected

to

answer that the sentence correctly describes the picture (i.e., "true").
On the other hand, when zibun refers to the object, the picture shows
Mr. White passing a grey pen to Mr. Grey. If the learners know that
zibun cannot refer to a non-subject,

they should indicate that the

sentence does not describe the picture (i.e., "false"). In (37) where
zibun refers to the local subject interpretation, Mr. White is drinking
from a white

glass; subjects

sentence matches
long-distance

are

expected

to indicate

that

the picture. In the picture corresponding

subject interpretation,

Mr. White is drinking

the

to the
from a

grey glass. If learners indicate that the sentence matches the picture,
this shows that they accept long-distance subjects as antecedents of a
reflexive. In the picture corresponding
antecedent,

to the long-distance

object

Mr. Grey is drinking from a black glass. Subjects are

expected to indicate that the sentence does not match the picture.
The results
interpreting

the

indicated

that there

experimental

were

sentences,

(1995a), but that the teaching intervention

no effects
consistent

of LI
with

for

White

was effective in causing

half of the subjects to acquire long-distance binding in Japanese. The
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latter result, as White et al. point out, contrasts with White (1995a),
who found little effect for teaching

intervention

on L2 learners'

acquisition of English reflexives.
What is apparently lacking in White et al's study is that they
did not explain why teaching intervention appeared to be effective in
one case, and why it was not effective in another, although they did
point out that this had little to do with whether or not the learners'
LI allows long-distance binding.
Thomas (1995) investigated whether L2 learners

of Japanese

know that morphologically simplex anaphor zibun has the property
of subject

orientation.

Her experiments

included

58

learners

of

Japanese as a foreign language, 34 in a low proficiency group and 2 4
in a high proficiency group. Subjects were tested with a truth-value
judgment task involving stories and pictures, the same methods used
by

White

(1995a)

and

White,

et al. (1996).

The

experimental

sentences were similar to those used by White, et al. (1996), namely,
monoclausal

and biclausal Japanese sentences. The results showed

that most of her subjects at a high-proficiency level who bind zibun
long

distance

reject

object

antecedents,

an

empirical

finding

consistent with predications of the movement at LF approach. But the
lower-proficiency

learners

failed to bind

Thus, the Issue of subject-orientation

reflexives

long distance.

could not be investigated

for

these learners, and these data are less readily accounted for from the
perspective of movement at LF.
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3.3.3 Summary and critique

To summarize, this section has discussed previous

L2 studies

on L2 learners' knowledge of the movement of anaphors at LF, L2
learners'

access to UG, the effects

intervention.

While

especially advanced

some

of LI

studies

L2 learners,

transfer

indicated

that

and

teaching

L2

learners,

have knowledge of movement

of

anaphors at LF (Thomas, 1995), and that L2 learners have access to
UG (Bennett,

1994; Thomas. 1995), studies

transfer

teaching

and

intervention

Whereas Bennett's (1994) study

on the effects

produced

presents

conflicting

of LI
results.

evidence of LI transfer,

White's (1995a) shows little effects of LI transfer. The conflicting
results may have to do with different experimental sentences used in
the two studies. Bennett used English structures with a noun phrase
(29)

that

have

structures

an equivalent

have different

in

Serbo-Crotian

(28),

but

such

binding possibilities. Thus the sentences

were appropriately chosen to investigate the LI effects. On the other
hand, sentences in White's (1995a) study were not well chosen. She
used

monoclausal

subject

sentences

interpretation

(34)

(33)
to

and

a context

investigate

the

biasing
LI

toward

effects

with

Japanese learners of English. Monoclausal sentences would not reveal
whether

Japanese learners of English transferred

information
antecedent

to an L2 English setting,

because

in the sentences, and the binding

languages are the same. Sentences with

native

there

language

is only one

possibilities

a contexl biasing

in both
toward
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subject

interpretation

would

not yield

LI effects,

either,

partly

because a reflexive in both English and Japanese can have a subject
as its antecedent, and partly because L2 learners' interpretation

of

English sentences are influenced by a discourse context (e.g., Ying,
1996).
The studies by White (1995a) and White, et al. (1996) yielded
conflicting results with respect to the effects of teaching intervention.
Whereas White (1995a) found no effects of teaching intervention on
Japanese and French learners. White, et al. (1996) found clear effects
of teaching

intervention

on English, French, Chinese and

learners. No effects of teaching intervention
might

have

resulted

polymorphemic

from

the

fact

that

on Japanese
Japanese

Korean
learners

also has

the

reflexive kare-zisin, which, like himself in English,

has no subject orientation (Katada, 1991). So it is likely that explicit
teaching on the properties

of himself in English helped

learners of English establish a link between

Japanese

kare-zisin in Japanese

and himself in English. Thus it is not explicit teaching that had no
effect on L2 learners.
Japanese

learners'

Rather, it is explicit teaching

attention

to the

syntactic

that

similarity

brought
between

himself in English and kare-zisin in Japanese. Explicit teaching did
not show effects on the French subjects, because like English, French
has both subject and object binding possibilities (White, 1995a).
On the other hand, English and French differ from Japanese i n
that they do not have the monomorphemic
explicit

teaching

on the

properties

reflexive

zibun. Thus

of zibun helped

English and
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French learners learn its long-distance

binding possibility. But the

effect of teaching intervention on Chinese and Korean learners may
have

actually

resulted

from

realization

of similar

long-distance

binding possibilities between zibun in Japanese and caki in Korean or
ziji in Chinese. Thus, for Korean and Chinese learners, interlingual
identification

between

zibun and

caki or ziji might

be a better

explanation for binding zibun to a long-distance subject by Korean
and Chinese learners.

3.4

Methodological

White,

Considerations

et al. (1997)

argue

that

difficulties

in assessing

L2 learners'

principles,

particularly

in

the

the

learner

case

sentences

where

or

preference

for one interpretation

there

are

knowledge
of

native

methodological
of the

potentially
speaker

binding

ambiguous

may

have

a

over the other. They employed

two truth value judgment tasks, one involving stories and the other
pictures, to investigate which of the two methods is more effective in
tapping L2 learners' knowledge of reflexive binding. The following
types of sentences were used for both the story task and the picture
task:

(38)
Type A
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Monoclausal sentences: context suggests binding to the subject
(true):
Mr. Browni sold Mr. Green a picture of himselfi.
Monoclausal sentences: context suggests binding to the object
(true):
Mr. Brown sold Mr. Greeni a picture of himselfi.
Type B
Biclausal sentences with finite embedded clauses; context
suggests binding to the local subject (true):
Mr. Brown dreamed that Mr. Greenf shot himselfi

Biclausal sentences with finite embedded clauses; context
suggests binding to the long-distance subject (false):
Mr. Browni dreamed that Mr. Green shot himselfi.
Type C
Biclausal sentences with nonfinite embedded clauses; context
suggests binding to the local subject of the infinitive (true):
Mr. Brown asked Mr. Greeni to paint himselfi.
Biclausal sentences with nonfinite embedded clauses; context
suggests binding to the long-distance subject (false):
Mr. Browni asked Mr. Green to paint himselfi.

For Type A (monoclausal) sentences in the picture

task, each

sentence occurred twice, once with a picture showing the subject as
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the

antecedent

and

one

with

a picture

showing

the

object

as

antecedent.
For Type B and Type C (Biclausal) sentences,

each sentence

occurred twice, once with a picture showing the local subject as the
antecedent, once with a picture showing the long-distance subject as
antecedent.
For the story task, each target sentence is preceded by a story.
For example:

(39)
Killer Harry was a subject in a crime. The policeman wanted to
know as much as possible about him. He questioned Killer
Harry about his habits, his family, and where he usually spent
his time.
target: The policeman questioned the suspect about himself.

The story task was administered to three groups: 19 Japanesespeakers; 22 francophones; 19 native speakers of English. The picture
task was administered
Japanese-speakers,

to three different groups, consisting of 1 3

15 francophones,

and

14

native

speakers

of

English. The results indicate that the story task more closely reflects
the learners' linguistic competence than the picture task, since "truth
value

judgments

which

overcome

the problem

ambiguous

sentences

make

use

of pictures

of preferences
involving

are

not

able

to

in the case of potentially

reflexives" (p. 161).

Their

results
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suggest

that certain

tasks

can lead to an underestimation

of L2

learners' linguistic competence and that convergent evidence from a
variety of tasks needs to be gathered in order to fully understand
the nature of the interlanguage grammar.
It is not true to say that "truth value judgments which make
use of pictures are not able to overcome the problem of preferences
in the case of potentially ambiguous sentences involving reflexives"
(p. 161). In fact, all possible interpretations can be tested using truth
value judgments which make use of pictures. For example, earlier
studies on children's interpretation of sentences such as

(40) When he stole the chickens, the lion was in the box.

indicated that children have a prohibition on "backward anaphora"-coreference between the pronoun he and the NP the lion or someone
else, (e.g.. Lust, 1981; Solan, 1983). In their truth
task that make use of puppets,

value judgment

however, Grain and McKee (1986)

showed that children do not have such prohibition
anaphora

if the

task

provides

an

appropriate

on backward

context.

judged sentences like (40) as true when the experimenter

Children
made the

lion inside the box steal the chickens.
Another point in need of clarification is how certain tasks can
lead to an underestimation

of L2 learners'

linguistic competence.

White, et al. (1997) showed that pictures

were not as effective as

story tasks in bringing out L2 learners'

knowledge

of ambiguous
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sentences with reflexives, but they did not discuss how picture tasks
led to an underestimation of L2 learners' linguistic competence.

3.5 Drawbacks of L2 research on reflexive binding

With respect to the role of UG in second language acquisition,
reflexive binding is one of the major areas
investigated

extensively

with L2 learners

L2 researchers

with second language learners,

of English. Only very

recently

have

have

especially
researchers

turned their attention to L2 learners of other languages. The latter
studies have chiefly looked at how English speakers
other languages

or speakers of

learning Japanese as a foreign language interpret

zibun(e.g., Thomas, 1995; White, et al. 1996).
One of the drawbacks is that most of the studies were carried
out to investigate the operation of the Governing Category Parameter
(GCP) and the Subset Principle in second language acquisition. But the
GCP and the Subset Principle have been argued to be inadequate
accounting for first and second language acquisition

in

(e.g.. Cole and

Sung, 1994; Hermon, 1992; Kapur, et al., 1993; McLaughlin, 1995;
Reuland and Koster, 1991; Safir, 1987; Saleemi, 1992; Thomas, 1995).
The GCP is criticized as "mere description" (Safir, 1987, p. 78), "the
fragmentation of linguistic theory" (Saleemi, 1992, p. 81), and having
"no principled restrictions on the definition of a governing category
or a proper antecedent" (Reuland and

Koster, 1991,

Subset Principle has been challenged, too. McLaughlin

p. 209). The
(1995). for
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example, has argued

that "the Subset Principle

has not yet

been

shown to be relevant to first language acquisition, so its operation in
second language acquisition cannot be tested" (p. 144).
Another drawback is that some of the experimental sentences
tend

to occur quite

underdetermined

frequently

even

in the learner's

though

such sentences

are

L2. This is true of, for example,

Bennett's (1994) use of structures

with object control verbs

(e.g.,

sentence (29) discussed above: John forced Bill to listen to himself),
which are supposed to be absent in Serbo-Croatian. But this is quite a
common structure in English. Since her subjects had at least three
years' formal study of English (p. 137), they might have been taught
this construction. Thus, such structures

might not serve as a very

solid piece of evidence of underdetermination,

which is fundamental

for arguments that L2 learners have access to UG (White, 1989). In
addition, as reviewed rather extensively in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2,
experimental sentences tend to be replicated or to overlap from one
study

after

another

(1990a) experimental

(e.g., Watabayashi

(1996)

replicated

Cook's

sentences). The challenge we face is whether

some fresh structures with reflexives which are underdetermined

in

the LI, and truly limited in the L2 could be used to test the role of
UG in second language acquisition.
Still another possible drawback

is that the methods

used for

investigation tend to be dominantly off-line, with tasks ranging from
a multiple-choice comprehension task to a truth-value judgment task
using stories and pictures. Few studies on renexive

binding

have
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used

a

timed

comprehension

task

to

look

at

L2

learners'

performance. Cook's (1990a) study appears to be the only exception.
But he allowed a lapse of up to 20 seconds in between
experimental

sentences. This kind of manipulation

the two

appeared

to be

too long to meaningfully examine "language use as it occurs" (McKee,
1996, p. 189) and make inferences about learners' knowledge of a
syntactic property.
distracters)

In addition, she did not use any fillers (i.e.,

in her study.

interpretation.

This might

introduce

bias in learners'

They might use certain strategies

in interpretation,

and such strategies could affect the validity of the data (Forster,
1990). Thus, Cowan and Hatasa (1994) call for using "some on-line
task that elicits reaction or reading time plus some measure

that

provides an indication of the extent to which the stimuli used in the
on-line task were comprehended" (p. 297).
A further
learners'

drawback

is that tasks

used for investigating

knowledge of reflexive binding of potentially

L2

ambiguous

sentences may only elicit learners' preference for one interpretation
over the other (e.g., Thomas, 1989; Hirakawa, 1990). This is the case
even when

procedures

are taken

to train

people

about

potential

ambiguity (Bennett, 1994; Thomas, 1991), as aptly pointed out by
White, et al. (1997). In an attempt to overcome this problem, another
problems occurs. Researchers tend to include two antecedents

for a

simple sentence (see my discussion of Wakabayashi's (1996) study in
section 3.2.2).
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3.6

Characteristics of

this

project

The studies reported in Chapters four, five and six attempt

to

overcome some of the drawbacks discussed above. First, the research
investigates a syntactic phenomenon that has seldom been studied in
second language acquisition, and yet it has attracted a great deal of
attention

in

current

language learners'

linguistic

research.

It

investigates

knowledge of reconstruction,

second

namely, sentences

with NP and predicate fronting.
Second,

experimental

sentences

used

for

investigation

of

reconstruction in English with Chinese learners of English (Chapters 4
and

5)

are

underdetermined

in

the

learners'

native

language

(Chinese), namely, sentences with a reflexive inside a moved NP or
predicate that contains a wh-element (see Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.6),
and they do not occur frequently

in the target language (English)-.

The same is true of experimental

sentences

English learners' knowledge of reconstruction
with ambiguity of antecedence

highly

unlikely

interpret

that

in Chinese. Sentences

of ziji in non-movement

and inside a moved VP are underdetermined
not occur frequently

used for investigating

sentences

in English and they do

in Chinese^. Because they are infrequent, it is
L2 learners

were

taught

explicitly

how

to

them.

^ The structures used as experimental sentences are not found in an anthology
entitled "Conversations Readings for Writing" (Selzer, 1994), although it
contains 1 6 2 articles written by different contemporary American writers.
' The low frequency o f occurrence o f reconstructed z i j i is based on a report of
2 0 native speakers of Chinese who served as a control group for investigating
English learners' knowledge o f reconstruction in Chinese (Chapter 6).
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Third,
measuring

part
error

of the

research

used

rates and reaction

a timed

judgment

task

times (Chapter 4), with each

sentence staying on the screen for a maximum of 3 seconds, a design
that more closely examines "language use as it occurs" (McKee, 1996,
p. 189) and make inferences about learners' knowledge of a syntactic
property.
Lastly, to investigate

L2 learners'

ambiguous sentences, the experiments

knowledge

of potentially

with Chinese learners

in a

foreign setting used three tasks: a multiple choice task, a task that
makes use of contextual cues and a picture task ro overcome the
preference
learners

problem

(Chapter

of Chinese replicated

5). The experiment
Laksmanan

with

English

and Teranishi's

(1994)

"truth-value judgment" task to avoid the same problem (Chapter 6).
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Table 3-1: Cook's (1991) study
Error rates

Types

Eng

Ro

Ja

No

n=14

n=14

n=I6

n=I7

A

1.8

3.6

1.6

0.0

B

8.9

7.1

23.4

2.9

C

7.1

30.4

40.6

19.1

D

16.0

35.7

43.7

33.8

E

8.9

3.6

17.1

11.8

Eng=Native English; Ro=Romance; Ja=Japanese; No=Norwegian

A= simple sentence
Peter shot himself.
B = tensed sentence
Peter said John voted for himself.
C = infinitival sentence
Peter asked John to include himself.
D = noun phrase
John reported Peter's criticisms of himself.
E = bare infinitive sentence
Peter saw John save himself.
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Table 3-2: Cook's (1991) study
Reaction times (in seconds)

Types

Eng

Ro

Ja

No

n= 14

n=14

n= 16

n=17

A

2.96

3.98

3.59

3.84

B

4.22

6.72

6.98

6.55

C

4.49

7.72

7.18

6.32

D

5.92

8.04

8.53

9.59

E

4.29

6.66

6.29

6.46

Eng=Native English; Ro=Romance; Ja=Japanese; No=Norwegian

A= simple sentence
Peter shot himself.
B = tensed sentence
Peter said John voted for himself.
C = infinitival sentence
Peter asked John to include himself.
D = noun phrase
John reported Peter's criticisms of himself.
E = bare infinitive sentence
Peter saw John save himself.
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Chapter 4
Timed Sentence Judgments on Reconstruction

4.1

Introduction

This chapter reports the results of a timed sentence judgment
task

which

investigated

experimental
group)

how

group) and native

interpret

reconstruction

Chinese
speakers

subject, whereas

predicate with wh-elements

Chinese.

(See

can be bound

1

(the

a reflexive
by either

a

a reflexive inside a moved

can only be bound by the embedded

in a fronted wh-phrase

Chapter

English

of English (the control

subject. Since Chinese lacks overt wh-movement,
reflexive embedded

of

in English. Recall that

inside a moved NP with wh-elements
matrix or embedded

learners

for

a

more

sentences

with a

is underdetermined
detailed

discussion

in
of

reconstruction.)

4.2

Experiment

1

4.2.1 Subjects

Twenty-seven advanced Chinese learners of English took part
in the experiment. They were all graduate students at the University
of Arizona. They were enrolled in graduate programs in biology (3),
chemistry (5), computer and electrical engineering (2). English as a
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second language (3), mathematics (4), agriculture (2), pharmacy (3),
mechanical engineering (4) and microbiology (1). Before they came to
the United States, they had studied English as a foreign language in
China. None of the subjects scored below 550 in the TOEFL test. The
subjects were recruited with the help of my fellow Chinese friends in
Tucson. Each of them was paid five dollars. The experiment

lasted

about 20 minutes.

4.2.2 Materials and design

There were three construction types: non-movement sentences,
sentences with NP fronting, and sentences
Each type contained 15 experimental

with predicate fronting.

sentences with two potential

antecedents and a reflexive. These were manipulated so that in each
type there were sentences with same-gender antecedents, differentgender antecedents, and agreement errors (the plural reflexive form
themselves with a singular NP antecedent). Thus, these 45 sets of
sentences contained 9 conditions, with 5 sentences in each condition.
Examples of experimental sentences are:

Type 1. Non-movement

sentences

Non-movement sentences with same-gender antecedents:
(1)

Mikej thinks that Bobj hates pictures of himself*i/j.

Non-movement sentences with different-gender antecedents:
(2)

Nancyi thinks that Billj hates pictures of himself*i/j.
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Non-movement sentences with agreement errors:
(3)

*Margareti thinks that Johnj hates pictures of
themselves*i/*j.

Type 2. NP fronted sentences
NP fronted sentences with same-gender antecedents:
(4)

Johni wonders which pictures of himselfi/j Billj
admires.

NP-fronted sentences with different-gender antecedents:
(5)

Maryi wonders which pictures of herselfi/*j Robertj
admires.

NP fronted sentences with agreement errors:
(6)

*Nancyi wonders which pictures of themselves*i/*j Davidj
admires

Type 3. predicate fronted sentences
Predicate fronted sentences with same-gender antecedents:
(7)

How proud of herself*i/j does Nancyi think that Maryj is?

Predicate fronted sentences with different-gender antecedents:
(8)

How proud of herself*i/j does Franki think that Susanj is?

Predicate fronted sentences with agreement errors:
(9)

*How proud of themselves*i/*j does Johni think that Janej
is?
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The design was a 3 x 3 factorial design, with Sentence Forms
(NP fronting, predicate
factors,

and

Genders

fronting,

non-movement)

(same-gender

antecedents,

antecedents)

and Agreement

presentation

lists were created. Each presentation

conditions, with 5 sentences
sentences

were

errors

different-gender

as within-item

factors. Three
list contained 9

in each condition. The experimental

counterbalanced

sentences with between-item

as between-item

such

that

each

list

factors and within-item

contained

factors. Any

given subject was presented with only one of the lists. Thus each list
contained

45 experimental

random order. In addition,
fillers (distracters)

sentences,

which

were

presented

in

55 fillers were included in each list. The

were sentences

that are structurally

different

from experimental sentences (For the complete set of materials, see
Appendix I).

4.2.3 Procedure

The stimuli

were

presented

on a Princeton

Ultrasyne

color

monitor driven by an IBM-compatible PC 286 computer running the
DMASTR software developed by K. I. Forster and J. C. Forster at the
University of Arizona. Each sentence appeared on the screen until the
subject responded or for 3,000 ms. After the response was made, a
feedback message appeared on the screen specifying accuracy of the
response and the RT. The instruction specified that the subjects were
to judge the grammaticality of the sentences, with the decision being
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indicated by pressing one of the two response buttons marked yes or
no. The button press stopped the clock that had been started
the appearance of each sentence. Subjects pressed

with

a foot pedal to

advance to the next sentence. The subjects were instructed to make a
decision as quickly and accurately as possible. Twenty practice items,
10 grammatical,

and 10 ungrammatical,

preceded

the test stimuli.

Two individuals who made an average of more than 35% errors were
replaced.

4.2.4 Predictions

A. Reaction Time (RT)

I assumed that factors that are likely to affect reaction times
were

sentence

movement)

forms

(NP fronting,

and manipulations

predicate

fronting

of gender and number.

and

non-

NP fronted

sentences with gender match would elicit longer reaction times than
non-movement

sentences

with gender

match, because judging

the

grammaticality of the former type of sentences involves identifying
the fronted

noun phrase

and seeking coreference

with either the embedded
grammaticality

of the

of the reflexive

or matrix subject, whereas

latter

type

of sentences

judging the

simply

involves

seeking the embedded subject to bind the reflexive.
Although NP fronted sentences with gender mismatch
give rise

to ambiguity

of antecedence,

they

would

elicit

do not
longer
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reaction times than non-movement sentences with gender mismatch,
because judging the grammaticality of the former type of sentences
involves

identifying

coreference

the

between

fronted

the

reflexive

judging the grammaticality
involves

establishing

noun

phrase

and

and

establishing

its antecedent,

whereas

of the latter type of sentences

coreference

between

the

simply

reflexive

and

its

antecedent.
NP fronted sentences with agreement errors would elicit longer
reaction times than non-movement sentences with agreement errors,
because judging the grammaticality of the former type of sentences
involves identifying the fronted noun phrase and discovering
the plural

reflexive cannot

judging the grammaticality

be bound

by a singular

that

NP, whereas

of the latter type of sentences

simply

involves discovering that the plural reflexive cannot be bound by a
singular NP.
Predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender

match

would elicit

longer reaction times than NP fronted sentences with gender match
because judging the grammaticality of the former type of sentences
involves

a

grammaticality
grammaticality
involves

more
of

complicated
the

latter

of predicate

identifying

the

procedure
type

fronted

fronted

of

than

sentences.

sentences
predicate,

judging

the

Judging

the

with gender
discovering

match

that

the

reflexive cannot have the matrix subject as its antecedent, although
they share the same gender, and seeking the embedded subject as its
antecedent by placing the fronted predicate back to its original site.
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On the

other

sentences

hand,

judging

the

grammaticality

of

NP fronted

with gender match does not involve finding out that a

reflexive inside a moved NP cannot be bound by the matrix subject;
it involves simply identifying the fronted noun phrase and seeking
coreference of the reflexive

with either

the embedded

or matrix

subject.
Predicate fronted sentences with gender mismatch would elicit
longer

reaction

times

than

NP fronted

sentences

with

gender

mismatch, because judging the grammaticality of the former type of
sentences involves identifying the fronted predicate, placing it back
to its original

site, and

seeking

the

embedded

subject

as

its

antecedent, whereas judging the grammaticality of the latter type of
sentences
establishing

involves

identifying

coreference

the

between

fronted

the

noun

reflexive

and

phrase,
the

and

matrix

subject.
Predicate fronted sentences with agreement errors would elicit
longer reaction

times than

NP fronted

sentences

errors, because judging the grammaticality

with agreement

of the former

type

of

sentences involves identifying the fronted predicate, placing it back
to its original site, and discovering that the plural reflexive cannot be
bound

by a singular

NP, whereas

the

latter

judgment

involves

merely identifying the fronted noun phrase and discovering that the
plural reflexive cannot be bound by a singular NP.

B. Errors.
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In the light of previous findings that longer reaction times tend
to elicit more errors (Cook, 1990a;
D'Arcais, 1989), I predicted
match, gender

mismatch

Fodor, 1990; Frazier & Flores

that NP fronted sentences with gender

and agreement

errors than their respective

non-movement

match, gender mismatch and agreement
fronted

sentences

with

errors

gender

match,

would elicit more

sentences

with gender

errors, and that predicate
gender

mismatch

and

agreement errors would elicit more errors than their respective
fronted

sentences

with

gender

match,

gender

agreement errors. In other words, non-movement

mismatch
sentences

NP
and

would

incur the fewest errors, whereas predicate fronted sentences would
incur most errors. Following White, et al. (1996), Eckman (1994) and
Thomas (1995), I assumed

that Chinese learners had knowledge of

NP/predicate fronted sentences with wh-movement

if they "behave

consistently on at least three of four sentences of a particular type"
(White, et al., 1996, p. 12). In other words, 3 or 4 correct judgments
of NP/predicate

fronted

'knowing' such structures,

sentences

with

wh-movement

count

as

while 0 or I count as rejecting them. A

score of 2 indicates a lack of consistency.

4.2.5 Results

The mean reaction times for correct responses and the average
error rates for the target sentences were calculated separately across
subjects and items, and each data set was subjected

to a separate
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analysis

of variance

(ANOVA; Fi referring

analysis, and F2 referring

to the item-based

to the

subject-based

analysis).

Two-way

ANOVA indicated a main effect of Sentence Form, significant for the
latencies in the subject analysis, Fi (2, 52) = 5.29, and in the item
analysis, F2 (2, 126) = 3.85 (unless otherwise noted, all p values are
less than .05). The results for the error data showed a similar trend
in the item analysis, F2 (2, 126) = 3.36, although the error effect only
approached significance in the subject analysis, Fi (2, 52) = 2.87, p >
.06.

4.2.5.1 Reaction time

The mean

response

latencies, collapsed

across

subjects

and

items, are presented in Table 4.1.

A. Grammatical sentences with gender match and mismatch

The NP fronted

sentences

with gender match elicited

longer

latencies than the non-movement sentences with gender match. This
was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 6.58, but not by items, F2 (I.
26) = 1. 76, p > .14.

The NP fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited longer
latencies than the non-movement

sentences with gender mismatch.

This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 8.31, but not by items,
F2 (1, 26) = 0. 63, p > .31.
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The interaction between Sentence Form and Genders was not
significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = .23, p >.78, nor by items, F2 (2,
84) = 0. 13, p > .85.
The predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender

match elicited

longer latencies than the NP fronted sentences with gender match.
This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 11.29, but not by items,
F2 (1, 26) = 2. 37, p > .09.
The predicate fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited
shorter

latencies

than

the

NP fronted

sentences

with

gender

mismatch. This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 5.76, but not
by items, F2 (1, 26) = 1.23, p > .23.
The interaction

between

Sentence

Form

and

Genders

was

significant, Fi (2, 52) = 5.76 by subjects, F2 (2, 84) = 7.63 by items.
The latency data for gender match and mismatch across three
sentences types were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) =12.71, but
not by items, F2 (1, 28) = 0.79, p > .38.

B. Ungrammatical sentences with plural reflexives

The ungrammatical NP fronted sentences with plural reflexives
elicited shorter

latencies

than

the

ungrammatical

non-movement

sentences with plural reflexives. This was significant by subjects, Fi
(2, 52) = 3.48, but not by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0. 57, p > .33.
The ungrammatical
reflexives

elicited

longer

predicate
latencies

fronted
than

sentences
the

with

plural

ungrammatical

NP
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fronted sentences

with plural reflexives. It was not significant b y

subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 1.38, p > .26, nor by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0.39, p >
.45.

4.2.5.2 Errors

The mean error rates, collapsed across subjects and items, are
presented in Table 4.2.

A. Grammatical sentences with gender match and mismatch

The NP fronted

sentences

errors than the non-movement

with gender
sentences

match elicited

more

with gender match. This

was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 9.78, but not by items, F2 (1,
26) = 0.41, p > .67.
The NP fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited more
errors

than

the non-movement

sentences

with gender

mismatch.

This was significant by subjects, Fl (2, 52) = 15.38, and by items, F2
(I, 26) = 4.31.
The interaction between Sentence Form and Genders was not
significant, Fl (2, 52) = 0.45 by subjects, p > .64, F2 (2, 84) = 0.51 by
items, p > .59.
The predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender

match

elicited

more errors than the NP fronted sentences with gender match. This
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was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 17.38, but not by items, F2
(1, 26) = 0. 15, p >.82.
The predicate fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited
more errors than the NP fronted sentences

with gender

mismatch.

This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 14.39, but not by items,
F2 (1, 26) = 0.21, p > .79.
The interaction between Sentence Form and Genders was not
significant, Fi (2, 52) = 2.14, p > .11 by subjects, F2 (2, 84) = 0.24, p >
.77 by items.
The error data for gender match across three sentence types
were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 12.49, but not by items, F2
(1, 28) = 0.57, p > .56.
The error

data for gender

mismatch

across

three

sentence

types were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 16.09, but not by
items, F2 (1, 28) = 0.92, p > .35

B. Ungrammatical sentences with plural reflexives

The ungrammatical NP fronted sentences with plural reflexives
elicited

fewer

errors

than

the

ungrammatical

non-movement

sentences with plural reflexives. This was significant by subjects, Fi
(2, 52) = 4.31, but not by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0. 44, p > .63.
The predicate fronted sentences with plural reflexives elicited
fewer errors than the NP fronted sentences with plural reflexives. 11
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was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 4.29, but not by items, F2 (1,
26) = 0.41, p > .67.
The error data for plural reflexives across three sentence types
were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) =4.41, but not by items, F2
(I, 28) = 0.56, p > .58.

4.2.6 Discussion

As predicted,

the

subjects'

reaction

times

to

NP fronted

sentences with gender match (2619.30 ms) and mismatch
ms)

were

longer

than

their

reaction

times

to

(2709.33

non-movement

sentences with gender match (2475.59 ms) and mismatch (2453.30
ms). Also as predicted,

their reaction

times

to predicate

fronted

sentences with gender match (2743.07 ms) were longer than their
reaction times to NP fronted sentences with gender match (2619.30
ms). But contra

my prediction,

predicate

fronted

sentences

gender mismatch elicited shorter reaction times (2648.81
NP fronted sentences with gender
results showed, the differences

mismatch

(2709.33

in the reaction

with

ms) than

ms). As the

times across three

sentence types were statistically significant for the subject analysis.
As predicted,

NP fronted

sentences

with gender

mism a t c h e l i c i t e d m o r e e r r o r s ( 1 2 . 6 % f o r g e n d e r

match and

match, 16.3% for

gender mismatch) than non-movement sentences with gender match
(11.1%) and mismatch
sentences

with gender

(8.9%). Also as predicted,
match

and

mismatch

predicate

elicited

more

fronted
errors
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(28.9% for gender

match,

28.2% for gender

mismatch)

than

NP

fronted sentences with gender match (12.6%) and mismatch (16.3%).
As shown by the results, the differences in error rates across three
sentence types were statistically significant for the subject analysis.
Chinese learners made 12.6% errors for NP fronted sentences
with gender match and 16.3% errors for NP fronted sentences with
gender mismatch. Thus the correct judgment rate was between 83.7%
to 87.4%. This indicates that Chinese learners

have knowledge

of

structures of this type, even though such structures are not available
directly from input

in Chinese. But Chinese learners

made

28.9%

errors for predicate fronted sentences with gender match and 28.2%
errors

for predicate

fronted

sentences

other words, the correct judgment

rate was around

slightly below the correct response
sentences"

(White, et al., 1996,

with gender

mismatch.

In

71%, a score

rate of "at least three of four

p. 12). A question

arises

as to

whether Chinese learners of English have knowledge of sentences of
this type. The correct response rate of at least three of four sentences
(Eckman, 1994; Thomas, 1995; White, et al., 1996) came from off-line
studies.

In other

words,

the subjects

in these

studies

were

not

subjected to time pressure, at least not to the kind of time pressure
experienced

by the subjects of this experiment

this time constraint

for our subjects,

response rate of 71% indicates learners'

I contend

(3 seconds). Given
that

the

knowledge of this type of

syntactic structure. To test the significance of the proportion
correct

response

rate,

I performed

correct

a - test

on infcrcnccs

of 71%
about
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population proportion. The z value of 3.21 is compared

with the

absolute value of the critical z-value of 2.58. Since 3.21 is greater
than 2.58, it can be concluded that 71% is significantly greater than
.50 at the .01 level. Hence Chinese learners' knowledge of this type of
syntactic structure.
Although

the

mean

reaction

time

for

predicate

fronted

sentences with gender match was longer than the mean reaction time
for NP fronted sentences with gender match, and predicate fronted
sentences with gender match elicited more errors
sentences with gender match, this pattern

than NP fronted

was not consistent with

sentences with gender mismatch. The predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender mismatch, as in (10)

(10) How proud of herself does Frank believe that Susan is?

were responded to faster (2649 ms) than the NP fronted sentences of
the same type (2703 ms), as in (II)

(11) Mary wonders which portraits of herself Robert likes,

but the predicate fronted structure elicited more errors (28.2%) than
the NP fronted structure
of Cook's (1990a)
reaction

times

study

elicited

(16.3%). This finding patterns with results
with
more

Norwegian
errors

subjects,

with

respect

whose
to

shorter

infinitival

sentences (6.32 seconds for a 19.1% error rate), and whose longer
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reaction times elicited fewer errors regarding tensed sentences (6.56
seconds for a 2.9% error rate). A possible explanation is that reaction
times do not always correlate with error rates for second language
learners (e.g.. Rounds and Schachter, 1996). In other words, the error
data appears

to be a more reliable indicator

of knowledge

of a

syntactic structure

than the latency data, because ultimately

it is

errors

reaction

rather

than

time

that

will tell us more

directly

whether or not one knows a syntactic structure. This explanation is
supported by previous studies in psycholinguistic research. Using the
same speeded grammaticality judgment task on a study of gap filling
in Dutch, Frazier and Flores D'Archais (1989) found that the error
data is "a stable measure of complexity" (p. 340), but that "the large
number

of "ungrammatical"

responses

makes

heavy

reliance

on

correct (grammatical) response latencies somewhat suspect" (ibid).
The results of sentences with plural reflexives did not confirm
the predictions. The non-movement

sentences

elicited most errors

(69%), the NP fronted sentences fewer errors (60%) and the predicate
fronted

sentences

fewest

errors

(51%).

percentage of errors for the non-movement
the

longest

reaction

times

(2670),

the

Although

the

largest

sentences (69%) elicited
differences

between

the

reaction times (2659) for the fewest errors of the predicate fronted
sentences (51%) and the reaction times (2656) for the fewer errors of
the NP fronted

sentences

Lack of correlation between

(60%) were statistically

non-significant.

reaction times and error rates for the

Chinese learners is hardly surprising. As already discussed, previous
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studies in LI (e.g., Frazier and Flores D'Arcais, 1989) and L2 (Cook,
1990a) indicate that reaction

times do not always correlate

with

error rates. The error rates, however, call for explanation.
The high error rate for the non-movement
an explanation

in transfer

of native

sentence type finds

language

information

Chinese. Although themselves appears to be incompatible
local c-commanding antecedent

Bill in experimental

from

with the

sentences

such

as (12)

(12) *John thinks that Bill likes pictures of themselves.

the Chinese equivalent of such sentences are acceptable:

(13) John
John

renwei

Bill xihuan tamenziji

de

zhaopian.

think

Bill like

's

pictures

themselves

'John thinks that Bill likes pictures of themselves.'

Because Chinese allows both local and long-distance binding (e.g., Xu.
1993, 1994), tamenziji 'themselves' in (9) fits nicely with the local NP
Bill and the matrix NP John.
But the results for the NP and predicate
elements

cannot

derive

from

carryover

of

sentences

with wh-

Chinese

structural

properties to an L2 English context. As discussed in Chapter 1, NP or
predicate fronted sentences involving the movement of wh-elements
are underdetermined in Chinese. Because such sentence structures do
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not exist in Chinese, the subjects would immediately "notice that the
TL [target language] and the NL [native language] are different and,
as a consequence, will be unlikely to transfer" (Gass, 1996, p. 327).
An

alternative

explanation

may

be

that

since

themselves

is

semantically compatible with two NPs such as Bill and John or John
and Mary, the subjects might have established

coreference between

themselves and Bill and John based on the semantic compatibility of
the

plural

reflexive

with

the

question arises as to whether
strategy

to interpret

sentences

two

antecedents.

An

immediate

the Chinese learners

used the same

with gender match

and mismatch.

This is unlikely because if such strategy were used, we would expect
much higher error rates for sentences with gender mismatch than for
sentences with gender match due to the incompatibility of one of the
antecedents with the reflexive (himself or herself). This was not true
of non-movement sentences with gender mismatch: the error rate for
gender mismatch (8.9%) was actually lower than the error rate for
gender

match

(11.1%). The same

is

true

of

predicate

fronted

sentences. The error rate for predicate fronted sentences with gender
mismatch

(28.2%)

sentences

with

between

the

possibility

was

gender

match

two were

that

such

actually

lower

than

(28.9%), although

not statistically

strategy

predicate

might

the

fronted

differences

significant. There

be

used

with

was

a

NP fronted

sentences, the error rate for such sentences

with gender

(16.30)

for the same

type

of

this strategy

did

ncu

being

sentences

higher

with gender

than

the

match

error
(12.59),

rate
but

mismatch

appear

to supersede

the

subjects'

knowledge

of this

syntactic

property. The error rate of 16.30% is not a significant indicator that
the

learners

did not know

a syntactic

property

(For a similar

argument, see Eckman, 1994; Thomas, 1995; White, et al., 1996).
Now a question arises as to how the results of Chinese learners
of English are comparable

to those of native

speakers

of English.

Experiment 2 was conducted to address this question.

4.3

Experiment

2

4.3.1 Subjects

Twenty-seven
experiment

as

undergraduate

native

volunteer

speakers

of English took part

subjects.

Twenty-six

of

them

in the
were

and graduate students at the University of Arizona.

One was a visiting student from England. None of them majored in
linguistics.

4.3.2 Materials and design

The materials used for Experiment
used for Experiment 1.

4.3.3 Procedure

2 were identical to those

1I3

The method

of presentation

was the same as that

used

in

Experiment 1.

4.3.4 Predictions

I made the same predictions about the reaction time and errors
as I did for Experiment 1.

4.3.5 Results

Two-way ANOVA indicated a strong effect of Sentence Form,
significant for the latencies in the subject analysis, Fi (2, 52) =6.19,
and in the item analysis, F2 (2, 126) = 3.62. The results of the error
data showed a similar trend in the subject analysis, Fi (2, 52) = 3.86,
and in the item analysis, F2 (2, 126) = 3.92.

4.3.5.1 Reaction time

The mean

response

latencies, collapsed

across subjects

and

items, are presented in Table 4.3.

A. Grammatical sentences with gender match and mismatch

The NfP fronted

sentences

with

gender

latencies than the non-movement sentences

match elicited

longer

with gender match. This
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was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 7.56, but not by items, F2 (1,
26) = 0.13, p > .87.
The NP fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited longer
latencies than the non-movement

sentences with gender mismatch.

It was significant by subjects, Fl (2, 52) =3.21, but not by items, F2
(1, 26) = 0. 21, p > .79.
The interaction between Sentence Form and Genders was not
significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) =.20, p >.82, nor by items, F2 (2,
84) = 0. 11, p > .89.
The predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender

match

longer latencies than the NP fronted sentences with gender

elicited
match.

This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 11.29, but not by items,
F2 (1, 26) = 2. 37, p > .09.
The predicate fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited
shorter

latencies

than

the

NP fronted

sentences

with

gender

mismatch. This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 7.83, but not
by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0.01, p > .91.
The interaction between Sentence Form and Genders was not
significant, Fi (2, 52) = 2.30 by subjects, p >.11. F2 (2. 84) = 0.26 by
items, p >.77.

The latency data for gender match and mismatch across three
sentences types were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 9.72. bui
not by items, F2 (1, 28) = 0.01, p > .91.

B. Un^rarnmatical sentences with plural reflexives
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The ungrammatical NP fronted sentences with plural reflexives
elicited

longer

latencies

than

the

ungrammatical

non-movement

sentences with plural reflexives. This was significant by subjects, Fi
(2, 52) = 3.51, but not by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0. 03, p > .89.
The predicate fronted sentences with plural reflexives elicited
shorter

latencies

than

the

NP fronted

sentences

with

plural

reflexives. The result only approached significance by subjects, Fi (2,
52) = 2.68, p > .08, but not by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0.01, p > .91.

4.3.5.2 Errors

The mean error rates, collapsed across subjects and items, are
presented in Table 4.4.

A. Grammatical sentences with gender match and mismatch

The NP fronted

sentences

errors than the non-movement

with gender
sentences

match

elicited

with gender

more

match. This

was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 15.21, but not by items, F2
(1, 26) = 0.37, p > .48.
The NP fronted sentences

with gender mismatch

same errors as the non-movement

elicited the

sentences with gender mismatch.

This was not significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 0.001, p > 1.0, nor by
items, F2 (I, 26) = 0.02, p > .88.
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The interaction between Sentence Form and Genders was not
significant, Fi (2, 52) = 0.43 by subjects, p > .65,

F2 (2, 84) = 0.49 by

items, p > .61.
The predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender

match

elicited

more errors than the NP fronted sentences with gender match. This
was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 15.23, but not by items, F2
(1, 26) = 0. 31, p >.69.
The predicate fronted sentences with gender mismatch elicited
more errors than the NP fronted sentences

with gender mismatch.

This was significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 14.59, but not by items.
F2 (I, 26) = 0.19, p > .80.
The interaction

between

Sentence

Form

and

Genders

was

significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 5.88, and by items, F2 (2, 84) =
8.03.
The error data for gender match across three sentence

types

were significant by subjects, F] (2, 52) = 9.72, but not by items, F2
(1, 28) = 0.03, p > .89.
The error data for gender

mismatch

across

three

types were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 3.94, but

sentence
not by

items, F2 (1, 28) = 0.01, p > .91.

B. Ungrammatical sentences with plural reflexives

The ungrammatical NP fronted sentences with plural reflexives
elicited

more

errors

than

the

ungrammatical

non-movement
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sentences with plural reflexives. This was significant by subjects, Fi
(2, 52) = 3.78, but not by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0. 05, p > .87.
The ungrammaticai

predicate

fronted

sentences

with

reflexives elicited fewer errors than the ungrammaticai

plural

NP fronted

sentences with plural reflexives. It was significant by subjects, Fi (2,
52) = 8.12, but not by items, F2 (1, 26) = 0.23, p > .63.
The error data for plural reflexives across three sentence types
were significant by subjects, Fi (2, 52) = 3.54, but not by items, F2
(1, 28) = 0.15, p > .82.

4.3.6 Discussion

As predicted,

the

subjects'

reaction

times

to

NP fronted

sentences with gender match (2197 ms) and mismatch

(2181

were longer than their reaction times to non-movement
with gender match (2139

ms) and mismatch

predicted, their reaction times to predicate

(2171

ms)

sentences

ms). Also as

fronted sentences

with

gender match (2332 ms) and mismatch (2347 ms) were longer than
their

reaction

times to NP fronted

(2197 ms) and mismatch

(2181

sentences

with

gender

ms). As the results

differences in the reaction times across three sentence

match

showed,

the

types were

statistically significant for the subject analysis.
As predicted, NP fronted sentences with gender match elicited
more errors

(10.4%) than

non-movement

match (4.4%). Also as predicted,

predicate

sentences
fronted

with

gender

sentences

with

1 I8

gender match and mismatch elicited more errors (22.9% for gender
match, 20.7% for gender mismatch) than NP fronted sentences with
gender match (10.4%) and mismatch (8.9%). Although the differences
in

error

rates

across

three

sentence

types

significant for the subject analysis, the error

were

statistically

rate for NP fronted

sentences with gender mismatch was not statistically different from
non-movement

sentences

with

gender

mismatch;

both structures

yielded the same error rates (8.9%).
The results of sentences with plural reflexives did not exactly
confirm the predictions. The predicate fronted sentences elicited the
fewest

errors

(30%), although

the

NP fronted

sentences

slightly more errors (41%) than the non-movement

elicited

sentences (39%).

The latency data did not exactly confirm the predictions, either. The
ungrammatical predicate fronted sentences elicited shorter reaction
times (2375 ms) than the ungrammatical NP fronted sentences (238 1
ms), although the ungrammatical
the shortest
between
English
argument

reaction

non-movement

sentences elicited

times (2353 ms). Lack of a close correlation

reaction times and error rates for the native speakers
is consistent

with

that reaction

Frazier

and

Flores

D'Arcais's

times do not always correlate

of

(1989)

with error

rates. However, the high error rates require explanations. The native
speakers' error rates equaled or exceeded 30% in each of the three
sentence types, with the NP fronted sentence type incurring an error
rate as high as 41%. There are several possible explanations for this.
A

first

explanation

is that

the

ungrammaticality

of the

fillers
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(Appendix I) is much easier to identify than the ungrammaticality of
sentences

with the plural

having obvious errors

reflexive,

the fillers being shorter

such as the subject-verb

agreement

and
(e.g.,

Beijing are the capital of China). Thus, the subjects probably became
more tolerant

of ungrammatical

sentences

with

plural

reflexives.

Another possibility is that native speakers' partial failure to rule out
sentences with the plural reflexive could be due to the fact that the
plural reflexive is semantically compatible with the matrix subject
{John) and the local subject {Bill), as in (10):

(14) John thinks that Bill likes pictures of themselves.

In other words, the subjects' judgment might have been influenced
by the semantic compatibility between themselves and Bill and John.
A post-hoc conversation with some subjects appeared to support the
latter explanation. They thought

sentences

with

plural

reflexives

were not completely ungrammatical, although they found them to be
awkward. Two subjects said that they only found predicate fronted
sentences
might

with

help

predicate
structures

plural

account

fronted

reflexives

for the comparatively

sentences

(30%) than

—39% for non-movement

fronted sentences.

4.4

completely

General

Discussion

ungrammatical.
lower

error

rate

for

two

types

of

and 41% for

NP

the other

sentences

This
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Chinese learners of English patterned

with native speakers of

English with respect to their knowledge of reconstruction. As shown
by Table 4.2 and 4.4, Chinese learners' error rates for non-movement
sentences,

NP fronted

sentences,

and predicate

fronted

sentences

with gender match and mismatch were higher than native speakers'
error rates for the same types of sentences,
between

the error rates of Chinese learners

and

the differences

and native speakers

were statistically significant, Fi (1, 26) = 3.88 by subjects, and Fi (I,
168) = 9.61 by items. But, like native speakers, Chinese learners did
not make errors that were high enough to supersede their 'knowing'
the differences of these syntactic structures. As discussed in section
4.2, the highest percentage of errors made by Chinese learners

for

sentences with gender match and mismatch was 28.9%, but this error
rate was below the chance level. Because NP and predicate fronted
sentences with overt wh-movement are underdetermined in Chinese,
Chinese learners' knowledge of such structures could not derive from
sources other than Universal Grammar (UG). Thus Chinese learners of
English appeared to have access to UG.
But there are differences between Chinese learners and native
speakers of English. It is true that both groups made more errors for
structures

with plural

reflexives

than

for structures

with gender

match and mismatch. But Chinese learners made much more errors
(69% for non-movement sentences, 60% for NP fronted sentences and
51% for predicate fronted sentences) than native speakers of English
(39% for non-movement sentences, 41% for NP fronted sentences and
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30% for predicate fronted sentences), and the differences

between

the error rates of both groups were statistically significant, Fi (1, 26)
= 7.43 by subjects, and F2 (1, 84) =6.78 by items. Chinese learners'
much higher error rates cannot derive

solely from the semantic

congruity between the plural reflexive and its embedded and matrix
subject. While discussing the results of Experiment 1 in section 4.2, I
argued that the high error rates for Chinese learners were also due to
the influence of native language information in Chinese. This was the
case with non-movement sentences with plural reflexives:

(15) ?*John thinks that Bill likes pictures of themselves.

The Chinese equivalent
learners appeared

structures
appeared

is grammatical.

Chinese

to match the English reflexive themselves up to

the Chinese compound
experiments

of such sentences

reflexive

tamenziji 'themselves'.

Thus the

yielded seemingly conflicting results. With respect
with

gender

match

and

Chinese

learners

to have access to UG. But, regarding structures

with the

plural reflexive, they transferred

mismatch,

to

Chinese structural

information

to

an L2 English setting. The seemingly conflicting results suggest that
although

Chinese

learners

were

influenced

by

native

language

information, they were not limited to binding patterns present in t h e
LI. They were able to distinguish
elements

and predicate

between

NP fronting

fronting with wh-elements.

with wh-

although

such

information is underdetermined in Chinese. In other words, while the
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results indicate the presence of the morphology
(i.e.,

the

mapping

of

themselves

in

mapping problem,

English

with

tamenziji

'themselves' in Chinese), they also suggest that Chinese learners were
able to reset parameters
their

reflexive

system.

by incorporating
This successful

new constructions

incorporation

derived from their realization of the non-argument
movement

in English and

topicalization

may

into
have

positions of w h -

in Chinese,

namely,

the

positions that are not assigned grammatical functions such as subject
and object:

(16) John wonders which picture of himself Richard likes.
(17)

Zhangsan

xiang,

taziji

de

zhaopian,

Lisi xihuan.

Zhangsan

think

himself

's

picture

Lisi like

'Zhangsan thinks that pictures of himself Lisi likes'.

The wh-phrase

which picture of himself in (16) and the topicalized

phrase taziji de zhaopian 'himselfs pictures' in (17) both occupy t h e
positions that are not assigned syntactic functions such as subject
and object (i.e., the non-argument positions).
These results pattern with the results of Bennett (1994), who
found

that

transferred

though

the minimal

Serbo-Croatian
interpreting

Serbo-Croatian

learning

L2 English

finite clause (the binding domain for the

X® reflexive)
English

speakers

to

reflexives,

the
they

interlanguage
sought

the

grammar
object

antecedent for the reflexive in object control sentences:

in

NP as
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(18) Alex forced Johni [PRO to listen to himselfi],

Bennett

argued

unde r d e t e r m i n e d

that

since

the

latter

in Serbo-Croatian,

kind

Serbo-Croatian

of

binding

speakers

is

have

access to UG.
While the results with Chinese learners of English supported
Bennet t ' s f i n d i n g s , e x p e r i m e n t a l s e n t e n c e s u s e d i n t h i s s t u d y d i d n o t
have

a

potential

drawback

in

Bennett's

study.

Though

underdetermined in Serbo-Croatian, the structure with object control
verbs, as in (18) above, is ambient in English. Since her subjects had
learnt English for at least three years, they might have learnt such
structures. In other words, such structures are underdetermined

in

Serbo-Croatian, but they may not be truly limited in the L2 input for
these learners. However, structures

used in this study are not only

absent in Chinese, but also limited in English (See Footnote 2, Chapter
3 for discussion of low frequency of such structures in English). Thus
the chances of their learning such structures

or of such structures

being taught are very slim. In fact, a post-hoc conversation

with

Chinese students

such

indicated

that they had never been

taught

structures. In other words, this study used structures that are truly
limited in the L2 input
acquisition
access

and

the

to UG: their

to test the role of UG in second language

results

suggested

interlanguage

structures present in their LI.

that Chinese learners

grammar

was

not

limited

had
to
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The experimental
stay

on the

improvement

screen

stimuli in this study were programmed
for three

seconds.

of the experimental

I

believe

this

was

to
an

design of twenty seconds on the

screen (Cook, 1990a), because twenty seconds appeared

to be too

long to meaningfully examine language use as it occurs, an important
characteristic of measuring reaction time (McKee, 1996, p. 189).
But the experimental

results of error data in this study were

onl y s u g g e s t i v e a b o u t C h i n e s e k n o w l e d g e o f r e c o n s t r u c t i o n . T h e y d i d
not tell us, in a straightforward

fashion, whether Chinese learners of

English 'knew' that a reflexive inside a moved NP that contains w h elements can be bound by either a local or matrix subject. In other
words,

they

did

not

tell

us

directly

about

Chinese

learners'

knowledge of the available "two options at LF" concerning NP fronted
sentences, (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3 for discussion) Nor did t h e
results tell us directly about
Internal

Subject

Hypothesis"

Chinese learners'
(ISH)

regarding

knowledge

of "the

predicate

fronted

sentences. (For discussion of the ISH, see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.6)
Experiments

aimed

at tapping

such knowledge

fashion are thus called for. Chapter 5 reports

in a more

direct

the results

of such

all proficient

Chinese

experiments.
The subjects

in Experiment

1 were

learners o f E n g l i s h . I t d i d n o t i n c l u d e l e s s p r o f i c i e n t C h i n e s e l e a r n e r s
of English. Thus, the experimental results were suggestive only about
proficient Chinese L2 learners' knowledge of reconstruction. In o r d e r
to find out whether less proficient Chinese learners behave the same
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as

proficient

Chinese

learners,

I conducted

experiments

which

inc l u d e d l e s s p r o f i c i e n t C h i n e s e l e a r n e r s o f E n g l i s h . C h a p t e r 5 r e p o r t s
the results of such experiments.
The

experimental

sentences

included

declaratives

(non-

mo v e m e n t s e n t e n c e s a n d N P f r o n t e d s e n t e n c e s ) a n d d i r e c t q u e s t i o n s
(predicate fronted sentences). There is a question about whether the
higher error rates of predicate fronted sentences could be attributed
to the use of direct quesitons, which are more complex pragmatically
than declaratives. In other words, is it possible that

the higher error

rates of predicate fronted sentences resulted from the use of direct
questions

rather

than reflexives? This is unlikely,

because

if this

were the case, we would expect higher error rates for all three types
of predicate fronted sentences. But the results showed that predicate
fronted sentences with plural reflexives actually elicited fewer errors
than either
movement
results

NP fronted
sentences

sentences

with plural

of both Chinese learners

Furthermore,

the different

direct questions.

4.5

Summary

plural

reflexives

or non-

reflexives. This was true of the
and

native

speakers

results for predicate

indicate that the error rates
reflexives embedded

with

had more

within a fronted

fronted

of English.
sentences

to do with the nature
predicate

rather

than

of

with
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In summary, the NP fronted sentences with gender match and
mismatch elicited longer latencies than the non-movement
of the same types. The predicate

fronted

sentences

match elicited longer latencies than the NP fronted
gender

match,

but

the

predicate

fronted

sentences

with

gender

sentences

sentences

with

mismatch elicited shorter latencies than the NP fronted

with

gender

sentences

with gender mismatch.
The error data indicate that predicate fronted sentences with
gender match and mismatch elicited more errors than NP fronted
sentences
errors

with gender

than

match

non-movement

and mismatch,
sentences

with

which elicited
gender

mismatch. Chinese learners' error rates for grammatical
(i.e., sentences with gender match and mismatch)

more

match

and

sentences

were below the

chance level. These results, similar to those of native speakers

of

English, suggest that they had knowledge of reconstruction. However,
evidence of LI Chinese effects was also found with non-movement
sentences with plural reflexives.
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Table 4-1

Average Response Time (milliseconds) for the 9 experimental conditions-Chinese learners

Sentence type

RT

1. Non-movement sentences
match:

Mike thinks that Bob hates pictures of himself.

2475

mismatch:

Nancy thinks that Bill hates pictures of himself.

2453

Plural:

Margaret thinks that John hates pictures of themselves.

2669

match:

John wonders which pictures of himself Bill admires.

2619

mismatch:

Mary wonders which pictures of herself Robert admires.

2703

Plural:

Nancy wonders which pictures of themselves David likes.

2656

2. NP fronting

3. Predicate fronting
match:

How proud of herself does Nancy think that Mary is?

2743

mismatch:

How proud of herself does Frank think that Susan is?

2649

plural;

How proud of themselves does John think that Jane is?

2659

match = same-gender antecedents;
mismatch = different-gender antecedents
plural = plural reflexive with singular antecedents
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Table 4-2

Proportions of error responses for 9 experimental conditions-Chinese learners

Sentence type

Error rates

1. Non-movement sentences
match:

Mike thinks that Bob hates pictures of himself

11.1

mismatch:

Nancy thinks that Bill hates pictures of himself.

8.9

Plural:

Margaret thinks that John hates pictures of themselves.

68.9

match:

John wonders which pictures of himself Bill admires.

12.6

mismatch:

Mary wonders which pictures of herself Robert admires.

16.3

Plural:

Nancy wonders which pictures of themselves David likes. 60

2. NP fronting

3. Predicate fronting
match:

How proud of herself does Nancy think that Mary is?

28.9

mismatch:

How proud of herself does Frank think that Susan is?

28.2

plural:

How proud of themselves does John think that Jane is?

51.1

match = same-gender antecedents;
mismatch = different-gender antecedents
plural = plural reflexive with singular antecedents
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Table 4-3

Average Response Time (nniliiseconds) for the 9 experimental conditions-Native
speakers of English

Sentence type

RT

1. Non-movement sentences
match:

Mike thinks that Bob hates pictures of himself.

2139

mismatch:

Nancy thinks that Bill hates pictures of himself.

2171

Plural:

Margaret thinks that John hates pictures of themselves.

2353

match:

John wonders which pictures of himself B ill admires.

2197

mismatch:

Mary wonders which pictures of herself Robert admires.

2181

Plural:

Nancy wonders which pictures of themselves David likes. 2381

2. NP fronting

3. Predicate fronting
match:

How proud of herself does Nancy think that Mary is?

2332

mismatch:

How proud of herself does Frank think that Susan is?

2347

plural:

How proud of themselves does John think that Jane is?

2375

match = same-gender antecedents;
mismatch = different-gender antecedents
plural = plural reflexive with singular antecedents
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Table 4- 4
Proportions of error responses for 9 experimental conditions-Native
speakers of English

Sentence type

Error rates

1. Non-movement sentences
match:

Mike thinks that Bob hates pictures of himself.

4.4

mismatch:

Nancy thinks that Bill hates pictures of himself.

8.9

Plural:

Margaret thinks that John hates pictures of themselves.

38.5

match:

John wonders which pictures of himself Bill admires.

10.4

mismatch:

Mary wonders which pictures of herself Robert admires.

8.9

Plural:

Nancy wonders which pictures of themselves David likes.

40.7

2. NP fronting

3. Predicate fronting
match:

How proud of herself does Nancy think that Mary is?

22.9

mismatch:

How proud of herself does Frank think that Susan is?

20.7

plural:

How proud of themselves does John think that Jane is?

30.4

match = same-gender antecedents;
mismatch = different-gender antecedent.s

plural = plural reflexive with singular antecedents
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Chapter 5
Experiments on

5.1

Reconstruction in English

Introduction

This chapter reports

the results of three experiments

which

inves t i g a t e d C h i n e s e l e a r n e r s ' k n o w l e d g e o f r e c o n s t r u c t i o n i n a m o r e
direct manner.

As discussed

two distinctions.

in Chapter

I, reconstruction

One distinction concerns a contrast

between

fronted sentences with potential ambiguity of antecedence
reflexive

and

non-movement

sentences

with

no

involves
NP

for the

ambiguity

of

antecedence of a reflexive. The other distinction refers to a contrast
between NP fronted sentences with ambiguity of antecedence for the
reflexive

and

predicate

fronted

sentences

with

no ambiguity

of

methodological

considerations

in

antecedence for the reflexive.
This chapter also addresses
assessing

L2

antecedence
learner

and

interpretation

learners'

knowledge

for the reflexive
native
over

speaker
the

of

potential

in NP fronted
may

other.

have

a

Experiment

ambiguity

sentences
preference
1

is

a

of

where

the

for

one

sentence

interpretation task using a multiple-choice format. Experimental 2 is
a sentence interpretation task using contextual cues. Experiment 3 is
a sentence interpretation task using pictures.

5.2

Experiment

1
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5.2.1 Subjects
The participants were 60 Chinese learners of English and 2 0
native speakers

of English. The Chinese learners

were all college

students learning English as a foreign language in Shanghai, China.
The native speakers of English were students

at the University of

Arizona.

5.2.2 Materials and design

The experimental materials were 16 non-movement sentences,
as i n ( 1 ) , 1 6 N P f r o n t e d s e n t e n c e s , a s i n ( 2 ) , 1 6 p r e d i c a t e

fronted

sentences, as in (3).

1. Johni thinks that Billj admires photographs of himself*i/j.
2. Johni wonders which pictures of himselfi/j Billj admires.
3. How proud of himself*i/j does Stevei think that Paulj is?

In non-movement sentences like (1), the reflexive himself can only
be bound by the embedded

subject Bill, but not the matrix subject

John. In NP fronted sentences like (2), the reflexive himself can be
bound

by either the embedded

subject Bill or the matrix

subject

John. In predicate fronted sentences, the reflexive himself can only
be bound by the embedded subject Paul, but not the matrix subject
Steve.
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The design was a within-subjects design, with NP fronting and
VP

fronting

as

two

independent

variables.

There

was

one

presentation list. The list contained 48 experimental sentences, which
were

presented

included

in random

order.

in the list. (For the

In

addition,

complete

48 fillers

were

list of the experimental

sentences and fillers, see Appendix II).

5.2.3 Procedure

A. Pre-experimental tasks

Before the experiments, the Chinese students were first asked
to complete a language history survey (Appendix III). Information
about their age and years of English learning is reported in Table 5 1.

Information
reported

about

their

English

entrance

in Table 5-2. The English entrance

exam

scores

are

exam in China is a

required test for high school students who wish to go to college. The
minimum score for entering a college varies from school to school.
Table 5.2 shows that the students' English proficiency levels varied a
great deal at the time when they were admitted as college students.
The survey

also indicated

that

none

of the

students

had

ever

traveled to an English-speaking country or been taught by a native
speaker of English.
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After the survey, they were asked to take a simplified version
of the TOEFL test. The test

consists

of 25 questions

on English

Structure, and 25 questions on Reading Comprehension. It did not
include the listening comprehension
was not aimed

at testing

the

subjects'

ability. But a basic understanding
their ability

to make

listening

this study

comprehension

of English sentence structure and

inferences

because the experiments

questions, because

were

important

for this study,

not only dealt with single sentences; they

also involved making inferences using contextual cues and pictures.
Thus the test included two sections of the TOEFL test, the Structure
section

(25 points)

and

the Reading

Comprehension

section

(25

points). The test began with written instructions and examples. The
students were asked to identify and circle one out of the four given
choices. The purpose of the test was to measure the students' English
proficiency and to group them according to their English proficiency
levels.

Students

of different

levels

of English

proficiency

were

included in the experiments because the experiments were aimed a t
finding out whether
knowledge

of

students

reconstruction

of lower
like

English

students

proficiency. Thomas (1993) administered

of

proficiency
higher

had

English

a simplified Michigan test,

which also included 50 test items, each with one point. In her study
the low level comprised subjects with scores between 19 and 31, the
mid level had scores between

32 and 40, and the high level had

scores between 41 and 50. In this study, the low level comprised
students with scores between

20 and 30, the mid level had scores
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between 31-39, and the high level had scores between 40 and 48.
The low level started with 20, since that was the lowest score of the
test, and ended with 30 rather than 31, since 30, 60% of the total
score, is traditionally
ended

considered

a passing

grade. The mid level

with 39 instead of 40, because 40, 80% of the total score,

appears to be a score that characterizes a high proficiency level. The
high level ended with 48 instead of 49, because this was the highest
score of the test. The original pool consisted

of 27 freshmen,

sophomores and 26 juniors. The subjects were regrouped
to the test results,

with each level having

20 randomly

28

according
selected

students. The results of the test at each level are reported in Table 53.
Following the TOEFL test, the students were given a list of male
and female names (Appendix IV). Since a proper understanding

of

gender differences of names is crucial for identifying an antecedent
for the reflexive, the students were asked to read the list. They were
told that they could refer to the list in the test in case they were
uncertain about the gender of a person that appears in experimental
sentences.

Although

precautionary

the

procedure

list

contains

ensured

that

all
any

common

names,

misinterpretation

experimental sentences on the part of the Chinese students

this
of

learning

English as a foreign language did not arise from the confusion of a
person's gender.

B. Experiment: Multiple Choice Test
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Then the students participated
given

instructions

and

examples

in the experiment. They were
before

the

experiment.

The

instructions specified that experimental sentences had the following
format

(4)

John thinks that Bill likes himself.
Who is referred to by himself?
a) John

b) Bill

c) someone else d) none of the above

They were instructed to identify, as quickly as possible, who himself
refers to in the sentence by circling one of the four choices marked
(a), (b), (c) or (d). They were instructed NOT to go back and make any
changes after they had made a choice.

5.2.4 Predictions

For non-movement sentences, I predicted that Chinese students
would transfer native language information from Chinese to an L2
English context. In other words, since compound reflexives such as
taziji 'himself in Chinese are identical to polymorphemic reflexives in
English, Chinese students
information

were

while interpreting

predicted

to transfer

non-movement

this type of

sentences in English.

Namely, they were predicted to bind English reflexives locally. This
prediction
reported

was

based

on the results

in Chapter 4, where

of a timed

Chinese learners

judgment

transferred

task
native
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language

information

while

judging

the

grammaticality

of non-

movement sentences with plural reflexives in English:

(5) ?*John thinks that Bill likes pictures of themselves.

The Chinese equivalent of (5) is grammatical in Chinese:

(6)

John

renwei

Bill xihuan

tamenziji

de

zhaopian.

John

think

Bill like

themselves

's

pictures

'John thinks that Bill likes pictures of themselves'.

Since they matched up the plural polymorphemic reflexive tamenziji
'themselves'

with themselves in English, they

were

predicted

to

identify taziji 'himself/herself with himself/herself in English.
For NP fronted sentences, I predicted

that Chinese students

would exhibit the possibility of potential ambiguity of antecedence
for the reflexive. In other words, they would bind the reflexive to
either the embedded or the matrix subject. This prediction was based
on Chinese learners' presumed

knowledge of potential ambiguity of

antecedence for the reflexive in such sentences.
For predicate
students

fronted

sentences,

would bind the reflexive

I predicted

to the embedded

that

Chinese

subject. This

prediction was based on Chinese learners' presumed knowledge of no
ambiguity of antecedence for the reflexive in such sentences.
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5.2.5 Results

The performance of each of the three Chinese groups will be
reported separately, because one group differs from other groups in
terms of their English proficiency. Another reason for reporting the
results of each group separately is to explore the possible correlation
between learners' proficiency levels and their access to UG.
Table 5-4 shows
reflexive

that

to the embedded

most of the participants
subject

bound

for non-movement

the

sentences.

Knowledge of local binding appeared to be more evident with more
proficient Chinese learners.

A one-way

between-subjects

ANOVA

compared the mean local binding of the three groups. The differences
were found to be statistically significant, F (2, 57) = 3.91, p < .05.
Chinese learners of English also showed considerable
their interpretation

variations

in

of reflexive binding. Collapsing the data of the

three groups for the matrix subject binding, there was a mean of 4.7
(29.1% of the 16 experimental

sentences)

for the matrix

binding of the reflexive. In contrast, the native speakers

bound the

reflexive almost exclusively to the embedded

subject.

between-subjects

differences

binding

between

ANOVA indicates
Chinese

learners

that
and

the

native

subject

A one-way
of local

speakers

were

statistically significant, F (3, 76) = 5.73, p < .05.
With

reflexives

contained

in a fronted

NP, there

arises

a

possibility that the reflexive can be bound by either the embedded
or matrix subject. Table 5-5 reports the performance

on NP fronted
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sentences by three Chinese groups and native speakers of English.
The low-level Chinese Group (C-Group 1) showed a strong preference
for binding the reflexive to its matrix subject (M=12.1 for the matrix
subject vs. M=3.9 for the embedded subject). A correlated groups ttest compared the mean of C-Group I's matrix subject binding in NP
fronted sentences (M= 12.1) with the mean of the matrix subject
binding in non-movement

sentences (M=5.5). The differences

were

found to be statistically significant, t (19) = -8.19, p <.001, indicating
that the low-level students
sentences and

could distinguish

between

NP fronted

non-movement sentences.

The mid-level Chinese Group (C-Group 2) also showed a strong
preference for the matrix subject binding of the reflexive (M=12.3
for the matrix

subject

vs. M=3.7 for the embedded

subject).

A

correlated groups t-test compared the mean of C-Group 2's matrix
subject binding in NP fronted sentences (M=12.3) with the mean of
the matrix subject binding in non-movement

sentences (M=4.9). The

differences were found to be statistically significant, t (19) =-9.I7, p
<-001, indicating that the mid-level students could also distinguish
between NP fronted sentences and non-movement sentences.
The high-level Chinese group (C-Group 3) patterned
Chinese groups

with respect

to their

preferences

subject binding (M=12.7 for the matrix subject

like other

for the

matrix

vs. M=3.3 for the

embedded subject). A correlated groups t-test compared the mean of
C-Group 3's matrix subject binding in NP fronted sentences (M=12.7)
with

the mean

of the

matrix

subject

binding

in

non-movemeni
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sentences (M=3.6). It was found to be statistically significant, t (19) =
-18.9,

p < .0001,

distinguish

indicating

between

that

NP fronted

the

high-level

sentences

students

and

could

non-movement

sentences.
Chinese

learners

of English

were

comparable

with

native

speakers of English, who also showed a very strong preference

for

the matrix subject binding (M=14.7 for the matrix subject vs. M=1.3
for the embedded subject). A correlated groups t-test compared the
mean of the native speaker's matrix subject binding in NP fronted
sentences (M=14.8) with the mean of the matrix subject binding in
non-movement sentences (M=0.3). The differences were found to be
statistically significant, t (19) = -45.1, p < .0001.
Table 5-6 shows that with predicate fronting, Chinese students
bound the reflexive dominantly

to the embedded

subject. The low-

level Chinese Group showed a strong tendency toward the embedded
subject binding of the reflexive (M=11.8 for the embedded
vs. M=4.2 for

the

matrix

subject).

A correlated

subject

groups

t-test

compared the mean of C-Group I's embedded subject binding in NP
fronted sentences (M= 3.9) with the mean of the embedded
binding

in predicate

fronted

sentences

subject

(M=11.8). The differences

were found to be statistically significant, t (19) = -7.83, p <.001.
indicating

that

the

low-level

students

could

tell

the

difference

between NP fronted sentences and predicate fronted sentences.
The mid-level Chinese Group also showed a strong tendency for
the embedded

subject

binding

of the

reflexive

(M=12.0 for the

14 1

embedded

subject vs. M=4.0 for the matrix subject). A correlated

groups t-test compared the mean of C-Group 2's embedded

subject

binding

of the

in NP fronted

sentences

(M=3.7) with

the

mean

embedded subject binding in predicate fronted sentences (M=12.0).
The differences were found to be statistically significant, t (19) = 8.7, p < .001, indicating that the mid-level students could also tell the
difference

between

NP fronted

sentences

and

predicate

fronted

sentences.
The high-level Chinese group showed a strong tendency toward
the embedded subject binding, too (M=I3.3 for the embedded subject
vs. M=2.7 for

the

matrix

subject).

A correlated

groups

t-test

compared the mean of C-Group 3's embedded subject binding in NP
fronted sentences (M=3.3) with the mean of the embedded
binding

in predicate

fronted

sentences

subject

(M=13.3). The differences

were found to be statistically significant, t (19) =-20.77, p <.0001,
indicating

that

the

high-level

students

could tell

the

difference

between NP fronted sentences and predicate fronted sentences.
Chinese learners of English were comparable to native speakers
of English, who

bound

the

reflexive

almost

exclusively

to

the

embedded subject (M=15.9 for the embedded subject vs. 0.1 for the
matrix subject). A correlated
their embedded

subject

groups t-test

binding

compared

in NP fronted

the mean of

sentences

(M=l.3)

with the mean of the embedded subject binding in predicate fronted
sentences

(M=15.9). The differences

significant, t (19) = -48.59, p < .0001.

were found to be statistically
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5.2.6 Discussion

Recall that I predicated

that Chinese learners would bind the

reflexive to the embedded subject for non-movement

sentences and

predicate fronted sentences, but to either the matrix or embedded
subject for NP fronted sentences. The results
confirmed

the

predictions

with

respect

of the experiment

to

predicate

fronted

sentences, but did not support the prediction with respect to nonmovement and NP fronted sentences.
As predicted,
embedded
students

subject

Chinese learners
for predicate

bound

fronted

the

sentences.

bound the reflexive to the embedded

mid-level
Although

students

76.3%,

and

the

73.8% for the low-level

reflexive

The low-level

subject 73.8%; the

high-level

students

to the

students

is slightly

83.1%.

below

the

correct response rate (three of four sentences. White et al., 1996) of
'knowing' a syntactic property, the results for the mid-level and the
high-level students were above the correct response rate of at least
three of four sentences. They indicated that these Chinese learners
knew

that

a

reflexive

inside

a

moved

predicate

involved

no

ambiguity of antecedence. This finding suggests that Chinese learners
appeared

to 'know'

the

Internal

Subject

discussed

in Chapter 2, the ISH posits that

Hypothesis
the

subject

(ISH).

As

is base-

generated in the Spec of VP position, but not in the Spec of IP (Figure
5.1). The Figure shows that the subject has been raised to the Spec of
IP, binding its trace in VP at S-structure. The ISH entails that when a
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VP is fronted, it carries a trace of the embedded
learners'

binding

predicate

of the

reflexive

fronted sentences

knowledge

of

the

to the

appears

ISH. This

embedded

to derive

result

subject. Chinese
subject

from

supports

their

Kuroda's

for
tacit

(1988)

assumption that the ISH is universal.
On the other hand, Chinese learners did not appear

to match

himself/herself in English up with Chinese taziji 'himself/herself
non-movement

for

sentences. If they did so, we would expect them to

bind the reflexive to the embedded
Chapter 1, taziji in non-movement

subject, since, as discussed in

sentences can only be bound by

the embedded subject. But Chinese students also bound the reflexive
to the matrix subject while showing a preference
reflexive to the embedded

for binding

the

subject. The low-level Chinese students

bound the reflexive to the matrix subject 34%, the mid-level Chinese
students 30%, the high-level Chinese students 22%. The differences of
the

matrix

subject

binding

among

three

Chinese

groups

statistically different, F (2, 57) = 3.43, p < .05. In contrast,
speakers

of English bound

the reflexive to the embedded

were
native
subject

almost exclusively (98%).
These data suggest that Chinese learners actually matched the
reflexive in English with the monomorphemic

reflexive ziji, because

ziji in non-movement sentences allows long-distance (matrix subject)
binding. This result did not appear

to support

the linguist's type of

view (Barss, personal communication). To the linguist, a grammar is a
fixed knowledge system, a mental representation

of all and only the
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information relevant to the structure of language. A processor is a
fixed knowledge system, which is utilized during
language use. Everyone has an LI grammar

all instances

of

and processor. Thus,

when a learner is building a grammar and processing system for L2,
part of that procedure is directly influenced by the fixed properties
of the LI grammar/processor.

There is little, if any, interaction

between the processor the learner has for LI and the processor s/he
has for L2. Under this view, Chinese learners would match himself in
English up with taziji in Chinese, since both
reflexives. But as the results
reflexive

in English with

are

polymorphemic

show, Chinese learners

the

monomorphemic

matched

reflexive

the

ziji. The

question arises as to why this was the case. A possible reason is that
Chinese learners
because

matched

English

ziji is more frequently

reflexives

used than

with

ziji in Chinese

taziji, and

ziji can be

frequently used to replace taziji in non-movement sentences:

(7)

Zhangsani xiang Lisij

hui

xihuan

zijij/j/taziji*i/j.

Zhangsan

will

like

self/himself

think Lisi

'Zhangsanj thinks that Lisij will like selfsj/j book.'

Despite different

binding possibilities of ziji and taziji in (7), as

shown by the indices, ziji is frequently used to replace taziji. If this is
a plausible explanation, it suggests that there is an interaction, in real
lime, between the processor the learner has for Li and the processor
s/he has for L2. To be more specific, the degree of language transfer
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is correlated with the frequency and structural
L2

sentences

(non-movement

similarity

experimental

between

sentences)

and

synonymous sentences of LI (non-movement Chinese sentences such
as (7) above).
But the result also indicates that as their learning progressed,
they

appeared

to be able

to reset

parameters

from

a

wider

parameter value of allowing the matrix subject binding in Chinese to
a narrower
binding

parameter

value

in English. In other

of allowing
words,

the

as their

embedded
English

subject

proficiency

improved, Chinese learners were able to recognize the local nature of
English reflexives in non-movement

sentences. As shown by Table

5.4, the low-level Chinese students

construed

the reflexive as co-

referring with the matrix subject significantly more often than the
higher proficiency groups. A z-test on inferences
proportion

shows

that

due

to the carryover

about population

of native

language

information that led to 34% errors of matrix subject binding, the lowlevel Chinese students' preferences for the embedded subject binding
were not statistically significant: the z value of 1.43, compared

with

the critical z-value of 1.64, is not greater than the chance level at the
.05 level. But, as English learning progressed, Chinese learners
able to realize the problem

of setting

parameters

wider

were

than

is

appropriate to English. Thus, more members of the higher proficiency
groups were able to reset the parameter

to the embedded

subject

binding: the z value of 1.78 for the embedded subject binding by the
mid-level

Chinese students

and

2.46

by

the

high-level

Chinese
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students, compared with the critical z-value of 1.64, are greater than
the

chance

level

at

the

.05

level.

This

Laksmanan and Teranish's (1994) finding

result

patterns

with

of their Japanese subjects,

who were found to be able to reset the parameter setting to a value
that is appropriate to English as their learning proficiency advanced.
On the other hand, due to lack of wh-movement
Chinese

learners'

correct

response

rates

for

in Chinese, the

predicate

fronted

sentences should be above the chance level, if they 'knew' this type
of sentence structure. This is what we find. Chinese learners' binding
of the reflexive to the embedded subject was statistically significant:
the z-value of 1.94 for the embedded

subject binding by the low-

level Chinese students, 2.24 by the mid-level Chinese students, and
2.70 by the high-level Chinese students,

are all greater

than

the

chance level at the .05 level. The question now lies in how to account
for the 26% errors of the matrix subject binding by the low-level
Chinese students. These appears to be developmental errors—errors
reflective of their current state of L2 development. They are "signs
that learners

were actively engaged

in hypothesis

testing

which

would ultimately result in the acquisition of TL [Target Language]
rules" (Larsen-Freeman

and Long, 1991, p. 59-60). This explanation

is supported by the findings of the fewer error rates of the matrix
subject binding by the mid-level

and high-level

Chinese students

(25% errors for the mid-level Chinese students and 17% errors for
the

high-level

subject

binding

Chinese students).
across

these

The differences
three

groups

of the

were

matrix

statistically
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significant, F (2, 57) = 3.43, p <.05, although the differences of the
matrix subject binding between the low-level and mid-level Chinese
learners were statistically non-significant.
The result

with NP fronted

sentences

did

not support

the

prediction, either. Instead of showing the possibility of binding the
reflexive to either the embedded or matrix subject (e.g., Barss, 1986;
Chomsky, 1993, 1995), Chinese students showed a strong preference
for the matrix subject binding. The low-level Chinese students bound
the reflexive
students

to the matrix

76.9%,

Interestingly,

and

native

the

subject 75.3%, the
high-level

speakers

mid-level

Chinese

students

79.7%.

Chinese

of English

also showed

preference for binding the reflexive to the matrix

a strong

subject (91.9%).

These findings may very well be due to the nature

of a multiple

choice task, where the set of choices is supplied in the form of a list
of potential antecedents. Recall that the subjects in this experiment
were instructed to QUICKLY identify one answer out of the four given
choices. When the subjects were asked to identify an antecedent for
the reflexive, they chose the matrix subject, because the reflexive
can be interpreted immediately. On the other hand, if they identified
the

embedded

subject

as

the

antecedent

of the

reflexive,

the

reflexive cannot be interpreted immediately; it has to be placed back
to its original

movement

site and

to

be

interpreted

alternative explanation is that there is pressure

there.

An

on the processor t o

close dependencies as early as possible, because not associating the
reflexive to the left imposes a load on the processor, which must
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"remember" that there is an antecedent to be found (Barss, personal
communication).
The result regarding the matrix subject binding for NP fronted
sentences appears to support "Economy Principle" (Chomsky, 1991)
in the

minimalist

principle

refers

framework.
to

a

As discussed

more

general

in Chapter

requirement

2, this
that

all

representations and derivations [processes used to derive them] be
subject to a certain form of "least effort" condition and be as minimal
or economical as possible. The Chinese learners'
speakers')

(and

the

native

binding of the reflexive to the matrix subject consumes

minimal effort, and appears to derive from this general requirement
in the minimalist framework.
However, such

preferences

left unanswered

the question

of

whether Chinese learners have knowledge of potential ambiguity of
antecedence for the reflexive in NP fronted sentences. Experiment 2
investigated such knowledge.

5.3

Experiment

2

This experiment

tested

Chinese learners'

knowledge

of the

embedded subject binding for the reflexive in NP fronted sentences
using a preceding discourse context. Ying (1996) tested ambiguously
attached prepositional phrases such as

(8)

The spy saw the cop with binoculars
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in which the prepositional phrase with binoculars can be attached
either to the verb phrase saw... or the noun phrase the spy. He found
that second language learners' interpretation of such sentences were
influenced by a preceding context:

(9) There were two cops. One of them had a pair of binoculars, and
the other did not. The spy saw the cop with binoculars.

The preceding context in (9) biased L2 learners towards interpreting
the prepositional phrase with binoculars as an attribute of the noun
phrase the cop. This experiment used a similar context to investigate
Chinese learners' knowledge of the embedded subject binding in NP
fronted sentences.

5.3.1 Subjects

Experiment 2 included the same subjects as Experiment 1.

5.3.2 Materials and design

The experimental
sentences

used

in

materials

Experiment

were
I, but

the same
they

16

were

contextual cues favoring the embedded subject binding.

NP fronted

preceded

by
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(10)

Bill has lots of his own pictures. John does not think that Bill
admires all of them. John wonders which pictures of himself
Bill admires.

The design was a within-subjects design, with NP fronting and
contextual

cues

as two

independent

variables.

There

was

one

presentation list. The list contains 16 experimental sentences, which
were

presented

in random

order.

In

addition,

16

fillers

were

included in the list.

5.3.3 Procedure

The experiment
The students
experiment.

were
The

was conducted one week after Experiment 1.
given

instructions

instructions

specified

and

examples

that

the

before

the

experimental

sentences had the same format as they did a week ago, but these
sentences

occurred

semantically

related

in a task
sentences

context.

Namely,

there

were

two

in each set of the sentences. Their

task was to read the sentences carefully and identify an answer b y
circling one of the four choices marked (a), (b), (c) and (d). Example:

(11)

William had lots of his own portraits. Richard did not think that
William admired all of them. Richard wondered which portraits
of himself William would admire.

15 1

Who is referred to by himself?
(a) William

(b) Richard

(c) someone else (d) none of the above

5.3.4 Predictions

I predicted that the matrix subject binding of the reflexive for
NP fronted

sentences

given the contextual

in Experiment
information

1 would be greatly

favoring

the embedded

reduced
subject

binding of the reflexive in this experiment.

5.3.5 Results

Table 5-7 reports

the results of performance

on the 16 NP

fronted sentences by Chinese learners of English and native speakers
of English. It indicates that Chinese students and native speakers of
English showed a preference for the embedded subject binding of the
reflexive for NP fronted sentences in a biasing context. The low-level
Chinese Group showed a preference for binding the reflexive to the
embedded subject (M=11.4 for the embedded

subject vs. M=4.6 for

the matrix subject). A correlated groups t-test compared the mean of
C-Group I's embedded subject binding in NP fronted sentences in a
referential context (M= 11.4) with the mean of the embedded subject
binding in the same type of structure without a referential context in
Experiment 1 (M=3.9). It was found to be statistically significant, t
(19) = -10.97, p <.0001, indicating the influence of contextual cues on
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the

low-level

Chinese

students'

interpretation

of

NP

fronted

sentences.
The mid-level Chinese Group also showed a preference for the
embedded
embedded

subject

binding

of

the

reflexive

(M=ll.l

for

the

subject vs. M=4.9 for the matrix subject). A correlated

groups t-test compared the mean of C-Group 2's embedded subject
binding of the reflexive in a referential

context (M=ll.l) with the

mean of the embedded subject binding in the same type of structure
without a referential context in Experiment 1 (M=3.7). It was found
to be statistically significant, t (19) = -8.1, p <.001, illustrating the
effect

of

contextual

cues

on

the

mid-level

Chinese

students'

interpretation of NP fronted sentences.
The high-level Chinese group showed a strong preference

for

the embedded subject binding (M=13.3 for the embedded subject vs.
M=2.7 for the matrix subject). A correlated groups t-test compared
the mean of C-Group 3's embedded subject binding of the reflexive in
a referential

context

(M=13.3)

with

the

mean

subject binding in the same type of structure

of the embedded

without a referential

context in Experiment 1 (M=3.3). It was found

to be statistically

significant, t (19) =-17.1, p <.0001, showing that contextual cues
influenced
fronted

the high-level

Chinese students'

interpretation

of NP

sentences.

Native speakers of English showed a very strong preference for
the embedded subject binding (M =14.2 for the embedded subject vs.
M=1.8 for the matrix subject). A correlated

groups t-test compared
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the mean of their embedded

subject binding of the reflexive in a

referential context (M=14.2) with the mean of the embedded subject
binding of the reflexive in the same type of structure
referential

context in Experiment

without

a

1 (M=l.3). It was found to be

statistically significant, t (19) = -31.48,

p < .0001, indicating

the

influence of contextual cues on native speakers' interpretation of NP
fronted sentences.

5.3.6 Discussion

The

results

of this

experiment

confirmed

the

prediction

regarding the effect of contextual information. Chinese learners
English showed

a strong

preference

for

the

embedded

of

subject

binding of the reflexive for NP fronted sentences in a referential
context.
Recall that in the sentence interpretation

task of NP fronted

sentences without a referential context in Experiment 1, the Chinese
students showed a strong preference for the matrix subject binding.
Taken together,

these data

English had knowledge

indicate

of potential

that

the Chinese

ambiguity

learners

of

of antecedence

of

himself/herself in NP fronted sentences, despite the fact that such
information

with the movement

of wh-elements

is not present

in

Chinese. In other words, given the appropriate context, they would
bind the reflexive to either the embedded or matrix subject.
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The combined results of Experiments 1 and 2 on NP fronted
sentences suggest that Chinese learners of English appeared to 'know'
two options at LF. As discussed in Chapter 2, Chomsky (1993, 1995)
proposed two options at LF to account for ambiguity of antecedence
of a reflexive inside a moved NP:

(12) John wondered [which picture of himself] [Bill saw t].

One option assumes that at LF only w/i-material
As a result, non-w/i-material

is in w/i-positions.

which is overtly moved along with a

w/i-element, as in (12), is placed back into its original position and
only w/z-elements undergo covert movement to w/i-positions at LF.
This yields (13a), which is interpreted in (13b):

(13a) John wondered [wh whichi] Bill saw [wh M pictures of himself]
(13b) John wondered [which x [Bill saw [x picture of himself]].

Under this option, himself takes
learners'

preference

for

reflexive

in Experiment

the

Bill as antecedent.

embedded

2 appeared

subject

to derive

The Chinese

binding
from

of

their

the
tacit

knowledge of this option at LF.
The other

option

assumes

that

which

pictures

adjoins to wh, as in (14). Then, wh is deleted

of himself

from the fronted

phrase, whereas the phrase adjoined to wh is deleted from the copy.
This yields (15a), and it is interpreted in (15b):
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(14) John wondered [wh which picture of himself] Bill saw [wh which
picture of himself]].

Copy

(15a) John wondered [which pictures of himself]! Bill saw [wh ti]](15b) John wondered [which x, x a picture of himself] [Bill saw x].

Under the second option, himself takes
Chinese learners'
reflexive

in

knowledge

preference

Experiment

The

for the matrix subject binding of the

1 appears

of this option

John as antecedent.

to derive

from

their

at LF. Thus the combined

tacit

findings

of

Experiments 1 and 2 appear to support the argument that constraints
that operate

at the level of LF are universal

and common to all

languages (Hornstein, 1995; White, 1995).
The findings of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 indicate that
while showing
appeared
Chapter

the effects of language

to have access to Universal
I, because

the

movement

predicate fronted sentences

transfer,

Chinese learners

Grammar.

As discussed

of wh-elements

is not present

in

in

NP and

in Chinese, the surface

carryover of native language (Chinese) information to an L2 English
context is ruled out. Thus, their knowledge of reconstruction cannot
derive from native language
result of Experiment
provided

evidence

information.

1 with respect

of the

Chinese

information.

surface

students

On the other

hand, the

to non-movement

sentences

carryover

associated

{himself/herself) in non-movement

the

of native

language

complex

reflexive

sentences with the simplex ziji

'self in Chinese. As a result, they also bound

the reflexive to the
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matrix subject. While showing the effects of the LI Chinese, these
results

suggest

that

Chinese

learners

had

access

to

Universal

Grammar. (For a similar argument, see Bennett, 1994)
I used 16 fillers along with a preceding discourse context which
favored the embedded subject binding (Appendix VI), but I did not
test any other sentence types.

There is a question

whether

the

learners could use strategies to guess the intended interpretation

of

the reflexive, thus ruling out their syntactic knowledge of coindexing
the reflexive with the embedded

subject. This possibility could not

be entirely ruled out, but it was unlikely due to the following two
reasons. First, the did not resemble the experimental
any

account,

presented

and

they

in random

and

order.

the

experimental

Thus

the learners

employ strategies to arrive at the embedded

sentences o n

sentences
were

were

unlikely

to

subject binding of the

reflexive. A post-hoc conversation with some learners confirmed this.
They reported that they chose the answer by reading each individual
sentence

carefully

experimental

and

sentences

that

they

were

not

aware

were similar to one another.

that

the

Secondly, as

shown by the results of Experiment 1 on NP fronted sentences in a
null context, Chinese learners and native speakers of English behaved
in a similar fashion: both bound

the reflexive

to the embedded

subject', although both Chinese learners and native speakers showed
a preference

for the

matrix

subject

binding. This suggests

' But the d i f f e r e n c e s o f the e m b e d d e d subject b i n d i n g between C h i n e s e
learners and native speakers o f E n g l i s h were statistically significant, F ( 3 ,
= 3.79. p < .05.

that

76)
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Chinese learners might have known that the reflexive in NP fronted
sentences can be bound by the embedded

subject. The question is

whether they 'knew' such syntactic property. I used the contextual
information to test such knowledge and the test yielded results of
the embedded
statistically

subject binding in a referential

different

from

the results

context

that

of the embedded

were

subject

binding in a null context. Thus it was unlikely that Chinese learners
did not have syntactic knowledge of coindexing the reflexive with
the embedded subject.
The use of contextual cues influenced Chinese learners' binding
of the reflexive to the embedded subject for NP fronted sentences.
Can the same be said of the use of pictures? White, et al. (1997)
reported that picture tasks were not as effective as contextual cues
(story

tasks)

interpretations

in

helping

second

of potentially

language

ambiguous

learners

sentences.

arrive

Experiment

at
3

was conducted to examine the effectiveness of a picture task.

5.4

Experiment

3

5.4.1 Subjects

Experiment 3 included the same subjects as Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2.

5.4.2 Materials and design
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The experimental
embedded

subject

materials

binding

and

were

16 pictures

16 pictures

favoring

favoring

the

the

matrix

subject binding. Each picture involved two characters. They were Mr.
Fat and Mr. Thin, Mr. Tall and Mr. Short, Mrs. Fat and Mrs. Thin, or
Mrs. Tall and

Mrs.

Short.

Underneath

each

picture

were

an

experimental sentence followed by a question and four choices (For
sample pictures, see Appendix V).

(17)

Picture (showing Mr. Fat and Mr. Thin, and Mr. Fat's thinking
of Mr. Fat's pictures. Appendix VII, the first picture)

Mr. Thin wonders which pictures of himself Mr. Fat likes.
Who is referred to by himself?
(a) Mr. Fat

(b) Mr. Thin

(c) someone else (d) none of the above

The same context would occur twice in the picture task. One time it
would be accompanied by a picture of Mr. Fat thinking of pictures of
Mr. Thin, as in (17) above; the second time Mr. Thin would appear in
the picture:

(18)

Picture (showing Mr, Fat and Mr. Thin, and Mr. Fat's thinking
of Mr. Thin's pictures. Appendix VII, the second picture)
Mr. Thin wonders which pictures of himself Mr. Fat likes.
Who is referred to by himself?
(a) Mr. Fat

(b) Mr. Thin

(c) someone else (d) none of the above
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The design was a within-subjects design, with pictures and NP
fronting as two independent variables. Following White, et al (1997),
the pictures were presented

in booklets and in random order. Each

picture took up a full page to rule out the possibility of comparing
several pictures to one sentence.

5.4.3 Procedure

The experiment
The students
experiment.

were
The

was conducted one week after Experiment 2.
given

instructions

instructions

and

specified

examples

that

the

before

the

experimental

sentences had the same format as they did a week ago, but these
sentences were preceded by pictures. Their task was to look at each
picture carefully, read

each experimental

sentence

underneath

it,

and identify an answer by circling one of the four choices marked
(a), (b), (c) and (d). (See (17) and (18) above for examples.)
students were instructed

NOT to turn

The

back the page to make any

comparisons with previous picture(s) or sentences.

5.4.4 Results

A. Pictures favoring the embedded subject binding

Table 5-8 reports
speakers'

performance

the results of Chinese learners
on 16

NP fronted

sentences

and native
in a picture
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context favoring

the embedded

subject

binding. It indicates

that

Chinese students and native speakers of English showed preferences
for the embedded

subject binding of the reflexive for NP fronted

sentences. The low-level Chinese Group showed

a preference

binding

(M=10.2 for the

the reflexive

to its embedded

subject

for

embedded subject binding vs. M=5.8 for the matrix subject binding).
A correlated
embedded

groups

t-test

compared

the

mean

of C-Group

I's

subject binding in NP fronted sentences in the picture

context (M= 10.2) with the mean of the embedded subject binding in
the same type of structure

without using pictures in Experiment

1

(M=3.9). The differences were found to be statistically significant, t
(19) = -6.20, p <.0001, indicating the influence of pictures on the lowlevel Chinese students' interpretation of NP fronted sentences.
The mid-level Chinese Group also showed a preference, albeit
weaker than that of the low-level group, for the embedded
binding of the reflexive (M=9.8 for the embedded
for the matrix

subject). A correlated

groups

subject

subject vs. M=6.2

t-test

compared

the

mean of C-Group 2's embedded subject binding of the reflexive in the
picture

context (M=9.8) with the mean of the embedded

binding

in the same type of structure

without

subject

using pictures

in

Experiment 1 (M=3.7). The differences were found to be statistically
significant, t (19) = -8.72,
pictures

on the mid-level

fronted sentences.

p < .0001, indicating
Chinese students'

the

influence

interpretation

of

of NP
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The high-level Chinese group showed a strong preference

for

the embedded subject binding (M=12.2 for the embedded subject vs.
M=3.8 for the matrix subject). A correlated groups t-test compared
the mean of C-Group 3's embedded subject binding of the reflexive in
a picture context (M=12.2) with the mean of the embedded
binding in the same type of structure

without

subject

using pictures

in

Experiment 1 (M=3.3). The differences were found to be statistically
significant, t (19) = -10.80, p < .0001, indicating
pictures

on the high-level

Chinese students'

the influence of

interpretation

of NP

Native speakers of English showed a strong preference

for the

fronted sentence.

embedded

subject binding (M =12.8 for the embedded

subject vs.

M=3.2 for the matrix subject). A correlated groups t-test compared
the mean of the native speaker's embedded
reflexive
embedded
structure

in the picture context
subject
without

(M=12.8)

subject binding of the
with

binding of the reflexive
using

pictures

the mean

in the same

in Experiment

of the
type

of

1 (M=1.3). The

differences were found to be statistically significant, t (19) = -23.76,
p < .0001, indicating the influence of pictures on native speakers'
interpretation of NP fronted sentences.

B. Pictures favoring the matrix subject binding

Table 5-9 reports
speakers'

performance

the results of Chinese learners
on 16 NP fronted

sentences

and native
in a picture
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context favoring the matrix subject binding. It shows that Chinese
students and native speakers of English showed preferences for the
matrix subject binding of the reflexive for MP fronted sentences. The
low-level

Chinese

Group showed

a preference

for

binding

reflexive to its matrix subject (M=12.5 for the matrix
M=3.5

for

compared

the

embedded

subject).

A correlated

the mean of C-Group I's matrix

subject

the

subject

groups

vs.

t-test

binding in NP

fronted sentences in the picture context favoring the matrix subject
binding (M= 12.5) with the mean of the matrix subject binding in the
same type of structure with pictures favoring the embedded subject
binding in the same experiment (M=5.8). The differences were found
to be statistically significant, t (19) = -6.58, p <.0001, indicating the
influence of pictures on the low-level Chinese learners' interpretation
of NP fronted sentences.
The mid-level Chinese Group also showed a preference for the
matrix

subject

binding

of the reflexive

(M=13.7

for

the

matrix

subject vs. M=2.3 for the embedded subject). A correlated groups t test compared the mean of C-Group 2's matrix subject binding of the
reflexive in the picture context favoring the matrix subject (M=13.7)
with the mean of the matrix subject binding in the same type of
structure with pictures favoring the embedded subject binding in the
same

experiment

statistically
influence

(M=6.2).

The

differences

significant, t (19) = -7.23,
of

pictures

on

the

interpretation of NP fronted sentences.

was

p < .0001,

mid-level

found

to

indicating

Chinese

be
the

learners'
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The high-level Chinese group showed a strong preference

for

the matrix subject binding (M=14.3 for the matrix subject vs. M=1.7
for the embedded subject). A correlated groups t-test compared the
mean of C-Group 3's matrix subject binding of the reflexive in the
picture context favoring the matrix subject (M=14.3) with the mean
of the matrix subject binding in the same type of structure
pictures

favoring

the embedded

subject in the

with

same experiment

(M=3.8). The differences were found to be statistically significant, t
(19) = -14.32, p < .0001, indicating the effect of pictures on the highlevel Chinese students' interpretation of NP fronted sentence.
Native speakers of English showed a strong preference for the
matrix subject binding (M =14.8 for the matrix subject vs. M=1.2 for
the embedded

subject).

A correlated

groups

t-test

compared

the

mean of the native speaker's matrix subject binding of the reflexive
in the picture context (M=14.8) with the mean of the matrix subject
binding of the reflexive in the same type of structure

with pictures

favoring the embedded subject in the same experiment (M=3.2). The
differences were found to be statistically significant, t (19) =-19.85.
p < .0001, indicating the influence of pictures on native speakers'
interpretation of NP fronted sentences.

5.4.5 Discussion

The results of this experiment indicate that pictures influenced
Chinese

learners'

interpretation

of the

reflexive

of

NP fronted
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sentences.

Pictures

favoring

the

influenced

the Chinese learners'

embedded

subject.

reflexive
students

to the

The

embedded

binding

low-level

embedded

60%, and the high-level

of the

Chinese

subject

subject
reflexive

students

64%, the

binding

bound

mid-level

Chinese students

to the
the

Chinese

76%. But this

effect was not as robust as that of contextual cues, which yielded a
higher proportion of the embedded
than pictures.

subject binding of the reflexive

Recall that in Experiment

2, the low-level

Chinese

students bound the reflexive to the embedded subject 72%, the midlevel Chinese students 73%, and the high-level Chinese students 83%.
One possibility is that Chinese students might not have looked at the
pictures

as

carefully

as

they

were

instructed

to

do.

Another

possibility is that they may have read sentences before they looked
at

pictures.

Both

explanations

were

supported

by

a

post-hoc

conversation with some students. As a result, pictures may not have
influenced
strongly

the learners'
as contextual

differences

in

interpretation
cues. Thus

assessing

L2

of NP fronted

there

learners'

may

be

sentences

so

methodological

knowledge

of

potential

ambiguity of antecedence for the reflexive in NP fronted sentences.
These results support White, et al.'s (1997) argument
task can lead to an underestimation

of learners'

that "certain

L2 competencc."

(p.145)
Pictures favoring the matrix subject binding yielded an equally
robust effect. The low-level Chinese students bound the reflexive to
the matrix subject 78%. the mid-level Chinese students 85%. and ihc
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high-level Chinese students 89%. This effect was most evident when
compared with the effect of pictures which favored

the embedded

subject binding. In the latter case, the low-level Chinese students
bound the reflexive to the matrix subject 36%, the mid-level Chinese
students 39%, and the high-level Chinese students 23%.
One noticeable difference is that the mid-level

students

did

worse than the low-level students in the picture task favoring the
embedded

subject binding. One possibility is that more students in

the mid-level group read the sentences before they had looked at the
pictures. Another possibility is that there might not be a very close
correlation

between

picture

tasks

and

these

learners'

English

proficiency levels. This probably helps explain why these two groups
did

not

show

much

differences

in

their

interpretation

of

the

embedded subject binding of the reflexive for NP fronted sentences
in a referential context in Experiment 2. But the result of the highlevel students suggested that the latter explanation might not be so
plausible, since they showed a significantly higher proportion of the
embedded subject binding of the reflexive in a referential context in
Experiment

2. Future research

need further explore this intriguing

phenomenon.
One point that is worthy of notice is that I only reported

the

group results of the experiments. Group results can be misleading, as
pointed out recently by some researchers (e.g., Eckman, 1994; White,
et al., 1997). In fact, variations did exist among Chinese learners. For
example, two low-level Chinese students

bound the reflexive to the
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higher

subject 75% of the time

for non-movement

sentences

in

Experiment 1, indicating a very strong carryover of native language
information in Chinese. The same is true of some

mid- and even

high-level students. Three mid-level students bound the reflexive to
the higher subject in the predicate fronted sentences 56.5%, and one
high-level student 37.5%, a proportion of errors that is far above the
errors of one out of four sentences

(e.g., Eckman, 1994; Thomas,

1995; White, et al., 1996). These individual results appear to support
Selinker's (1996) proposal

that some interlanguage

some learners at some stages may be parameterized
grammars

for other learners

at other stages

grammars

for

while other IL

may not be. (For a

similar argument, see Cook and Newson, 1996) But the question of
what triggers such phenomena

remains unsolved. Future

research

needs to address this question.

5.5

Summary

In summary, the three experiments
presented

evidence

that

Chinese

reported

students

had

in this chapter
knowledge

of

ambiguity of antecedence of the reflexive for NP fronted sentences
and of no ambiguity of antecedence
fronted

sentences,

moved

wh-element

suggests
(Chomsky,

that

they

1993)

despite

of the reflexive for predicate

the fact that such information

is underdetermined
had
and

Internal

a

in Chinese. Such evidence

tacit knowledge
"the

with

of "two options

Subject

Hypothesis"

at

LF"
(e.g..
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Koopman and Sportiche,

1991).

evidence that Chinese learners

While the experiments

had access to Universal Grammar,

they bound the reflexive himself in non-movement
matrix

subject

in Experiment

produced

1, yielding

sentences to the

evidence

of language

transfer from Chinese to an L2 English context. The results also point
to the overall effectiveness of using contextual cues and pictures in
tapping learners' syntactic knowledge.

Table 5-1: Age and Years of English Learning.

Mean

SX).

Range

Age (n=60)

20.42

1.41

18-23

Years of English

8.15

1.02

6-11

learning (N=60)
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Table 5-2: English Entrance Exam scores (n= 60).

English scores
(maximum 150 points)

Mean

SD

Range

113.93

7.88

98-139
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Table 5-3: TOEFL Test Results.

Mean

SD

Range

Low

26.50

2.57

20-30

Mid

36.05

3.07

31-39

High

43.95

2.46

40-48

17 1

Table 5-4
Performance on the 16 non-movement sentences by Chinese learners
of English and native speakers of English (NSs).

C-Group 1 C-Group 2 C-Group 3 US-Group
(low level) (mid-level) (high level) (NSs)
(n=20)

(n =20)

(n=20)

(n=20)

M

M

SD

M

SD

11.2

2.2

12.4

1.96 15.7 0.59

4.8

2.2

3.6

1.96 0.3

Embedded Subject

10.5

Matrix Subject

5.5

SD
3.3
3.3

M

SD

0.57
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Table 5-5
Performance on the 16 NP fronted Sentences by Chinese learners of
English and native speakers of English (NSs).

C-Group 1 C-Group 2 C-Group 3 US-Group
(low level) (mid level) (high level) (NSs)
(n=20)

(n=20)

(n=20)

(n =20)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Embedded Subject

3.9

2.5

3.7

2.8

3.3

1.6

1.3

1.2

Matrix Subject

12.1 2.1

12.3 2.8

12.7 1.6

14.7 1.2
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Table 5-6
Performance on the 16 predicate fronted Sentences by Chinese
learners of English and native speakers of English (NSs).

C-Group 1 C-Group 2 C-Group 3 US-Group
(low level) (mid level) (high level)
(n=20)
M

S

(n=:20)
D

M

S

(n=20)
D

M

S

D

(NSs)
(n=20)
M

S

D

Embedded Subject

1 1.8 2.5

12.0 2.2

13.3 2.1

15.9 0.3

Matrix Subject

4.2

4.0

2.7

0.1

2.1

2.4

2.1

0.3
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Table 5-7
Performance on the 16 NP fronted Sentences by Chinese
learners of English and native speakers of English (NSs) in a
discourse context.

C-Group 1 C-Group 2 C-Group 3 US-Group
(low level) (mid level)(high level)
(n=20)
M

S

(n=20)
D

M

S

(n=20)
D

M

S

(NSs)
(n=20)

D

M

S

D

Embedded Subject

11.4 2.4

1 1.1 2.8

13.3 2.2

14.2 1.3

Matrix Subject

4.6

4.9

2.7

1.8

2.4

3.3

2.2

1.3
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Table 5-8
Performance on the 16 NP fronted Sentences by Chinese learners of
English and native speakers

of English (NSs) in a picture context

favoring the embedded subject binding.

C-Group 1 C-Group 2 C-Group 3 US-Group
(low level) (raid level) (high level)
(n=20)
M

S

(n=20)
D

M

S

(n=20)
D

M

S

D

(NSs)
(n=20)
M

S

D

Embedded Subject

10.2 2.7

9.8

2.8

12.2 2.7

12.8 2.1

Matrix Subject

5.8

6.2

3.0

3.8

3.2

2.6

2.7

2.1
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Table 5-9
Performance on the 16 NP fronted Sentences by Chinese learners of
English and native speakers

of English (NSs) in a picture context

favoring the matrix subject binding.

C-Group 1 C-Group 2 C-Group 3 US-Group
(low level) (mid level) (high level)

(n=20)

0

(n=20)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Embedded Subject

3.5

2.1

2.3

1.5

1.7

1.2

1.2

1.1

Matrix Subject

12.! 2.3

14.3

1.4

14.8 1.1

13.7

(n=20)

(NSs)

1.6
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Chapter 6
An Experiment on Reconstruction in Chinese

6.1

Introduction

This chapter

reports

the

results

of

an

experiment

that

examined English learners' knowledge of reconstruction in Chinese.
As discussed

extensively

in

Chapter

1, Chinese

has

two

reflexives, compound reflexives such as taziji, and the bare reflexive
ziji. Taziji in

non-movement

sentences

behaves

the

same

as

himself/herself in English. It has to be bound by a local antecedent;

(1)

Johni said that Billj liked pictures of himself*i/j.

(2)

Johnj shuo

Billj xihuan

taziji *j/j

de

zhaopian.

John

Bill

himself

"s

pictures

say

like

'Johni says that Billj likes himself*i/j's pictures.'

Both himselfin (1) and taziji in (2) have
embedded

antecedent

Bill, but

not

by

to be

bound

the matrix

by

subject

the
John.

Similarly, taziji in NP fronted sentences can be bound by either the
embedded

or matrix

subject

(3), but

taziji in predicate

fronted

sentences can only be bound by the embedded subject (4).

(3)

Zhangsanj shuo
Zhangsan

tazijij /j

said himself

de

zhaopian,

Lisij xihuan

's

picture,

Lisi

like
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'Zhangsanj said that himself'sj/j pictures, Lisij likes.'
(4)

piping

taziji*i/j

de

pengyou,

Zhangsani zhidao

criticize

himself

's

friend

Zhangsan

Lisij

juedui

bu

hui

Lisi

definitely

not

will

know

"Criticize himself*i/j 's friend, Zhangsani knows that Lisij
definitely will not.'

(3) shows that taziji inside a moved

NP can have the embedded

subject Lisi or the matrix subject Zhangsan as antecedent. In contrast,
taziji inside a moved predicate in (4) can only have the embedded
subject Lisi as antecedent. But such syntactic fronting is limited to
sentences that do not involve the movement of wh-elements. That is,
taziji cannot be embedded

inside a fronted

phrase that contains a wh-element,

noun phrase

because wh-elements

or verb

in Chinese

do not undergo overt movement (Huang, 1982). Thus, (5) and (6) are
ungrammatical.

(5)

*Najizhang tazijii/j de

zhaopian

Zhangsani shuo Lisij xihuan?

Which

pictures

Zhangsan

himself 's

said Lisi like

'Which pictures of himself did Zhangsan say that Lisi liked?'
(6)

*Zeyang wei

taziji

how

himself

for

gandao zihao Zhangsan xiang Lisi shi
felt

proud Zhangsan think Lisi is

'How proud of himself does Zhangsan think that Lisi is?'
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(5) is ungrammatical
moved

najizhang 'which' is

with the NP taziji de zhaopian 'himselfs

ungrammatical
'how'.

because tlie wh-element

In

pictures'.

because of the fronting of the wh-element

contrast,

the

English

equivalents,

(7)

and

(6) is
zeyang

(8),

are

grammatical:

(7) Which pictures of himselfi/j did Johni say that Billj liked?
(8) How proud of himself*i/j does Johni think that Billj is?

The bare reflexive
himself/herself

in

ziji in Chinese behaves

English.

Unlike

the

local

differently

nature

of

from
English

reflexives, as in (1), ziji in non-movement sentences can be bound by
either the embedded or matrix subject.

(9)

Zhangsanj

shuo Lisij xihuan

zijij/j

de

zhaopian

Zhangsan

say Lisi

self

's

pictures

like

'Zhangsanj says that Lisj likes selfi/j's pictures.'

ziji in (9) can have
embedded

subject

either

the

matrix

Lisi as antecedent.

subject
Another

Zhangsan or the
difference

is that

whereas himself/herself inside a moved NP can reconstruct,
Chinese cannot (Huang and Tang, 1991).

Namely, himself/herselj'

inside a moved NP can have either the embedded
as antecedent

(7), but ziji inside a moved

matrix subject as antecedent (10):

ziji in

or matrix subject

NP can only

have

the
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(10)

Zhangsan; shuo

de

zhaopian

Lisij xihuan

Zhangsan

's

picture

Lisi

said self

like

'Zhangsanj said that, selfsi/*j book, Lisij likes.'

ziji in (10) can only be bound by the matrix subject Zhangsan, but not
the embedded

subject Lisi. A further

difference

is that

whereas

himself/herself inside a moved predicate must have the embedded
subject as antecedent

(8), ziji inside a moved

predicate

can have

either the embedded or matrix subject as antecedent:

piping

zijii/j

de

laoshi.

Zhangsani zhidao

criticize

self

•s

teacher

Zhangsan

Lisij

juedui

bu

hui

Lisi

definitely

not

will

know

'Criticize selfi/j's teacher, Zhangsani knows that Lisij
definitely will not.'

ziji in (11) behaves

exactly the same

as ziji in a non-movement

sentence (9): it can be bound by either the matrix subject Zhangsan
or the embedded subject Lisi.
To recap, the compound reflexive taziji in Chinese behaves like
himself/herself in English. It must
antecedent

for non-movement

have

an embedded

sentences.

It can

have

subject

as

either

an

embedded or a matrix subject as antecedent when it appears inside a
moved NP, but it must have the embedded

subject as antecedent
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when

it appears

inside a moved

predicate.

But taziji in Chinese

differs from hints elf!hers elf in English in that it cannot occur inside a
moved

NP or predicate

reflexive

ziji behaves

that

contains

differently

a wh-element.

The bare

from himself/hers elf in English.

First, ziji in non-movement sentences can have either a matrix or an
embedded

subject

as

antecedent,

but

this

is

not

possible

for

himselftherself in English, which must have an embedded subject as
antecedent. Secondly, whereas

the fronted

ziji inside a moved

cannot reconstruct, himselfJherself can. In other words,

NP

while ziji

inside a moved NP can only have the matrix subject as antecedent,
himselflherself inside a moved
embedded

subject

as

NP can have either the matrix

antecedent.

Thirdly,

predicate behaves like ziji in non-movement
two types of sentences
subject as antecedent.

can have either

ziji inside

a

or

moved

sentences: ziji in these

the embedded

or matrix

On the other hand, himselflherself inside a

moved predicate does not give rise to ambiguity of antecedence; it
can only have the embedded subject as antecedent.

6.2

Experiment

6.2.1 Subjects

The subjects were

20 intermediate

and 7 advanced

English

lear n e r s o f C h i n e s e ( t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l g r o u p ) , a n d 2 0 n a t i v e s p e a k e r s
of Chinese (the control group). Both the English learners of Chinese
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and the native speakers of Chinese were students at the University
of Arizona.

6.2.2 Materials and design

The experimental
16 non-movement

materials were Chinese sentences

sentences,

16

NP fronted

predicate fronted sentences. In addition,

with zijv.

sentences,

and

16

the experimental materials

also included 16 predicate fronted sentences with taziji^.
The design follows Laksmanan
value

judgment

design:

using

and Teranishi (1994)'s

two

statements

truth-

following

an

experimental sentence.

(12)

Zhangsan shuo Lisi xihuan ziji
'Zhangsan said Lisi liked himself.
1. ziji cannot be Zhangsan.

agree

disagree

2. ziji cannot be Lisi.

agree

disagree

' The experimental materials did not include non-movement sentences with taziji or NP fronted sentences
with taziji on the assumption that since taziji in Chinese behaves like himselflherself in English with
respect to their binding possibilities, the use of one type of sentences (i.e., predicate fronted sentences) with
native speakers of English would be sufficient to make inferences about their interpretation of the other two
types of sentences (i.e., non-movement sentences and NP fronted sentences). In hindsight, the experimental
materials should have included non-movement and NP fronted sentences with taziji, for they would provide
more direct evidence rather than mere inference about native speakers' interpretation of these types of
sentences.
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Such a design has potentially

four ways in which subjects

could

respond to sentences like (12) (Lakshmanan and Teranishi, 1994):

(i)

They could agree with statement 1 and disagree with
statement 2. (This would be coded as local response only.)

(ii)

They could disagree with statement 1 and agree with
statement 2. (This would be coded as nonlocal only.)

(iii)

They could disagree with both statement I and statement 2.
(This would be coded as either local or nonlocal, i.e., the
sentence is ambiguous.)

(iv)

They could agree with both statements. (This would be coded
as neither local or nonlocal, i.e., the reflexive is not bound in
the sentence.)

6.2.3 Procedure

A. Pre-experimental task

Before

the

experiments,

English

learners

were

asked

to

complete a language history survey. Information about their age and
years of Chinese learning is reported in Table 6-1.
27 English learners
advanced

learners.

The

were

20

intermediate

intermediate
learners

learners
were

and

enrolled

7
in

intermediate Chinese learning classes at the University of Arizona, 17
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of them having learnt Chinese for a year and half, 2 for two years,
and I for two and a half years. None of the students had traveled to
or studied in a Chinese speaking country or region. The advanced
English

learners

were

enrolled

in

either

an

advanced

Chinese

composition class or graduate classes, 3 of them having learnt English
for four and a half years, 1 for five years, 2 for five and a half years,
and 1 for six and a half years. Two of the advanced

students

had

spent a year learning Chinese in Taiwai, and one spent half a year in
China. Two had spent 2 months traveling in China.

B. Experiment

After the survey, the students participated

in the experiment.

They were given examples before the experiment:

(13)

Mama xiang ayihenziji'Mother thinks Aunt hates self.
1. ziji cannot be Ayi 'aunt'.

agree

disagree

2. ziji cannot be Mama 'mother'

agree

disagree

The students

were asked to consider each statement

whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement
relevant

option. The instruction

also specified

and indicate
by circling the

that agreement

or

disagreement with one option did not necessarily exclude agreement
or disagreement

with the second statement. The reverse

was true.
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too. In other
statement

words,

they

were

instructed

to think

about

each

separately.

6.2.4 Predictions

I made the following predictions concerning language transfer
and knowledge of reconstruction in Chinese. With respect to language
transfer, I predicted that if English learners of Chinese assume that
both reflexives (ziji and taziji) in Chinese have identical properties to
himself/herself in English, then

they

would

subject as antecedent for ziji in non-movement

seek

an embedded

sentences, either a n

embedded or a matrix subject as antecedent for ziji inside a moved
NP, and an embedded subject as antecedent for ziji and taziji inside a
moved predicate. Regarding knowledge of reconstruction
I predicted

in Chinese,

that if they correctly classify the reflexives in Chinese,

then they would seek either an embedded

or a matrix subject as

antecedent for ziji in non-movement sentences and predicate fronted
sentences, a matrix subject as antecedent for ziji inside a moved NP,
and an embedded

subject as antecedent

for taziji inside a moved

predicate.

6.2.5 Results

The numbers

of responses

were

tallied

for cach

type

sentences. Numbers and percentages were shown in Table 6-2.

of
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Table 6-2 shows that while most English learners
bound

ziji almost exclusively

to the embedded

of Chinese

subject

for non-

movement sentences (94.1% for the intermediate learners; 91.1% for
the advanced learners), most native speakers of Chinese bound ziji to
either the embedded subject or the matrix subject (76.9%).
Table 6-3 shows that for NP fronted sentences with ziji, the
intermediate

learners of Chinese bound

76.9%, the advanced
speakers
bound

learners

ziji to the matrix subject

of Chinese 75.9%, and

of Chinese 82.2%. In addition,

ziji to either

the embedded

the

the intermediate

or matrix

subject

native
learners

19.1%, the

advanced learners 17%, and the native speakers of Chinese 16.2%.
Table 6-4 shows that for predicate fronted sentences with ziji,
the

intermediate

learners

of

Chinese

bound

ziji to

either

the

embedded or matrix subject 65.9%, the advanced learners of Chinese
77.6%, and native speakers of Chinese 87.8%. In addition, while the
intermediate learners bound ziji to the matrix subject 30.9%, and the
advanced learners

18.8%, the Chinese native speakers bound ziji to

the matrix subject 8.1%.
Table 6-5 shows that
taziji, the intermediate
embedded

for predicate

learners

fronted

of Chinese

subject 69.1%, the advanced

sentences

bound

learners

with

taziji to the

of Chinese 79.5%,

and the Chinese native speakers 88.4%. In addition, while the Chinese
native

speakers

intermediate

bound

English

learners 18.7%.

taziji to the

learners

matrix

27.8%, and

the

subject

8.2%,

advanced

the

English
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6.2.6 Discussion

The

results

of

the

experiment

confirmed

concerning language transfer for non-movement

the

prediction

sentences with ziji,

i.e., they did equate (wrongly) ziji with himself, and the prediction
concerning knowledge of reconstruction

in Chinese for NP fronted

sentences with ziji and predicate fronted sentences with ziji. But the
experiment

produced

mixed findings

regarding

predicate

fronted

sentences with taziji.
Both the intermediate and advanced English learners of Chinese
likened ziji to himself for non-movement

sentences. They equated

the narrower

with

English parameter

setting

the wider

Chinese

parameter setting. As discussed in Chapter 3, the governing category
for himself/herself is narrower; it is the minimal category which has
a subject. But the governing

category

for ziji is wider; it is the

category which has a subject in a root clause (Wexler and Manzini,
1987). This result concerning syntactic transfer by second language
learners is consistent with that of Hirakawa (1990), who found that
Japanese

second

language

Japanese

parameters

learners

of

English

transferred

to an L2 English context in sentences

infinitival subordinate clauses:

(14) Mary asked Ann to introduce herself.

LI
with
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Hirakawa found that there

was a high percentage

of the matrix

subject binding errors (44.5% across four groups) due to syntactic
transfer from Japanese:

(15)

Hanako-wa Kyoko-ni zibun-o shokaisuru yoni tanonda.
Kyoto-TOP Hanako-IO self-DO introduce COMP asked
'Hanako asked Kyoko to introduce self.'

zibun in (15) can have the matrix subject Hanako as antecedent. Her
Japanese

subjects

mapped

herself in (14) onto zibun, leading

to

transfer errors.
Apart from language transfer, the results indicate that English
learners

had

sentences

knowledge

with

of reconstruction

ziji and predicate

fronted

regarding
sentences

NP fronted
with

ziji- As

discussed at the beginning of this chapter, himself/herself embedded
inside a move NP can be bound by either an embedded

NP or a

matrix NP. On the other hand, ziji contained inside a move NP can
only have the matrix subject as its antecedent. The intermediate a n d
advanced learners
subject

binding

of Chinese bound ziji dominantly

(76.9% for intermediate

learners

to the matrix
and

advanced learners). The English learners' interpretation
the correct response rate (three of four sentences)

75.9%

for

rates match

of 'knowing' a

syntactic property (White, et al, 1996). Such interpretation

patterned

with the interpretation of Chinese native speakers in this study. They
also

bound

ziji to

the

matrix

subject

(82.2%).

This

finding

is
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consistent with Chien, et al.'s (1993) study of Chinese children. In
their experimental study of NP fronted sentences, Chien et al. found
that

Chinese

children

rarely

allowed

ziji to be

bound

by

the

embedded subject NP that follows the reflexive.

(16)

Milaoshu

mengjian,

ziji

de

qiqiu,

Daxingxing

Mickey Mouse

dream,

self

's

balloon.

Big Gorilla

zhuazhe.
grasp
'Mickey Mouse is dreaming that, selfs balloon. Big Gorilla is
grasping.'

Chinese children were found to bind ziji dominantly

to the matrix

subject Milaoshu 'Mickey Mouse'.
English learners' knowledge of reconstruction in Chinese is also
evident in their interpretation

of predicate

fronted sentences

with

ziji. As discussed earlier in this chapter, predicate fronted sentences
with

ziji differ

from

the

same

type

himself/herself. In English, a reflexive

of English

sentences

inside a moved

with

predicate

must have an embedded subject as antecedent;

(17) How proud of himself*i/j does Davidi think that Frankj is?

himself in (17) must be interpreted in its original movement site and
have the embedded

subject

Frank as antecedent.

In contrast,

ziji
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inside a moved predicate can be bound by either an embedded or a
matrix subject:

(18)

Hen

zijii/j

Hate self

de

zhaopian,

Mamai

zhidao

's

pictures

mother

know

Ayij

juedui

bu

hui.

Aunt

definitely

not

will

'Hate selfi/j 's teacher, Motheri knows that Auntj definitely
will not.'

ziji in (18) can have either the embedded

subject ayi 'aunt' or the

matrix subject mama 'mother' as antecedent. As discussed earlier in
this chapter, information regarding ambiguity of antecedence of ziji
inside a moved predicate

is not present

English. But the intermediate

and

(i.e., underdetermined)

advanced

English

learners

in
of

Chinese appeared to have knowledge of such information. The former
bound

ziji to the embedded

or the matrix

subject 65.9% and the

latter 77.6%. Because such information could not derive from sources
other than Universal Grammar, English learners appeared

to h a v e

access to Universal Grammar.
The result also suggests that as Chinese learning progressed,
English learners
language

appeared

grammar.

interpretation

to be able

Compared

with

of ziji in predicate

to approximate
the

fronted

the target

intermediate
sentences

learners'

(65.9%), the
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advanced English learners

(77.6%) appeared

to come closer to the

Chinese native speakers (87.8%) in interpreting such sentences.
Predicate

fronted

sentences

mixed

findings.

bound

taziji inside a moved

with taziji produced

While the advanced

English learners

predicate

apparently
of Chinese

to the embedded

subject

79.5%, indicating their knowledge of this type of syntactic structure,
the intermediate

English learners of Chinese bound taziji inside a

moved predicate to the embedded subject 69.1%, a score below the
correct

response

rate

(three

of four

sentences)

of 'knowing'

a

syntactic structure (White, et al, 1996). But a ^-test on inferences
about population proportion shows that the z-value of 1.72 for the
embedded

subject

binding

by

intermediate

English

learners

of

Chinese, compared with the critical z-value of 1.64, is greater than
the chance level at the .05 level. Thus their knowledge of this type of
syntactic structure could not be ruled out. But one could argue that
since the binding possibilities of taziji inside a moved predicate are
the same as those of himself/herself of the same type of sentences,
this shows evidence of language transfer

from English to Chinese.

This line of argument, however, fails to explain why English learners
also bound laziji to the matrix subject in such sentences (27.8% for
the intermediate

learners

and 18.7% for the

advanced

learners),

because such binding possibility could not have derived from native
language

information

in English, where

himself/herself

inside

a

moved predicate can only have the embedded subject as antecedent.
A more plausible explanation

is that

they

were

perhaps

wrongly
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influenced by the proximity of taziji to its current antecedent. Since
taziji was very close to the matrix

subject,

they

bound

it to the

matrix subject by sheer proximity. Errors of this sort do occur with
other types of sentences:

(19)

?Every member of the vast crowd of 50.000 people were
pleased to see him. (Quirk, et. al., 1985, p. 764)

Were in (19) is used wrongly because of the proximity effect of the
plural noun people.
As is the case of predicate

fronted

sentences

with

ziji, the

differences in error rates of predicate fronted sentences with taziji
between

the

learners

intermediate

(18.7)

suggest

learners

that

(27.8%)

as learners

and

the

improved

advanced

their

Chinese

proficiency, they appeared to come closer to the grammar of Chinese
native

speakers.

(The Chinese

native

speakers

also

made

8.2%

errors.)
There is a question why English learners did not map himself
onto

z i j i i n all c o n s t r u c t i o n s

if they

did

so in

non-movement

sentences. A possible explanation is that the mapping problem occurs
in

structures

that

most

closely

resemble

each

languages. This is the case with

non-movement

English and

each

reflexives,

Chinese differ

from

ziji in Chinese and

other

other

in

sentences

only

in the

himself in English. The

both
where

use

of

mapping

problem did not occur in MP fronted sentences with ziji or predicate
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fronted sentences with ziji or taziji, because these sentences do not so
closely resemble one another as the non-movement sentences. NP or
predicate

fronted sentences

in Chinese do not involve an overtly

moved wh-element, but NP or predicate fronted sentences in English
typically involve an overtly moved wh-element. As a result, English
learners

of Chinese resorted

to Universal

Grammar

to interpret

sentences of latter types.
The above discussion concerned the group data only. In fact,
some intermediate

students

tendency

above. For example, two intermediate

reported

appeared

to deviate from the general
students

bound taziji inside a moved predicate to the matrix subject 56.3%,
and one intermediate student 43.8%. These individual results could
not be accounted

for

by

either

Grammar. Are these developmental
nonstructural

language

transfer

or Universal

errors or errors resulted

from

factors such as lack of careful reading? Future studies

need to further explore this issue.
This study

is very

limited

in its scope of tapping

lea r n e r s ' k n o w l e d g e o f r e c o n s t r u c t i o n

English

in Chinese. There were only

seven advanced English learners of Chinese who participated

in t h e

experiment. Future studies will address whether the result reported
in this study can be generalized to a larger population.

6.3

Summary
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To summarize,

the

experiment

reported

in

this

chapter

pre s e n t e d e v i d e n c e t h a t E n g l i s h l e a r n e r s o f C h i n e s e h a d k n o w l e d g e
of ambiguity of antecedence of ziji inside a moved predicate, and lack
of ambiguity of antecedence of ziji inside a moved NP, despite the
fact that such information is underdetermined
experiment

produced

evidence

that

in English. While the

English learners

appeared

to

have access to Universal Grammar, they bound ziji in non-movement
sentences to an embedded
transferred

subject, indicating that English learners

the narrower setting of reflexives in English to a wider

parameter setting of ziji in Chinese.

Table 6-1
Age and Years of Chinese Learning

Age (n=27)

Mean

SD.

Range

23.1

3.2

20-34

1.6

1.5-6.5

Years of Chinese 2.5
learning (N=27)
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Table 6-2
Performance on the 16 non-movement sentences with ziji by English learners of
Chinese and Chinese native speakers.

E-Group 1

E-Group 2

Chinese Group

(Intermediate)

(advanced)

(native speakers)

(n=20)

(n=7)

(n =20)

Embedded Subject

94.1%

91.1%

19.7%

Matrix Subject

0.3%

1.8%

3.4%

Either

5.6%

7.1%

76.9%

Neither

0

0

0
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Table 6-3
Performance on the 16 NP fronted sentences with ziji by English learners of
Chinese and Chinese native speakers.

E-Group 1

E-Group 2

Chinese Group

(Intermediate)

(advanced)

(native speakers)

(n=20)

(n=7)

Embedded Subject

4%

1.1%

1.6%

Matrix Subject

76.9%

75.9%

82.2%

Either

19.1%

17%

16.2%

Neither

0

0

0

(n=20)
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Table 6^
Performance on the 16 predicate fronted sentences with ziji by English learners of
Chinese and Chinese native speakers.

E-Group 1

E-Group 2

Chinese Group

(Intermediate)

(advanced)

(native speakers)

(n=20)

(n=7)

Embedded Subject

30.9%

18.8%

4.1%

Matrix Subject

3.2%

3.6%

8.1%

Either

65.9%

77.6%

87.8%

Neither

0

0

0

(n =20)
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Table 6-5
Performance on the 16 predicate fronted sentences with taziji by English learners of
Chinese and Chinese native speakers.

E-Group 1

E-Group 2

Chinese Group

(Intermediate)

(advanced)

(native speakers)

(n=20)

(n=7)

Embedded Subject

69.1%

79.5%

88.4%

Matrix Subject

27.8%

18.7%

8.2%

Either

3.1%

1.8%

3.4%

Neither

0

0

0

(n =20)
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1

Introduction

Chapter 7 concludes this report of research on second language
learners'

knowledge

of reconstruction

Section 7.2 reviews

the

results

in English and

of the experiments

Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Section 7.3 addresses

in Chinese.
reported

the relationship

in

between

language transfer and Universal Grammar. Section 7.4 discusses some
potential implications

of this research

for language

teaching. The

final section, 7.5, addresses the limitations of this study, pointing the
way for future research.

7.2 Second

language

learners'

knowledge of

reconstruction

7 . 2 . 1 Chinese Learners' Knowledge of Reconstruction in English

Experimental sentences used for investigation of knowledge of
reconstruction
thinks

in English were non-movement

t h a t Bill l i k e s p i c t u r e s o f h i m s e l f ) a n d s e n t e n c e s

underdetermined

John

that are

(i.e., not directly available from input) in Chinese,

namely. NP fronted
(e.g.,

sentences (e.g., John

wonders

sentences
which

with an overtly
pictures

of

moved

himself

Bill

wh-element
likes)

and
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predicate fronted sentences with an overtly moved wh-element (e.g..
How proud

of himself

does John think

that

Bill i s ? ) . A t i m e d

judgment task shows that predicate fronted sentences elicited more
errors than NP fronted sentences,
non-movement
grammatical
mismatch)

sentences.
sentences

which elicited more errors than

Chinese

learners'

(i.e., s e n t e n c e s

with

error

rates

for

gender

match

and

were below the chance level. These results,

similar to

those of native speakers of English, suggest that they had knowledge
of

reconstruction.

To

tap

Chinese

learners'

knowledge

of

reconstruction in a more direct manner, three additional experiments
were conducted using a multiple-choice task, a task with a preceding
context and a truth-value
experiments

provided

judgment

evidence

that

task involving

pictures. The

Chinese learners

"knew" that sentences

with a reflexive

inside

contains a wh-element

entail ambiguity

of antecedence,

of English

a moved

NP that
and that

sentences with a reflexive inside a moved predicate that contains a
wh-element
information

entail

no ambiguity

is underdetermined

of antecedence,

although

such

in Chinese: Chinese does not have

overt wh-movement (Huang, 1982). Such evidence suggests that they
h a d t a c i t k n o w l e d g e o f " t w o o p t i o n s a t L F " ( C h o m s k y , 1 9 9 3 ) in t h e
case of NP fronted

sentences

with

overt

wh-movement,

and

the

"Internal Subject Hypothesis" (e.g., Koopman and Sportiche, 1991) in
the case of predicate fronted sentences with overt wh-movement.

7.2.2 English Learners' Knowledge of Reconstruction in Chinese
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Experimental
learners'

sentences

knowledge

of

used

for

investigation

"reconstruction"

in

of

Chinese

English

were

non-

movement sentences with ziji 'self (e.g., Zhangsan shuo Lisi xihuan
ziji de zhaopian. 'Zhangsan says that Lisi likes selfs pictures.') and NP
fronted sentences with ziji (e.g., Ziji de laoshi, Zhangsan zhidao Lisi
juedui bu hui hen. 'Selfs teacher, Zhangsan knows that Lisi definitely
will not hate.'). They also included predicate fronted sentences

with

ziji (e.g., piping ziji de laoshi, Zhangsan zhidao Lisi juedui bu hui.
'Criticize selfs teacher, Zhangsan knows that Lisi definitely will not.')
and

predicate

fronted

sentences

with taziji 'himself/herself

(e.g.,

piping taziji de pengyou, Zhangsan zhidao Lisi juedui bu hui. 'Criticize
himselfs

friend,

Evidence from
knowledge

Zhangsan

knows

English learners

of ambiguity

that

Lisi definitely

of Chinese shows

of antecedence

of ziji

that

will

not.').

they

had

inside a moved

predicate and lack of ambiguity of antecedence of ziji inside a moved
NP, in spite of the fact that such information is underdetermined

in

English. Such evidence suggests that they

of

had tacit knowledge

reconstruction in Chinese.

7.2.3 language transfer

While the experiments produced evidence that second language
learners

had

knowledge

of

evidence of language transfer.

reconstruction,

they

In a timed judgment

also

provided

task, Chinese

learners of English judged non-movement sentences with themselves
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(e.g., *John thinks
grammatical,

that

largely

Bill likes

because

pictures

the

of themselves) to be

Chinese

equivalent

of

such

sentences is grammatical. In a multiple choice task, Chinese learners
bound

the

reflexive

himself in non-movement

sentences

to the

matrix subject, because ziji in sentences of this type can be bound b y
the matrix

subject. Similarly,

in a "truth-value

English learners of Chinese bound
dominantly to the embedded

judgment"

ziji in non-movement

task,

sentences

subject, because they mapped

ziji in

Chinese onto himself in English.

7.3 Access to UG and language transfer

The experiments produced several pieces of evidence showing
that second language learners

have access to Universal

Grammar.

First, in judging the grammaticality of sentences with a fronted w h element that contains a reflexive {himselfIherself) inside a moved
NP and predicate,

Chinese learners'

chance level. Since the movement

error

rates

of wh-elements

were

below

the

is not present in

Chinese, and sentences of these types are not ambient

in English,

their knowledge of grammaticalness of such sentences cannot derive
from sources other than Universal Grammar.
A second piece of evidence and a more direct one came from
Chinese learners'
overtly

moved

antecedence

knowledge

that

wh-element

in

and that predicate

NP fronted
English

fronted

sentences

entails

sentences

with

an

ambiguity

of

with an overtly
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moved wh-element

in English entail no ambiguity of antecedence,

although such information is underdetermined in Chinese and limited
in L2 input.
A further

piece

of evidence

came

from

English

learners'

knowledge of ambiguity of antecedence of the reflexive ziji inside a
moved predicate and no ambiguity of antecedence of the reflexive
ziji inside a moved NP, though such information is underdetermined
in English and limited in L2 input.
All this provides counterevidence
and the partial
Bley-Vroman,
constrained
general

access hypothesis.
1989)

claims

that

to the no-access hypothesis

The no-access
while

by UG and domain-specific,

problem-solving

process

and

child

hypothesis
LI

governed

faculties that are distinct from the language faculty.
access hypothesis

claims that

acquisition

adult L2 acquisition
is

UG knowledge

(e.g.,

by

is
is a

cognitive

The partial-

is limited

to those

settings that characterize LI grammar (e.g., Schachter, 1989, 1996).
But both Chinese learners of English and English learners of Chinese
correctly interpreted structures that are not directly available from
L2 input. Such evidence suggests
acquisition

may

not

be

that

fundamentally

the nature
different,

of LI and
and

that

L2
UG

knowledge is not necessarily limited to the particular way in which
the LI instantiates it.
Our results

support

previous

experimental

findings

that

L2

learners have access to UG (Bennette, 1994; Eckman, 1994; Finer &
Broselow, 1986; Hirakawa, 1990; Thomas, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995;
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Wakabayashi,

1996).

But

this

study

examined

L2

learners'

kn o w l e d g e o f U G f r o m t h e p e r s p e c t i v e o f r e c o n s t r u c t i o n , a s y n t a c t i c
phenomenon that has attracted little attention in SLA research.
The experiments also produced evidence of LI effects. Chinese
learners mapped himself in non-movement sentences in English onto
ziji in Chinese, binding the reflexive to a matrix subject as well as an
embedded
sentences
mapped

subject,

although

is not permitted

a

matrix

subject

binding

in English. Similarly,

ziji in non-movement

binding the reflexive dominantly
the matrix subject binding

sentences

English learners

to himself in

to an embedded

is permitted

in such

English,

subject, although

in Chinese. The mapping

problem does not support the no-access hypothesis and the critical
period hypothesis. Both hypotheses assume that mainly because of
maturational
different

constraints,

adult

L2 acquisition

from child LI acquisition.

is fundamentally

The evidence

of LI

suggests that the mapping problem exits only in structures
closely resemble

each other

in both

languages,

namely,

effects

that very
in non-

movement sentences where English and Chinese differs from each
other only in the use of reflexives, ziji in Chinese and himself in
English. It shows that although L2 sentence interpretation
the LI effects, second language learners' interpretations
properties are not limited to binding patterns

involves

of syntactic

present in the LI. In

other words, UG constrains second language learners' interpretation
of syntactic structures, although

native

language information

is a n

important factor influencing processes of interpretation. This finding
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is supported

by Bennett (1994), whose experimental

studies

with

Serbo-Croatian speakers produced similar results.

7.4

Potential implications for language teaching

The relevance of UG to language teaching is controversial. Some
re s e a r c h e r s ( e . g . . C o o k , 1 9 9 0 b ) a r g u e t h a t s i n c e U G i s c o n c e r n e d w i t h
principles and parameters that constitute the innate human capacity
for language acquisition, not with peripheral aspects of grammar that
are dealt with in language classrooms, it is very unlikely

that UG

could constitute the basis for language teaching. Other researchers
(e.g., Hilles, 1986; White, 1985) suggest that teaching one property in
a cluster of properties
place holders

associated with a parameter

(e.g., "dummy"

in English) might serve as a "trigger" for the rapid

learning of the rest of those properties

(e.g., the fact that English, a

non-PRO-drop language, cannot leave subject position unoccupied).
Still other
parameter

researchers

argue

that

in

the

case

of an

identical

setting of LI and L2, as in the case of the PRO-drop

p a r a m e t e r i n S p a n i s h a n d I t a l i a n , i t i s n o t n e c e s s a r y t o t e a c h it, s i n c e
"the learning of either of these languages by speakers of the other
involves no resetting of the PRO-drop parameter"
Sharwood-Smith,

1989, p. 112). Krashen (1985)

(Ruterhford

and

even claims that

s i n c e t h e L a n g u a g e A c q u i s i t i o n D e v i c e ( L A D ) w o r k s in L 2 a c q u i s i t i o n ,
grammar does not need to be taught.
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Experimental

evidence

from

teaching

intervention

is

needed

because

L2 learners

appeared

this study
for

indicates

features

to possess

that

of reconstruction,

such

knowledge.

teaching may be effective when it draws learners' attention
cross-linguistic properties of reflexives in non-movement
where

the problem of language

transfer

little

typically

But

to the

sentences,

occurred.

Ellis

(1994) assumes that explicit knowledge enables instructed learners
to overcome

at least some negative

sensitizing them to the differences
language forms. The experimental

transfer

between

effects, possibly

by

the target and native

results by White, et al. (1996)

indicate that explicit instruction on the properties of zibun 'self in
Japanese was effective in causing half of the subjects to acquire long
distance binding in Japanese. Since the mapping problem with nonmovement

sentences

gradualness
consciousness

to

in

change

English
(Table

raising

(i.e.,

exhibited
5.4,

explicit

a

Chapter

certain

kind

of

5),

grammatical

form-focused

instruction,

Rutherford and Sharwood Smith, 1989) of cross-linguistic properties
of ziji 'self and himself in non-movement
sensitizing L2 learners

to these formal

sentences
properties

may facilitate
and help them

'delearn' the mapping problem.

7.5

Future

prospects

I will close with some comments on potential extension of the
research presented here.
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The present

research

represents

learners' knowledge of reconstruction

an initial effort to tap

L2

in both English and Chinese.

This line of research may be extended to other Asian learners (e.g.,
Japanese and Korean speakers) and non-Asian learners (e.g., Spanish
speakers) to further explore the nature of L2 learners' knowledge of
reconstruction in English.
With

respect

reconstruction

to

tapping

English

in Chinese, only seven

learners'

advanced

knowledge
English

of

learners

participated in the experiment. The sample may thus be very limited
in its scope for language acquisition studies. Future studies need to
include more advanced English learners of Chinese to further explore
the

nature

of English

learners'

knowledge

Chinese. Further,

data from sentences

inside

predicate

a moved

produced

of reconstruction

in

with taziji 'himself/herself
evidence

of matrix

subject

binding, which is not consistent with the LI English setting or with
English learners' knowledge of ambiguity of antecedence of ziji inside
a moved predicate. Future studies need to address whether
such findings were due to nonstructural

factors

or not

such as lack of

careful reading on the part of English learners.
Two experiments, a timed judgment task and a multiple choice
task, were conducted

with different groups of Chinese learners

English. In other words, they
would

be worthwhile

group(s) of learners
yield similar results.

were a between-subjects

to conduct

a similar study

with

to see whether a within-subjects

of

design. 11
the same

design would
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Reconstruction is a largely unexplored area in second language
acquisition studies, and yet it is part of binding theory. It promises to
be an intriguing area of L2 research that will surely shed more light
on second language learners' knowledge of syntactic principles and
their access to Universal Grammar.
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Appendix I

Appendix I contains 135 experimental sentences with 45 sentences in each of the
three presentation lists. Also included are 55 fillers (20 grammatical and 35 ungrammatical)
that appeared in random order with 45 experimental sentences (The fillers are listed at the
end of the Appendix). Each presentation list (A, B, or C) contained 9 conditions, with 5
sentences in each condition. In each list. Condition 1 refers to NP fronted sentences with
same-gender antecedents, Condition 2 NP fronted sentences with different-gender
antecedents. Condition 3 NP fronted sentences with agreement errors, Condition 4
predicate fronted sentences with same-gender antecedents. Condition 5 predicate fronted
sentences with different-gender antecedents. Condition 6 predicate fronted sentences with
agreement errors. Condition 7 non-movement sentences with same-gender antecedents.
Condition 8 non-movement sentences with different-gender antecedents, and Condition 9
non-movement sentences with agreement errors. The asterisk * is used in the front of each
sentence to indicate its ungrammaticality.

Experimental sentences
List A
Condition 1:
John wonders which pictures of himself Bill admires.
John wonders which portraits of himself Bill hates.
William wonders which photographs of himself Tom hates.
Sam wonders which portraits of himself Mike hates.
Bob wonders which pictures of himself Mike hates.

Condition 2;
Mary wonders which portraits of herself Robert likes.
Susan wonders which pictures of herself Mark likes.
Susan wonders which posters of herself Mark adniires.
Stephanie wonders which photographs of herself Jack admires.
Rebecca wonders which portraits of herself Frank admires.

Condition 3:
*Nancy wonders which photographs of themselves David loves.
*Ann wonders which portraits of themselves Adam loves.
*Jane wonders which pictures of themselves Adam loves.
*Jane wonders which posters of themselves Adam likes.
*Margaret wonders which photographs of themselves Peter likes.

Condition 4
How proud of herself does Nancy think that Mary is?
How proud of herself does Nancy feel that Mary is?
How proud of herself does Amy feel that Carol should be?
How proud of herself does Marcia feel that Jennifer can be?
How proud of herself does Barbara think that Margaret will be?

Condition 5
How proud of herself does Frank believe that Susan is?
How proud of herself does Bob believe that Judy should be?
How proud of herself does Bob think that Judy should be?

How proud of herself does David think that Sally can be?
How proud of herself does Steve believe that Linda will be?

Condition 6
*How proud of themselves does John say that Jane is?
*How proud of themselves does Tom say that Tina should be?
*How proud of themselves does Adam say that Stephanie can be?
*How proud of themselves does Adam believe that Stephanie can be?
*How proud of themselves does John say that Cindy will be?

Condition 7
Mike thinks that Bob hates pictures of himself.
Mike thinks that Bob likes posters of himself.
William thinks that Tom likes posters of himself.
Adam thinks that Frank likes posters of himself.
Richard thinks that Steve likes posters of himself.

Condition 8
Nancy thinks that Bill admires portraits of himself.
Judy thinks that Bob admires portraits of himself.
Judy thinks that Bob hates pictures of himself.
Stephanie thinks that Robert hates pictures of himself.
Barbara thinks that Bruce hates pictures of himself.

Condition 9

*Margaret thinks that John loves photographs of themselves.
*Jane thinks that Peter loves photographs of themselves.
*Carol thinks that Mike loves photographs of themselves.
•Carol thinks that Mike admires portraits of themselves.
*Linda thinks that Tom loves photographs of themselves.

List B
Condition 1:
John wonders which photographs of himself Bill loves.
William wonders which portraits of himself Tom loves.
Sam wonders which pictures of himself Richard loves.
Sam wonders which posters of himself Richard likes.
Bob wonders which photographs of himself Mike likes.

Condition 2:

Mary wonders which pictures of herself Robert admires.
Mary wonders which posters of herself Robert hates.
Susan wonders which photographs of herself Mark hates.
Stephanie wonders which portraits of herself Jack hates.
Rebecca wonders which pictures of herself Frank hates.

Condition 3:
*Nancy wonders which portraits of themselves David likes.
*Ann wonders which pictures of themselves Steve likes.
*Ann wonders which posters of themselves Steve admires.

*Jane wonders which photographs of themselves Adam admires.
*Margaret wonders which portraits of themselves Peter admires.

Condition 4
How proud of herself does Nancy say that Mary is?
How proud of herself does Amy say that Carol should be?
How proud of herself does Marcia say that Jermifer can be?
How proud of herself does Marcia believe that Jermifer can be?
How proud of herself does Barbara say that Margaret will be?

Condition 5
How proud of herself does Frank think that Susan is?
How proud of herself does Frank feel that Susan is?
How proud of herself does Bob feel that Judy should be?
How proud of herself does David feel that Sally can be?
How proud of herself does Steve think that Linda will be?

Condition 6
*How proud of themselves does John believe that Jane is?
*How proud of themselves does Tom believe that Tina should be?
*How proud of themselves does Tom think that Tina should be?
*How proud of themselves does Adam think that Stephanie can be?
*How proud of themselves does John believe that Cindy will be?

Condition 7

Mike thinks that Bob loves photographs of himself.
William thinks that Tom loves photographs of himself.
Adam thinks that Frank loves photographs of himself.
Adam thinks that Frank admires portraits of himself.
Richard thinks that Steve loves photographs of himself.

Condition 8
Nancy thinks that Bill hates pictures of himself.
Nancy thinks that Bill likes posters of himself.
Judy thinks that Bob likes posters of himself.
Stephanie thinks that Robert likes posters of himself.
Barbara thinks that Bruce likes posters of himself

Condition 9
*Margaret thinks that John admires portraits of themselves.
*Jane thinks that Peter admires portraits of themselves.
*Jane thinks that Peter hates pictures of themselves.
•Carol thinks that Mike hates pictures of themselves.
*Linda thinks that Tom hates pictures of themselves.

List C
Condition I:
John wonders which portraits of himself Bill likes.
William wonders which pictures of himself Tom likes.
William wonders which posters of himself Tom admires.

Sam wonders which photographs of himself Richard admires.
Bob wonders which portraits of himself Mike admires.

Condition 2:
Mary wonders which photographs of herself Robert loves.
Susan wonders which portraits of herself Mark loves.
Stephanie wonders which pictures of herself Jack loves.
Stephanie wonders which posters of herself Jack likes.
Rebecca wonders which photographs of herself Frank likes.

Condition 3:
*Nancy wonders which pictures of themselves David admires.
*Nancy wonders which posters of themselves David hates.
*Ann wonders which photographs of themselves Steve hates.
*Jane wonders which portraits of themselves Adam hates.
•Margaret wonders which pictures of themselves Peter hates.

Condition 4
How proud of herself does Nancy believe that Mary is?
How proud of herself does Amy believe that Carol should be?
How proud of herself does Amy think that Carol should be?
How proud of herself does Marcia think that Jennifer can be?
How proud of herself does Barbara believe that Margaret will be?

Condition 5
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How proud of herself does Frank say that Susan is?
How proud of herself does Bob say that Judy should be?
How proud of herself does David say that Sally can be?
How proud of herself does David believe that Sally can be?
How proud of herself does Steve say that Linda will be?

Condition 6
•How proud of themselves does John think that Jane is?
•How proud of themselves does John feel that Jane is?
•How proud of themselves does Tom feel that Tina should be?
•How proud of themselves does Adam feel that Stephanie can be?
•How proud of themselves does John think that Cindy will be?

Condition 7
Mike thinks that Bob admires portraits of himself.
William thinks that Tom admires portraits of himself.
William thinks that Tom hates pictures of himself.
Adam thinks that Frank hates pictures of himself.
Richard thinks that Steve hates pictures of himself.

Condition 8

Nancy thinks that Bill loves photographs of himself.
Judy thinks that Bob loves photographs of himself.
Stephanie thinks that Robert loves photographs of himself.
Stephanie thinks thai Robert admires portraits of himself.

Barbara thinks that Bruce loves photographs of himself.

Condition 9
•Margaret thinks that John hates pictures of themselves.
•Margaret thinks that John likes posters of themselves.
•Jane thinks that Peter likes posters of themselves.
•Carol thinks that Mike likes posters of themselves.
•Linda thinks that Tom likes posters of themselves.

Fillers (20 grammatical sentences followed by 35 ungrammatical sentences)

She came to see me yesterday.
Beijing is a very beautifiil city.
Phoenix is bigger than Tucson.
He is really a good student.
I did not see him last week.
John said that he likes me.
This is a very interesting book.
They are very good friends.
Are you coming to see me tomorrow?
I really hate to see him go.
Is she a Chinese student?
Chinese students work very hard.
She did not like the book at all.
Nancy went back to Phoenix last night.

This is a very modem house.
I do not know the answer to this question.
She doesn't speak good Chinese.
He is learning to speak English.
Bill did not like John at all.
She would not go to Beijing with him.

*She goed to school yesterday.
*John not came to see the movies.
*Are Bill going to be here tomorrow?
*Was John and Bill good students?
*Were it possible that she killed him?
*She not would come to talk to me.
*Are she going to come here tomorrow?
*They is a book and two pens on the table.
*John and Bill are a good student.
*Are Phoenix bigger than Tucson?
*Mary not was happy last night.
*Not did you see him yesterday.
not could bear it any more.
*These is not interesting at all.
*A good man are hard to find.
^Grammar are really boring.
* You not bought a book yesterday.
*Chinese students is hard working.

*Nancy not thought very much about this.
*There is two people in the room.
*Two books was on the table yesterday.
*He don't like her very much.
*Come he do something about it?
*This were really interesting.
*It would interesting to watch it.
*I not see him come yesterday.
*It are too hot in summer.
*Beijing are the capital of China.
*She not been to New York yet.
*How interesting is these books.
*I really hate to say good-bye to she.
*Him is really a good guy.
*I did not say him last week.
*She and him are good friends.
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Appendix II

This appendix contains the 48 experimental sentences and 48 fillers.
48 experimental sentences consist of 16 MP fronted sentences, 16 predicate fronted
sentences and 16 non-movement sentences. 48 fillers are listed after the experimental
sentences.

16 NP fronted sentences

1.

John wonders which pictures of himself Bill admires.

2.

Mary wondered which drawings of herself Nancy hated.

3.

Tom wonders which photographs of himself David likes.

4.

Susan wondered which portraits of herself Cindy liked.

5.

Lisa wondered which posters of herself Jennifer loved.

6.

Jack wonders which drawings of himself Mark hates.

7.

E^chard wondered which pictures of himself William would admire.

8.

Wendy wondered which photographs of herself Nancy would admire.

9.

Peter wondered which posters of himself Max would love.

10.

Robert wondered which portraits of himself John would like.

11.

Cathy wondered which pictures of herself Nancy would like.

12.

Steve wondered which photographs of himself Paul would love.

13.

Rebecca asked which portraits of herself Alice would love.

14.

Lisa wondered which posters of herself Helen admired.

15.

William wonders which drawings of himself Tom hates.

16.

Marcia wonders which portraits of herself Jennifer likes.

16 predicate fronted sentences
1.

How proud of himself does Steve think that Paul is?

2.

How proud of herself does Alice believe that Rebecca is?

3.

How proud of himself does Robert feel that Jim is?

4.

How proud of herself does Catherine say that Mary is?

5.

How proud of himself does Peter think that Max can be?

6.

How proud of herself does Helen think that Lucy is?

7.

How proud of herself does Richard believe that William is?

8.

How proud of herself does Wendy say that Mary can be?

9.

How proud of herself does Mary believe that Nancy should be?

10.

How proud of himself does Jack think that Mark should be?

11.

How proud of herself does Anna say that Susan can be?

12.

How proud of herself does Jane think that Alice should be?

13.

How proud of himself does Frank think that Mike should be?

14.

How proud of herself does Lisa think that Jennifer should be?

15.

How proud of herself does Barbara think that Margaret will be?

16.

How proud of himself does Jim believe that Bill is?

16 non-movement Sentences

1.

John thinks that Bill admires photographs of himself.

2.

Mary believes that Nancy admires posters of herself.

3.

Tom thinks that David likes portraits of himself.

4.

Tom thinks that John likes pictures of himself.

5.

Frank believes that Mike loves drawings of himself.

6.

Lisa believes that Jennifer loves posters of herself.

7.

Jane thought Alice hated photographs of herself.

8.

Lisa believes that Jennifer loves drawings of herself.

9.

Rebecca doubted that Alice would hate pictures of herself.

10.

Steve doubted that Paul would hate portraits of himself.

11.

Jack thinks that Mark hates posters of himself

12.

Jane diinks that Alice hates photographs of herself

13.

Peter doubted that Max saw drawings of himself

14.

Wendy doubted that Nancy saw pictures of herself

15.

Robert doubted that Tom would hate portraits of himself.

16.

Cathy doubted that Nancy would hate posters of herself

48 Fillers
1.

John wonders whether Bill admires him.

2.

Mary wondered whether Nancy hated her.

3.

Tom wonders whether David likes him.

4.

Susan wonders whether Cindy liked her.

5.

Lisa wondered whether Jennifer loved her.

6.

Jack wonders whether Mark hates him.

7.

Richard wondered whether William would admire him.

8.

Wendy wondered whether Nancy would admire her.

9.

Peter wondered whether Max would love him.

10.

Robert wondered whether John would like him.

11.

Cathy wondered whether Nancy would like her.

12.

Steve wondered whether Paul would love him.
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13

Rebecca asked whether Alice would love her.

14

Lisa wondered whether Helen admired her.

15

William wonders whether Tom hates him.

16

Marcia wonders whether Jennifer likes her.

17

Steve thinks that Paul is his good friend.

18

Alice believes that Rebecca is her enemy.

19

Robert feels that Jim is his best friend.

20

Catherine says that Mary would love her cat.

21

Peter thinks that Max can be his greatest enemy.

22

Helen thinks that Lucy is fond of her dog.

23

Richard believes that William is tired of his study.

24

Wendy says that Mary can be in her room.

25

Mary believes that Nancy should go to see her teacher.

27

Anna says that Susan can be found in her study.

28

Jane thinks that Alice should be proud of her heritage.

29

Frank thinks that Mike should be proud of his sister.

30

Lisa thinks that Jennifer should go to see her doctor.

31

Barbara thinks that Margaret will see her family soon.

32

Jim believes that Bill is sick of his math teacher.

33

John thinks that Bill admires his physics teacher.

34

Mary believes that Nancy loves her English professor.

35

Tom thinks that David likes his watch.

36

Tom thinks that John is tired of his English professor.

37

Frank believes that Mike loves his sports coach.

38

Lisa believes that Jennifer loves her mom.
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39

Jane thought Alice hated her biology instructor.

40

Lisa believes that Jennifer hates her roommate.

41

Rebecca doubted that Alice would hate her computer.

42

Steve doubted that Paul would hate his brand new razor.

43

Jack thinks that Mark hates his bicycle.

44

Jane thinks that Alice hates her French professor.

45

Peter doubted that Max saw his high school girl friend.

46

Wendy doubted that Nancy saw her former boyfriend.

47

Robert doubted that Tom would hate his brother.

48

Cathy doubted that Nancy would hate her sister.
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Appendix III

A Language History Survey (For Chinese learners of English)
Name:
Age:
Your English score at the College Entrance Exam (if available):
TOEFL score (if available):
You are a (circle one)
a) freshman
1.

b) sophomore

c) junior

When and where did you first start to learn English and for how many years?
When

2.

Where

How manv years

When learning a language, what do you find easiest or most difficult?
Listening
Speaking
Reading
Writing

Easiest:
Most difficult:
3.

Have you ever been taught by a native speaker of English?
If yes, when was that and for how long?

4.

d) senior

Have you ever traveled to an English-speaking nation?
If yes, when was that and for how long?

Appendix IV.

A list of male and female names

Male

Female

BiU

Anna

David

Alice

Frank

Barbara

Jack

Catherine

Jim

Cathy

John

Cindy

Mark

Helen

Max

Jane

Mike

Jennifer

Paul

Lisa

Peter

Marcia

Richard

Mary

Robert

Nancy

Steve

Rebecca

Tom

Susan

William

Wendy
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Appendix V

This appendix contains 2 sample pictures favoring the embedded subject binding and 16
pictures facoiring the matrix subject binding.
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Mr. Fac woadcrt which photoglyphs of Jiimsclf Mr. Thin libes.

Who is leftned to bj himsdf?
(a) Mr. Thin
(b) Mr. Tai

(c) sonicanc else

(d) none of the above
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Ml?. Ftit wonders ivhicli nhfifnaninl»c*>f
r — X I j i i a i i « v > l I T U . t*..-.
X U l l l lii...
liAeS'.
Wio is rcfcncd to by trimse-Lf?
(a) Mr. Thio
Cb) Mr. Firt
(c) lotoeoac else

(<l) nnn: of ihc above
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